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Last week’s issue incorrectly stated that the HSU president receives

a free house.
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McCrone dismisses
student affairs VP
for excess units —
Wi A.S. will address the
issue at a conference

next Friday.
By Matt Krupnick
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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165-unit limit.
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“I was pretty upset,” White

said, “not for me, but for my
constituents.”
White, anatural resources se-

nior, was voted into her posi-

tion in April.
Some Associated Students
council members have expressed anger at McCrone for
the action, Caudill said, but the
CSU Board of Trustees 1s actu-

ally responsible for the policy.

“My biggest complaint is

against the policy,” Caudill said.
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dents.
“I couldn’t run for the council until now because I was
working my fingers to the bone

for my first few years,” she said.

Caudill said CSU administrators are beginning to understand that older students are
running for office in increasing
numbers.
“J think they realize thatmore
ofyourjuniors and seniors want

HSU representatives will ask
the California State University
to eliminate limits on the number of completed units a student may have while holding a
to be involved,” he said.
student body office.
In fact, McCrone has allowed
President Mike Caudill and
some students to bypass the unit
other student representatives
as
such
requirements,
will travel to Sonoma State UniThaddeus Richards, who
versity next Friday to address
served as an A.S. representathe California State Student
tive last year, and Ann Maurer,
Association conference. The
who ran for A.S. president in
after
arose
issue
cap
unitApril.
Lockey White, vice president
“He’s made the exception beofstudentaffairs, was ousted by - fore, so it wouldn’t be unprecPresident Alistair McCronelast
edented for him to (make the
month after discovering that exception for me),” White said.

White was one unit over the

ves

criminates against poor stu-

“J don’t want to attack the presi-

dent. We need to continue to

have a good relationship with
him.”
White, however, contends

that McCrone never contacted

her about the action, choosing

to write a letter to Caudill instead.
¢
“I think that it was handled
rather poorly,” she said. “I think

Hughes said although reentry students like Richards and
Maurer are usually given more
leniency, the policy opens the
door for accusations of unfairness.
“Rather than penalize reentry students, Dr. McCrone gives
for particithem some latitude

pation,” he said. “But I think
there are possibilities for certain inequities to occur.”

White also charged that

Caudill, who will choose a new

vice president, is looking out
for his own interests.
“Mike has refused to sign a
letter in support ofmy reinstate-

ment,” she said. “I think there’s -

some politics behind this.
“(Caudill and the council)

won’t take a solid stand on this

issue at all.”
Caudilland council members

did sign a letter supporting

White’s reinstatement on Mon-

day, but without mentioning

McCrone didn’t consider the
McCrone.
whole picture.”
Caudill said he is attempting :
to place the HSU contingenton

the CSSA conference agenda.

Representatives from the other

CSU schools and the Board of

Trustees will attend the confer-

ence.
“Anytime you're going to be
heard by other campuses it’s a
good thing,” he said. “We'dlike
to see the unit cap pretty much
eliminated.”

White said the unit limit dis-

“He’s made the.
exception before,
so it wouldn’t be.
unprecedented for
him to (make the
exception for me).”
:

LOCKEY WHITE

ex-student affairs vice president

AYAKO WALKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Heather Adkins, computer information
Fromleft:H.U.G. volunteers Blanca Castillo, political science senior;
biochemistry

and Alex Nedich,
systems senior; Bradley Grosh, interdisciplinary studies sophomore;
for a place for the Student Media Access
senior share a small office in Gist Hall w hile the group searches
Center.

H.U.G. offers students
access to technology

Access center will be

M, Mac compatible

HI The Humboldt Users Group’s new center is
ready to go, but a lack of office space could
continue to delay its opening.
By Pat Harrington

mail, troubleshooting and web

LUMBERJACK STAFF

For Alex Nedich,

director of

Humboldt Users Group, finding a
space for the new Student Media
Access Center hasn’t been the final
frontier, but it sure seems like it.

“(The center is) ready to go; it’s
just that we can’t find space on

campus,” Nedich said. “We had

no idea what we were getting into,
the red tapeand everything. School
officials have been supportive of
the program, but when we say ‘we
need space,’ they’re like, ‘Well,
sorry, but there’s none available.”

The users group, a five-year-old
student-run organization designed

to help students learn computer
literacy, has started a student media center. The center is designed

to answer questions and provide

services

regarding

IBM

and

Macintosh word processing, e-

SOU
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page design.
“SMAC is a dynamic lab,”
Nedich said. “Meaning that it responds to users immediately, like
if students need to bring in zip
drives.”
Because the users group 1s stu-

dent funded, ithas not been able to

find a place of operations to call
home.
“We've asked the Housing and
Dining office to help us and we've
gotten

no positive responses.”

Nedich said. “Right now we’re interested in the basement of (the)
University Annex. It’s not the most

ideal spot, but it’s something.”

The center will offer students
accessto facilities thatare notavailable to students ona regular basis,
including five Silicon Graphic Institute machines, a color printer,
color scanner, digital camera (for

check-out only) and CD-ROM
Recorder. The SGI machines are

being delivered by Silicon Graphics,a company specializing in computer animation and graphics. Sihcon Graphics was responsible for
the images in the movie “Toy
Story.”
The graphics machine is a valuable tool for students who need an

alternative for creating good design work.

“There’s only one on campus,

as far as we know,” Nedich said.
“We want to offer students an al-

ternative to going to Kinko’s every
time they need to print color. That

can get a little expensive after a
while.”
A student media center on-line
service will be functional next
week. It will be a forum where students can discuss various computer
needs. An IBM and Macintosh
will also
troubleshooting workshop
start sometime next week in the
Kate Buchanan Room. The users
group still fields e-mail questions

See H.U.G., page 7
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Still Alive, Still Strong, Still Proud
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Join the Humboldt State University Native American Community‘
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in supporting Indigenous American livelihood and survival!
All are invited to
attend a week of presentations...
coe
.

feos

OCT
.13
¢ Noon, HSU Quad - Native American students, facul
ed

:
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ty
and staff will dispose of the myth that Columbus

‘discovered” America. An Indian taco sale will also be occurring.
|
* 7pm, Scienc
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135 - Film and panel discussion: Native American sovereignty Issues ...
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Land

* 6pm, Founders Hall Green
& Gold Room - Indigenous people from different regions will share songs, stories, etc., and
give an understanding of how strong we as Indian people are today.

WEDNESDAY, OCT.15
¢ 6pm, Founders Hall Green
<
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& Gold Room - Presentation on Sacred Sites which are being threatened
in many ways
.
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all over the United States.
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¢ 6pm, Founders Hall Room 125- Come, se € and hear explicit examples
of how Native American people are degraded
and exploited in popular culture.
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FRIDAY,OCT.17
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¢ Noon, HSU Quad - A presentation and rally that will offer
solutions to what ALL people can do to ensure Indigenous
survival.
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* Please wear Black and Red Ribbons all
this week to show support for
Indigenous People in North American
and worldwide.
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The Aumbolat State University NATIVE AMERICAN
Com
mun
ity
realizes that
America was not ‘discovered by any of the
“explorers,” but indeed was intruded upon...
The Indigenous people of the Americas have been
around since the grass
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and trees started to grow and the mountain
s were formed.
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Web site creators
find niche in

Finally.
Full Self-Service UPS
Shipping In Arcata!

college market

BRING YOUR ITEM IN...BOX IT, PACK IT,
SHIP IT IN ALL AT ONE PLACE!

feature, students can search for
internship programs and language

programs.
There are also many services students can use suchas financial aid,

ers. The site is paid for through
advertising and according to
Landon that has been a huge advantage.
“Many times studyabroad.com
does not get the support of universities, so when a university does
put a banner on our site it encour-

Mini Storage
Z

Located at
180 F Street, Arcata

\

Call 822-2220

WELCOME H@U @TUDENTS!
Russell L. Davis D.D.S.
Family Dentistry
Preventive and Restorative care

With 29,200 listings between on
the Web sites and 5,100 links to

Nitrous oxide available
20% Student Discount for initial exam

educational institutions, Shay and
Landonare pleased with their success, but both feel there is room for

950 | St., Arcata

improvement.
“It’s working outnicely. We have
roughly 200 programs in use anda
quarter of a million pages of information, but we’re constantly trying to make it more accessible,”
Landon said.

822-0525

1618
G Street * Arcata = Phone: 822-8712
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ages other universities to advertise
also,” Landon said. ““That’s a big
part of the success we’ve had —
our advertising.”
One of studyabroad.com’s most
popular features is a tool that allows users to search for any college
in any country in the world.
“Two countries that students
always inquire about is France and
England, and there are so many
colleges located in Paris and London that we just decided to have
those listed separately from France
and England,” Landon said.
Studyabroad.com has 20 different programs in its directory. In
addition to the “country search”

PEANUTS

ee

me

it now has more than 525,000 us-

student identity cards and travel
services.
Gradschools.com is a site that
helps students search for graduate
programs at the schools which offer them.
Created
by Mark
Shay,
gradschools.com is a sister site to
studyabroad.comand went on-line
in November of last year. The site
has approximately 6,000 to 7,000
users per week.
“The site gives students a pretty
good overview of the different
graduate programs that are out
there. We’re looking to take advantage of studyabroad.com’s success and build from there,” Shay
.
said.
Some universities are still wary
of the Internet and have not placed
advertisements on the websites.
“The (university) administrators
have been reluctant to use the web
as an advertising source,” Shay
said. He does see change in the air,
however. “We're seeing it shift a
bit, though some universities are
using their own sites.”

© 1997 North Coast Advertising Agency

Students looking to transfer to
another school or searching for an
adequate graduate program need
fret no further thanks to two new
Web sites: studyaboad.com and
gradschools.com.
Studyabroad.com was created
by Mark Landon and has been
running for two years.
Launched in September of 1995,

BOXES *® TAPE + BUBBLE PACKS * FOAM
FULL-SERVICE U.PS. SHIPPING

international

,

By Pat Harrington
LUMBERJACK STAFF

insurance,

SOUTH G ST.

health

eon

study abroad proyrams
on the Internet.

F STREET

Students can
research graduate and

5

Studentgownedmandgoperated
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full service
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Guest speaker to share experiences
tighting for First Amenament rights
By Melissa Bariow

president of Progressive Alliance

LUMBERJACK STAFF

said.

Wilkinson can beconsideredan
experton the subject: lie spentone

purpose

in

bringing

<2
fp
HD

and First Amendment protectiot

ez

Amendement rights.

The

— Wilkinson to HSU is to enlighten
the students about civil liberties
in the United States.
“Our purpose is to educate. in-

¢~

Frank Wilkinsonisoneman who
has gone to bat for his First

_—s

@ Wilkinson was followed by the FBI for 38 years
and convicted by the U.S. Supreme Court of being
a communist during the Red Scare of the 1950’s.

year in prison for refusing to an- _ formandactivate.” said Dougias, a
swer questions reguardi
hisngpopolitical science and economics

litical affiliation

yuri

He also discovered in 1980 he
had beenundersurveillancebythe
WT
s
9°
FBI ior 38 vears

in the early 1950s Wikinson
graduated trom UCLA. where h:
:
Was active In student government.

13 Wilkinson

munist and
.
a

about
“es
ain

c

their

inform

First

attendees

Amendment

.

Progressive Allianceis sponsor-

ing Wilkinson's speech at HSL
“We will be accepting donations
to pay for his trip, but no one will

be turnedaway,”

Charles Douglas,

His pian was to pecomea Method-

ist ministe:
Betore attending divinity

S|

schoo!

he decided to takea trip to jerusaae

—lemand Europe. When Wilkinsor
arrived in jerusalem he was overwe

wheimed

i
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;
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people rummaging
page cans for food.
his

made

social welfare.”

poverty
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him want to Improve

said his grandson
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Martin Luther King, Jr. hele a reception tor Frank Wilkinson shortly after
Wilkinson was released fron
:
:
‘iat
104
Cal
:
ia
PFrisoni
n April of 1961at Morenouse

Joshua Wilkinson.
freshman.
When

Wilkinson

a theater
returned

arts
to

College in Atianta, Ga.

in improving housing conditions
there. He was assigned asassistant
tothe director
of Housing

Author-

— Los Angeles, he became involved __ ity to build low-cost housing.
:

Wilkinson was asked to go to
courtto testify about the slum con:

See Wilkinson, page ;
, pac

Next meeting Oct. 20 in the South Lounge of the Univ
ersity Center, 6 p.m.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 826-4221]
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will speak at HSU about his experiences being blacklisted as a com-

2

Monday
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H.U.G.—
* Continued
from page 3

* Conitinued from page 6

against the committee by touring
as a lecturer.

in Gist Hall 218.
Seminars are also part of
the future for the center. The
seminars will cover every-

ditions in the ghetto. After a long,
unfriendly cross examination
Wilkinson was asked to tell the
court of all the organizations, po-

According to the book “The
FBI v. The First Amendment”
Wilkinsonalso learned that the FBI

thing from word processing

to Web animation.

litical or otherwise, in which he

Pres-

was affiliated.
The question was irrelevant and

ently, seminars are only
scheduled

for four hours

Wilkinson

during the semester.
Part of the reason for this
wants to be the main source
ofcomputer information, according to Nedich. But
Nedich wants a 24-hour ser- -

refused to answer to which organization he belonged. The U.S. Supreme Court, ina five to four decision, found him guilty of contempt
of Congress and he was sentenced
to one year in jail.
After Wilkinson’s release from
prison, Martin Luther King, Jr.
held a reception sponsored by the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference on April 30, 1961 at

“What we really want is
self-knowledge of computers,” he said. “Most students

are afraid to handle their
computers, such as insert-

ing RAM into their systems.”
In the meantime there is

SON

ror

to answer,

Wilkinson, for the second time,

vice.

Humboldt

refused

claiming it was his First Amendment right. Wilkinson was then
brought before the House
Unamerican Activities Committee.
This was a committee that weeds
out communists, his grandson said.

is Academic Computing still

still the

Users

~ Group Web page itself. The
Internet address for it is
http://www.humboldt.edu/
~hug. Students can look up

Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga.
Wilkinson

an index of student pages,

decided

to fight

forums forcomputer-related
discussions, open galleries
of student projects and variof the Week.
Things have been slow
going for the users group,

but they are not alone in establishing an access center.
“Students have a voice on
campus. (Associate) Dean
Karen Carlton has been very

Board of Trustees

helpful in finding usa place.”
One faculty memberhelp-

names new CSU

ing the users group is Will-

chancellor

iam Herbrechtsmieir, chair

of the religious studies department. Herbrechtsmieir
and Nedich have talked with

Charles B. Reed, chancellor of
the State University of Florida, was

named chancellor of the CSU system Monday by the Board of Trust-

oneanother frequently about

the users group’s dilemma.

ees.

“Students should exhibit

some independence. Aslong _
as (the users group) conducts
itself within the standards of
this university, I don’t see a
problem.” Herbrechtsmeier .
said.
Nedich said the group has
not disappeared. “We've
been here for five years. We'll
be here for five more.”

lance, according to the book.
In 1988, Wilkinson found out
his conviction had been based on
an FBI informant named Anita

Schneider, who said

Wilkinson

eCustom

was a communist. Schneider was
eventually found emotionally unstable and unbelievable.
Wilkinson has since started the

First Amendment

Perms

Foundation,

where he fights for people’s nights.

NailCare

He lobbies against unconstitutional

legislation, counsels those who do

notknow their legal rights and speaks
nationwide about his experiences
being blacklisted as a communist.

He will be speaking at noon in

the Kate Buchanan

Room

The announcement follows a
nationwide search that began in
August after current Chancellor

Barry Munitzannounced he would

be leaving the CSU to head the J.
Paul Getty Trust in January. Reed
will begin on March 8, 1998, at a
salary of $254,000.
“Charlie Reed has a passion for
the California State University mission, vast experience in academic

~

Above

of politics and loves whathe does,”
Martha Fallgatter stated in a press
release.
“That combination will move
the CSU to the next plateau,” she
said.
Asachancellor of the State University System of Florida since
1985, Reed has served as the chief
executive officer for the Florida
Board of Regents, which oversees
the 10 public universities.
Florida’s system has an annual
budget of more than $3 billion and
employs more than 35,000 people.
Its physical plant is larger than
all the rest of the state government
combined with 37 million square

5
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735 8th Street
ARCATA, CA
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PLEASURE
CENTER
Under New Management

“In addition, the CSU is the ve-

hicle that will be able to improve all
of public education in the state.”
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A

ings.
“What attracted me to the CSU
is that it has the opportunity to be
one of the most important economic engines for the state of California by preparing its workforce
— both at the entry level and retaining level of those employed,”
Reed stated in the press release.

:
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feet and more than 3,100 build-

1

;

en 4

ere

about

his court case and at 3 p.m. about
fighting terrorism and preserving
First Amendment rights.
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——«11731 G St, Suite D

Imperiale Square
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Open 7 days: ee -Thursday. 12-8
Friday- ahieey 12-9
Sunday. 12-5

Visit our web site at hit: -/ www.sexual. center.com/
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LUTHERAN
COLLEGE

Sundays:
New home study group meets
at 1580 Giuntoli

7-8pm
Mondays:
Student suppers
at the Lutheran Church of
Arcata

BINSET e
to You! —

151 East 16th St. Arcata
(suggested donation $2)

Wellness program

keeps faculty, staff fi

@ Program offers
amenities of a fitness
center at a low cost.
By Heather Crosby ©

Sunday

worship at 9:30 am

For more information call Carl Stenzel

Campus Ministry Associate at 822-5117

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The
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Employee

Wellness

Pro-

gram encourages HSU employees
to exercise for the health of it.
The program, which began four

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?

years ago, is sponsored by the Department of Kinesiology and the
Health and Wellness Institute.
“Tt is a low-cost alternative (to a
gym) designed to allow employees

to incorporate exercise into their
daily routine,” said Robin Meiggs,

lab coordinator.
Classes are available to all em-

FREE pregnancy testing
all services free & confidential

Crisis Pregnancy Center
OF THE NORTH COAST

607 F Street Recast

822-7039

ployees and offer challenging opportunities for beginning and intensive exercisers. For $20 per class
per semester, participants can
choose from aerobics, water aero-

bics, lap swimming, pool jogging
and total body conditioning. The
full package includes the cost of all
classes and is available for $55 per
semester.

Most classes are offered from

LEGAL MATTERS
Confused about renting?
Do you know about:

¢ Rent withholding?
¢ Repair and deduct?
¢ The warranty of habitability?
These are remedies that tenants have working for them.

noon to | p.m. “It is a convenient
way to incorporate exercise into

your day. You don’t have to worry
about leaving campus and losing
your parking space,” said Aleli

Lawson, department secretary of

contracts, procurement and risk

management.
Lawson said her favorite class is
total body conditioning which is

held Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from noon to 1 p.m. It of
fers the greatest challenge and variety in an exercise workout.

For those
who prefer aless structured workout, open weight room
hours or lap swim times are of-

fered.

“T enjoy using the weight room
because of the staff/faculty hours
and there are very few people

there,” said Ken Thrift, financial

For more information on this or any other
legal matter, stop by:
The Humboldt Legal Resource Center
Warren House #53

or call us at 826-3824
The HLRC is a free service for all, sponsored by LES

Humboldt Legal

Resource Center

aid and student records systems
analyst and database administrator. “Nothing is required in the
program and participation is
strictly on your own.”
The weight room is specifically

reserved for Employee Wellness

participants on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from noon to
]
p-m. Employee participants
can

also useit during regular operation
hours. Cardiovascular equipment
as well as universal and free weights
are available for use while working
out in thé weight room,
Both Lawsonand Thrift feelone
of the greatest benefits to participating is the opportunity
to relieve

ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

David Mohrmann, theater arts lecturer, takes in a noontime swim
break at Forbes Complex.
stress in a healthy way. Lawson
also enjoys other ways the pro-

gram enriches her day.
“It is a great
also gives you
other staff. The
people in the
Lawson said.

stress reliever and
a chance to meet
instructors and the
class are great,”

Allprograms include an optional

personalized fitness evaluation.
This involves a medical history
screening, exercise recommendations and predicted aerobic fitness

evaluations. For an additional fee,

body fat composition tests, aerobic fitness tests and three-day nutrition analyses are available. Students and community members
can also obtain these additionalCost services.
Although students are not eligible to participate in the classes,
they are still able to reap benefits
from the program. Students involved in the exercise science maJor gain experience in their field by
acting as personal trainers for th

participants.

Eight students from the health
and physical education department
are involved in the program. Students participate in a three-semester (a three-phase) program. They
are eligible for directed field study
units, but do not receive monetary
compensation.
“After working in the lab, stu
dents graduate with valuable
expenence. They have a high
success

rate in the workplace,” Meiggs
said.
There are approximately

60

HSU employees in the sel
f-suffi-

cient wellness program. Itis supported through the coursefeescal-

lected from participants.
“The positive aspect about the

Employee Wellness Program is
that it wasn’t going to be anaddi-

tional expense for the university,”
said Dr. Sue MacConnie, associ-

ate professor of physical education
and director of the Human Performance lab. “All the money received
goes directly back into the program.”
She added

that the funds are

used to pay for instructors, equipment and facilities.
For the future, MacConnie has

two goals in mind. “We want to
continue to offer better services on
a fitness level and offer more health
promotion like the lunch-time
|
seminars,” she said.
semmats
lunch-t
the
ime
During

an instructor evaluates the employees’ typical eating habits for the

day. The instructor will recom

mend changes to help the partic

pants lose weight or toeathealther.
“I think people should give!
(the program) a try. They'll fel
better,” Lawson said.
Thrift also encourages employ

ees to get involved. “It doesnt

matter how young or old you ate
The program is beneficial to all,
he said.
For more information on the

program, drop by the Human Per:
formance Lab in Forbes Complex
124 or contact Robin Meiggs at
826-4979.

|
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‘Homecoming and Parents’ Weekend
to give visitors Humboldt experience
When Humboldt State celebrates its Homecoming next

The festivities begin Thursday
night with the Golden Graduate

‘Oringind
il

golftour-

Parents’ Weekend,” Alumni Rela-

nament at Baywood Country Club

Humboldt Calypso Band will be
held in the Kate Buchanan Room .

are combining Homecoming with

Friday’s events includea

to benefit women’s athletics. In ad-

A wrap-up brunch will be held
Sunday morning at the Arcata

been tailored to fit any ge.eration,

will be held on the University Cen-

tunity for our students and their
parents to meet with those who
have been down this road before.”

Community Center.
For ticket information and other
details about Homecoming, call

welcome dinnerwill be served in the
Kate Buchanan Room.

Humboldt’s Office of Alumni Relations at 826-3132.

tions Director Pamela Allen stated

ina press release. “The events have
and they offer a wonderful oppor-

dition, a food and activities festival

ter Quad. Various academic departments will host open houses and a

2

On the agenda for Saturday are
the Athletics Hall of Fame Brunch, a

and other former students from 50

or more years ago.

the diversity

UMS ASOD

Mom and Dad.
“This year more than ever we

Dinner, honoring the Class of 1947

te

of the worl? to

series of lectures and the Lucky
Logger Barbecue. At night, a showcase dance concert featuring the

weekend, the visitors will include

9
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Homecoming and Parents’ Weekend Schedule of Events

Thursday:
« Golden Grad Reunion Dinner — 5 p.m.

Friday:

Tee off at Ip.m.
- Golf Classic — registration at lla.m. or ca 1 826-5942, buffet lunch at 11:30 a.m.
at the Baywood Golf and Country Club.
- Festival on the Quad — Noon to 3 p.m.
in Nelson
» Alumni Sign-in and Campus Tours — sign-in runs from 1 p.m. to 5p.m. at Goodwin Forum
Hall East with campus tours at | p.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
to find out which
+» Department Open Houses — | p.m. to 5 p.m. Check in at Goodwin Forum
departments are hosting events.
seating at 7 p.m.
» Welcome Dinner — First seating wi ll be from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. with a second

in the Kate Buchanan Room.

Saturday:

Wen eva Cane
Vea Aie mete leOl
A community gathering
place serving
organic world coffees.
teas and juices.
LT com ©

;

« Hall of Fame Brunch — 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Kate Buchanan Room.

n B will be
« Lumberjack Lecture Series — Session A will run from 9:30a.m. to 10:45 a.m. and Sessio
and “Student
from lam. to 12:15 p.m. Topics include “Navigating the Web’ ” in Siemens Hall 119
Life and Activities since 1913” in Siemens Hall 116.
+ Lucky Logger Barbecue — 11:30 a.m. to |: 30 p.m. on the UC Quad.
Bowl.
- Football Game — The Jacks vs. Western Washington University at 2 p.m. in Redwood
t in the
» Showcase Concert and Dance — Featuring the Hum boldt Calypso Band, 9 p.m. to midnigh
Kate Buchanan Room.

Sunday:

« Lumberjack Brunch — 8 a.m. to noon at t he Arcata Community Center. .
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Available in Original,
Desert Rose,

i

-

& Wild Plum
$12.00 Papoose size

Egyptian Eyes * Eye-shadow
Lipstick ° Complexion Brushes
Hair Accessories

* Henna

Rachel Perry Cosmetics

df
y

/
Marian Brady Design vil

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush
& highlighter that changes to suit your
skin color. Also use as lip color, eye
make-up, body bronzer, or nail color.
Includes applicator puff.

1031

H St. © Arcata
822-3450

2817

F St.

© Eureka

269-9560
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Extended hours
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UPD

was

unable

to

determine ifanything
was stolen.

¢ 1:01 p.m.
— Four
transients were found
lounge at Madrone
Hall. They
were
asked to leave.
¢ 6:33 p.m. — A

¢11:04a.m.—Ahypodermicneedle found
next to the Sculpture

down
a
“Road
Closed”
sign
on
Wildlife Road. The
sign was undamaged

Lab was brought to the
Health Center for disposal.

by the impact.

¢ 3:45 p.m. — A stu-

¢ 6:40 p.m. — A
man acting strangely

racks between 11:30 a.m. on Sept.

17 and 1 p.m. on Sept. 19. The
bike was found by the Arcata Police Department earlier that day.
¢ 7:27 p.m. — A student went

bike racks was determined to be in need
of medical assistance.
The victim’s condition was stabilized

into diabetic shock in the Gist Hall

and

staff parking lot. Anambulance was

home by UPD.

called and the man’s condition was
stabilized. He refused additional

Sept. 24:
e 2:22 a.m. — A non-resident

Sept. 26:

treatment.
Sept. 22:

was found asleep in the second-

¢ 4:46
to locate
trying to
¢ 5:06

¢ 8:43 a.m. — Art crime alert!

Someone

tagged graffiti on the

Disabled

Student

he

was

Sept. 30:

¢ 7:37 a.m. — A report was re-

p.m. — UPD were unable
a person suspected of
sell drugs.
p.m. — A student got

overnight while it was parked in
the Library lot.

vehicle. UPD officers determined

pipe were confiscated and slated
for destruction.
¢ 10:11 p.m. — A person twirling flaming batons was told that he
needed to get permission from

¢2:47 p.m. — A hood ornament
was stolen from a vehicle in the

¢ 1:53 p.m. — A Fern Hall Liv-

ing Group Adviser confronted a

¢ 5:25 p.m. — The raw smell of

decay filled the air near a vehicle
parked on B Street. The owner left
a fish inside to bake in the sun.

Sept. 23:

man and woman soliciting finds
for Earth First. The LGA asked
them to leave, and UPD was un-

able to find them upon arrival.
Sept. 25:

¢ 8:45 a.m. — A vehicle was
vandalized and broken into at the

reported stolen from the Jolly Gi-

Science parking lot. The owner of

ant Commons

the vehicle was out of town and

were valued at $1,600.

¢9:22a.m.— Lightfixtures were

parking lot. They

am

=

A student at an undis-

Housing before performing circus

tricks,
Sept. 28:
¢ 7:05 p.m. — Several men were

reported stealing aluminum cans
from recycling bins behind the
Theater Arts Building. Upon UPD
contact, the suspects denied taking the cans.

A window was broken t

rglarized

© gain ac

° 1:55 p.m. — An Earth Fi

bus blocked traffic in Plaza
Cine
and prevented a Aracta & Mac
River Transit System
bus fron

leaving. The Earth First
bus wag
gone on UPD arrival.

° 4:21 p.m. — A studentreported
his suitemate missing since Sept

26. The missing student was
deter

mined to be in Anaheim, Calif
° 7:50 p.m. — A woman work-

ing outat Forbes Complex felland
hit her head on some weights,
Oct. 3:

e 1:41 a.m. — A report was re-

ceived of a Cypress Hall resident
with alcohol poisoning.
:
¢ 2:58 a.m. — A spree of minor

vandalism swept the campus, A
sprinkler near Science A had been

adjusted so that a nearby sidewalk.

who reportedly attempted tocommitsui-

as wellas classroom windows, were

cide, was

located

rushed

to

Mad River Community Hospital.

caught smoking pot. The potanda

the stains were caused by “redwood tree droppings.”

71)

closed residence hall,

ceived of suspicious stains on a

Mai Kai parking lot.

e

semester

taken

floor lounge of Sunset Hall and
was asked to leave.

Hall

received harassing email.

<9 This

bus

Services

dent at Siemens

This week

near the Art Building

stolen from

cess.

be teeth bleaching gel.

the Library

ported

ringe was spotted beside a tree in the Van
Matre Hall parking lot.
and the substance inside was determined to

Ps

vehicle reportedly ran

¢ 1:35 p.m. — A bike was re-

was broken into and by

The syringe did not
have a needle attached

relaxing in the TV

Sept. 21:
¢ 9:49 a.m. — A bong was found
inanundisclosed residence hall. It
was seized and slated for destruction.

Sept. 29:
¢ 10:03 a.m.— A sy-

¢ 3:27 p.m. — A Chinquapin
Hall resident received harassing
calls from an unknown male caller.

thoroughly rinsed off. Ashtrays
outside

of doorways at

Theater Arts, Harry Griffith Hall
and near the Special Events Field
were destroyed. Also, someone

uprooted flowers near the Gist Hall
stairs.

Oct. 1:

¢ 10:33 a.m.—Astudentinalab

¢ 11:36 a.m. — A white and tan

in Science D reported evidence of
inappropriate computer usage.
¢ 12:58 p.m. — A dog was run-

dog was reported running loose

ning loose on-B Street. The owner
was contacted and asked to retrieve
the canine.

were confiscated at Sunset Halland

¢ 6:37 p.m. — A female transient using the women’s showers
in Forbes Complex was advised of

near Balabanis House.

° 4:53 p.m. — A pipe and bong
slated for destruction.

¢ 6:11 p.m. — A pipe was confiscated from another roomatSunset Hall and slated for destruction.

° 9:37 p.m. — Two boys witha
for toilet scrubber

University Center rules and regulations and asked not to return to

fascination

campus for seven days.

playing with the custodian’s cartin

Oct. 2:

Forbes Complex. The two jumor

¢ 9:06 arm. — Science A 47]

brushesand PineSol™ were caught

janitors were admonished and re-

leased to a parent.
¢ 10:40 p.m. — A light fixture
valued at $50 was found brokenon

the north side stairwell leading
from Founders Lane to Redwood

Bowl.
¢ 11:25 p.m. — A report ofa
Redwood Hall resident with pos-

ea

¢

IS\V ALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER

826-2121

sible alcohol poisouing was re-

All shish kebab, gyros & falafils are served
with freshly cut vegetables inside a pita.

Shish Kebab:

REG.

LRG.

Beef

Veggie

3.50
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.25

5.50
5.75
5.50
5.50
5.50
§.25

Falafil

3.50

5.50

3.50

5.50

Lamb
Pork

Kufte (ground beef, onions & cilantro)
Chicken

ceived.

— Compiled by Frank Vella

House Specialty:
Gyro (Doner Kebab)

Side Orders:
Rice Pilaf
1.25
Fries
1.25
Mediterranean Salad 2.00

Tatziki
Tatziki w/ Pita Bread
Cheese Cake

.50
1.25
2.25

NOW SERVING BEER AND WINE!

! BUY ONE LARGE GYRO OR ONE LARGE SHISH KEBAB
AND GET ONE FREE DRINK!

On the Plaza Arcata

822-7732

McKinleyville
rh
Olt)

Rastaman

reads the

Lumberjack

solely for the
Bong Tally.
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Homeless speak out

South Spit residents fight for rights
trash heaps and has no access to running water.
In a statement submitted to KHSU, Public
Health Officer Ann Lindsay listed the problems.

By Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFF

One of the county’s poorest communities
could be its most tightly-knit.
“This is the ... dyslexic, paranoid, schizophrenic, disabled and a few others capital of
the world,” said Susan Dunn, who lives on
the South Spit of Humboldt Bay ina school
bus.
She has raised six children and seven
grandchildren in her bus.

.
i

“The people who live here have found
-a successful way to live amongst themselves,” Dunn

said. “These are anti-

socials, many of them diagnosed with
mental diseases, and they get along
fine in this environment.”

Chris, a Jetty resident who
didn’t disclose her last name,

said, “It’s a family out here.
We love each other, even if
we are crazy.”

Dunn said the Jetty is
the first place she’s ever
‘

eee

ee

.

oe

ae

3

:

o-

slept with the door left
unlocked, even though

:

a lot of the residents
shoot guns for fun.

)

As Chris put it, “We
don’t bite. We only
shoot radiators,
not people.”
“Especially
since now we’re a

on.
tha
ber

ght

gated community;
we're really
all safe,”

tin

ior

Dunn said.

re-

residents

Jetty

have identification

ure

cards

on

ing

od

so they

can

they are responsible for the small piles of glass and
cans that exist, but not for the piles of garbage that
have been dumped, she said.
“People have brought stuff and dumped it because it was free and who would catch them?” she
said.
Webb, Dunn and another resident who wished

to be identified only as Trapper said they feel they
are being punished for this trash even though they
say they didn’t dump it.
‘According to Lindsay, 13 of the 24 cases of
Shigella diarrhea diagnosed so far this year in
Humboldt County were Spit residents. This
amounts to 800 percent more cases than the usual
three normally reported every year.
Shigella causes bloody diarrhea and can be
fatal. One Spit resident who caught the disease
was hospitalized earlier this year, but so far there
have been no reported deaths.
Shigella is a bacteria that is passed by contact with infected fecal matter, which can easily hap-

pen without running water.
Lindsay said although there have been no re-

caused the outbreak are still there.

OC

The South Spit

re-

here, you know? That’s just how it 1s.”
Dunnagreed. The residents burn their trash, so

Jetty, but public

a

i

But Ken Webb, who has lived on the Spit for

two and a half years with his wife, called
it“beautiful.”
Webb said people who don’ tlive on the Spit are
responsible for the garbage. “I’ve watched people
dump here,” he said. ““That’s a fact. | mean, we
don’t have any garbage to dump, we’re already

ported cases since Aug. 12, the conditions that

9

8

sewer system, or system for solid waste disposal.
Some of the many pets the residents keep are not
vaccinated for rabies.
According to Lindsay’s statement, the open
dumps contain about 100 cubic feet of garbage.

go in and out of rc
access has been
blocked since Sept.

a

She said there is no safe or reliable water supply,

itselfis dotted with

This year she ordered the residents of the South
Spit to be moved into sanitary housing. County
staff began helping participating residents find

See South Jetty, page 14

la
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ERIN CASS IDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

school bus.
Susan Dunn and her daughter Holly Dunn live on the South Spit of Humboldt Bay ina converted

ERIN CASSIDY

CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

One of the residents of the South Spit shows off a hand-made sign.
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A Catholic student organization
Catholic Mass

¢ Daily Mass @ 7a.m.

5:30p.m.

Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Fr. Louis Coddaire

¢ Retreats

822-6057

¢ Bible Study
¢ Friday night dinners

Uist

¢ Social Activities

Ha!
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Natural
Resources
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¢ Service Projects
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¢ Computers

Si

14th Street

)

3 | THE LUTHERAN
® | CHURCH
'S | of Arcata

S|

151 6. i6th &

7th Street

=
NEWMAN

CENTER

700 Union Street
Arcata, California
{707} 822-6057

e Study Area
¢ Counseling
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United Indian Health Services employees and supporters stand in front of the grove of trees that marks

¢ Tutoring

the spot where the new health center will be built on Wiyot land. From left, Maria Tripp, chairperson for
the board of directors at UIHS, Chery! Seidner, Wiyot tribal member, Marian Seidner, UIHS administrative

¢ Camaraderie

assistant, Yvonne Bone, UIHS administrative assistant and Jerry Simone, executive director of UIHS.

‘Health on the horizon
United Indian Health Services ts coming soon
Wi The new, larger Indian Health Village will be
located near Mad River Hospital in Arcata.

United Indian Health Services
1s one step closer to building its

for more than 12.000 North Coast
American Indians, has been planning for four years to build a new
Health Village near Mad River
Hospital. The current facility, the

new Health Village.

Tsurai Health Centerin Trinidad,

The Arcata City Council approved the conservation easement
submitted by United Indian Health
Services for its new Health Village
project last week. The easement is
an agreement between the city and
the agency that half
of the land be
set aside for agricultural use and
wetland restoration.
United Indian Health Services,
the primary health care provider

is too small to accommodate its
patients.
“This. clinic has been remodeled and remodeled 30 to 40 times

By Barbara Cousins
LUMBERJACK STAFF”

Friendly 22 Colony is the
kind of place where the
landlord buys you pizza!
»Complete control of your
own private space

in the last 18 years,” said Yvonne
Bones, an administrative assistant

at the health clinic and Health Vil-

other reason for choosing the spot
it did for the Health Village.
“We also wanted to be close to
the 299 and 101,” said Jerome
Simone, director of United Indian

Health Services.
Many of their patients have to
come along Highway
299 and from
the south on Highway 101 to getto
the Tsurai Health Center. Many
patients also use the Tsurai Health
Center for urgent care rather than
going to closer emergency rooms
such as the one at Mad River Hos-

will putthe
pital. The new location
center’s doctors closer to theirpatients and allow patients to receive

lage planning committee member.

any urgent care they may need from

“We've outgrown this location.”

Mad River Hospital.

The clinic works closely with

See UIHS, page 17

Mad River Hospital, which is an-

»Affordable - from $275 with

a $200 deposit
»Just a walk from everything
and on the bus line
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»Coming soon:

The Lumberjack classified ads:

Fresh local noodles * Take out
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Oct. 1 meeting

@ Issue: Conceptual approval of a plan to .
generate $250,000 for the new Arcata

Wy

Community Center and reduce the size of the
proposed center by 3,000 square feet.

Director of Public Works Duane K. Greenwood

oe

recommended that the council cut costs by

reducing the overall building size, which was

;

originally designed to be 22,658 square feet.

the lobby, senior center and multipurpose room.
The plan will also increase a $500,000
redevelopment agency loan to $600,000 or

$650,000. The loan will be paid with an expected
$200,000 tax return and by selling a piece of

property near the existing community center.

@ Vote: 4-1 to approve the plan. Councilmember
Bob Ornelas was the dissenting vote.
m™ Issue: Approval of an application for a grant
from the Home Investment Partnerships Program

@ Vote: 5-0 to approve the application.

Notes & Stuff

™@ Mayor Jim Test updated the council on the
status of the county’s lawsuit against the Federal
Aviation Administration concerning the Eureka/

'e to

from
‘et to

lany
valth
than
oms
lostthe
pa
elve
rom

—doing enough to help get the station reopened.
“It looks like (Riggs) hasn’t done thet much
until this last week,” Kirkpatrick said. “I don’t
think he’s been doing his job at all.”
“I just wonder how many plane crashes there

have to be before someone does something
about this,” he said.
_ Test told Kirkpatrick he should “be careful
about the language we use” because the council
doesn’t want to give the impression that the
airport is unsafe.
@ The council proclaimed Oct. 16 World Food
Day as an annual day of remembrance
recognizing the 14 years the Arcata Food

Endeavor has been in service.
| A representative from the Arcata Food

and Arcata are unable to provide any more
funding. He said the Eureka and Arcata chambers

meeting and announced that the Food Endeavor
will stage a “meager meal” on Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.
A meager meal is a meal that represents what
the average poverty stricken family might eat
ona daily basis.

of commerce are confident they can raise the
money needed.

Councilmember Jason Kirkpatrick said during a
break in the meeting that he’s frustrated that
Congressman Frank Riggs (R — Windsor) isn’t

Endeavor accepted the proclamation at the

— Tiffany Lee-Youngren
Community Editor

How to contact council members:

Ba &

Connie Stewart.

Jason Kirkpatridc..

269-0392

441-9976
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workshop.
Burcell has a master’s degree in
the Tribal Education Office in
Hoopaon Saturday, Nov. 1 from 9 business administration and served
a.m. to 5 p.m. The cost is $75 and for 10 yearsasa regional vice presiparticipants may earn a halfa unit dent for the National Center for
American Indian Enterprise Deof academic credit.
The workshop is part ofa series velopment. The workshop “caters
on tribal business management by - to Indian people who wish to start
HSU’s Office of Extended Educa- a business or learn more about the
tion and is also a part of the new complexities of owning a busiTribal Management Certificate ness,” she said.
For details about the program or
Programat
HSU. Suzanne Burcell,
executive director of the Karuk the workshop, call 826-3711 or
826-3731.
Community and Development
Corporation will be teaching the

preneurship will be presented at
4

__Jennifer Hanan

MICHAEL PLETT/ DESIGN CONSULTANT
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Arcata Airport Flight Service Station.
He said the county still needs $60,000 to

$75,000 to continue the lawsuit, and both Eureka

‘ome
dian

arding the Eureka/Arcata Airport
its flight station.
after the closure-of

_

affordable housing in Arcata.

se to

KIRKPATRICK

airport will be unsafe without a flight station.

time homebuyers to acquire permanent,

spot

Seas

_ Kirkpatrick also expressed concern that the

(HOME). The program allows low-income, first-

i

a”

JASON

Areas of the building that will be reduced include

ri
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Workshop will address

tribal entrepreneurship
A workshop entitled “Plan for

Success: A Guide to Indian Entre-

Call
1-800-878-3872

www.att.com/college/np.html

Atal
It’s all within

your

reach.
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ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Elton Rodriguez from American Star Private Security stands at the gate restricting access to the South Spit.

South Jetty: County is offering residents help
STUDY-TRAVEL
BUSINESS
LIBERAL

&

ARTS

COURSES

¢ Continued from page I!
homes and support.
“There is an accelerated process for applying for general relief

dents would not do well in hous-

for Jetty residents, and the staffhas

choose to be hc-meless, even ifsome
adults do. Her goal is to rehabili-

conducted a class teaching those
who want to participate how to
apply for it,” she said.
General relief is temporary welfare for people who are having
emergencies.

GRANTS,
&

LOANS

SCHOLARSHIPS
STUDY

IN ENGLISH

In the meantime,

Lindsay said the staff would help
residents apply for social security
funds they can live on.
“Some of the people are disabled
and are getting help applying for
whatever they
are eligible
for, some

SYRACUSE

UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472
DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

THE ONE
STOP

SOURCE
FQR ALL
YOUR .
IMPORT

NEEDS!
° VISA
e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

ing because many are anti-social.
Lindsay said children don’t
tate the Spit residents into society.
Dunn said one of her daughters
took her second year of college at
HSU. “She wanted to live with
Mom, but she wouldn’t live in a
bus again. We moved into an apart-

ment. (After seven months) she
went back to Santa Barbara to continue college, and I moved back
into the bus because J missed it.”
Some residents have refused the

are being helped by the county’s
efforts.
“There is an alcohol and drug
counselor and some of the residents have been assisted into

detoxification housing,” she said.
“Tt’s slow, but I think there’s

progress being made. And every
one person we help is a triumph.” ©
The county has brought fresh |
water in tanks, portable toilets and |
dumpsters to the Jetty.
|
“There are people who were}
paranoid about the water we|
brought and who wouldn’tuse the |
portapotties because they were,
afraid they would get AIDS,” Lind- |

are employable once they find
housing and some need assistance

services offered. “Most people

say said.

don’t like to move. Most people

with deposits, groceries, furniture,

don’t like changes and don’t like

Some of the residents said they’
don’t use the dumpsters, because }

clothing, vehicle repairs or regis-

they are so used to burning their
- trash.
on the Spit for 20 years, does not
The gated entrance was put up §
want to move. “The South Jetty
to keep the public from taking ad-f
relocation is a farce. It’s forcing
vantage of services reserved forSpit §
people to move from where they
residents.
are to where they don’t want to be
Lindsay said some residentsare f
and can’t afford to be. When the
also taking advantage of the stall.
first billis paid, who’s going to pay
“People would say, for instance,
the second bill? Who’s going to they needed their car fixed to drive
pay the rent? ... It’s bad. And they
to their brother’s house in Fresno. §
use this old cliche ofa health probWe'd fix the car and they wouldn't :
lem ... It’s a duffy bunch of BS.”
go.” She decided to set a deadline
According to Dunn, many of the
for those who didn’t want help.
residents don’t want to move be‘The residents were to be relo-ff
cause they would have to separate
cated by Oct. 2. Anyone who refrom the people they care about.
mained on the Jetty and refused
“People here are extremely tolhelp would have been removed. §
erant, even though we have rules
However, Jan Turner, a lawyet
called Jetty law, and also very carrepresenting some of the residents,
ing,” Dunn said. “There are people
filed an injunction with the County
out here who need boarding care.
courthouse questioning the legalThey should be in facilities beity of the effort. The hearing
cause they need somebody to
decide if the relocation is legal will
watch them. But they get it out
be Friday.
.
here because we all watch out for
Lindsay said it 1s appropriate
them... We look out for them, feed
there is judicial review of the acthem, make sure they get out to the
tions of public officials.
doctors and get what they need.
“I feel that what I’m doing '5
Taxpayers don’t pay for that. It’s
consistent with the law. Actually tt
given out of love here.”
has given us more time to he p
Lindsay said she thinks people
Jetty residents plan relocation.

tration or insurance,” she said.

INTERNSHIPS

Dunn said many of the Spit resi-

‘The staffhas received many donations for the residents. Lindsay
said the staff would not turn down
any resident who asked for help.
A news release from the Health
Department said 150 of the 300
people who resided on the Spit
Sept. 2 had moved by Sept. 15.
But many people are skeptical.
“I don’t believe that half
of those
people have been placed in homes.
I get calls from five or six people
every day looking for places,” said
Eep Boon Choi, administrator of
Arcata House, which provides
transitional housing for the homeless.

Students:
10% Off

All Import
Parts
except sale and

special order items

3rd & C Streets, Eureka ¢ (707) 444-9671

the unknown,” Lindsay said.
Trapper, who has lived off and

|
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just for being with AT&T.

It’s all FREE

¢ 10¢ A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates°—on long distance calls from home to anywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm—7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all other times.
¢ FREE-AT&T CALL ORGANIZER:

hassles—use your personalized

no more

dial, and we'll tally your phone bill by roommate

code before you

(up to 12 people per bill).

¢ FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood

places and national sponsors—like

Kinko’s, Tower

Records:
ms

USE

and Amtrak?
AT&T? Simple Rates is avaiable to AT&F residential long distance sub
sey offers rates for other types of calls on your muaia-billed account,
our

area,

vou'll be
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in the AT&T

One

Rate
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Get it all FREE

Call
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Arcata resident Tyler Adams, above, shows off his multicolored pastel and his equally multicolored hands
at Saturday’s event. Arcata residents Colleen Kandus, above right, and Mary Harper add detail to their

,

pastel drawing of “Quark” from Star Trek Deep Space 9 at Pastels on the Plaza on Saturday.

Pastels on the Plaza
This weekend marked the 10th anniversary of Pastels on the Plaza, which is sponsored by North Coast
Childrens’ Services. Volunteer artists created sidewalk chalk drawings ranging from underwater scenes to jazz
musicians in spaces “rented out” for $50 to $500 by area businesses. All proceeds went to Children’s Services.
Pam Rex of NCCS estimated that more than 1 75 artists participated in the event. At right, Arcata residentsTalisha
Hunt and Madeleine Shernock put the finishing touches on their chalk drawing.
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GREAT DEALS ON BASICS

¢ Continued from page 12
United Indian Health Services
received a planned development
permit to develop 40 acres of land
adjacent to Mad River Hospital for
the project. This land, previously
zoned as agricultural land, was

approved in July to be rezoned.
The agency will use 20 acres to
build its facilities and 20 acres will
be preserved under the agreements
set forth by the conservation easement.
The preserved land will be used
to restore wetlands on the property and to practice traditional Indian agriculture.
“The focus will be on what local
tribes traditionally use the land
for,” Simone said.
.
The Health Village will consist

of a modern medical facility with
accommodations for traditional
Indian health and healing practices.
The complex will provide medical, dental, mental health, cultural

and educational services for area
tribe members.
Also available will be an on-site
child care center for employees, a
traditional sweat lodge, and an art
gallery and museum with tribal art
and artifacts, which will be open to
the public.
The final planning is set to begin
this week. Still to be determined
are the specifics of the building
plans and design.
The expected cost
of the project,
including administrative and construction expenses, is $10 million.
United Indian Health Services has
taken out loans and conducting
fund-raisers to cover part of the
cost. It has also received a grant
from the California Endowment
and will pursue other organizations

upboeldt Karvest!
gocans
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for money to cover the remaining

costs. Construction will begin this
summer. The construction is expected to last about one year, mak-

Any $5.00 Purchase
at the Co-op!

ing this a six year project when

completed.
“This clinic is not just for my
generation but for my children and

| REDEEM AT: CASH REGISTER

my children’s children,” Bones’

said. “We need services for our
children to promote healthy
lifestyles. What we propose is bet-

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
ARCATA OR EUREKA CO-OP
EXPIRES 10/31/97
ACCOUNT #866 1-00

ter for the land, healing for the

people, education for the commu-

nity — programs thatanyone would
be proud to be associated with.”

EUREKA

“This clinic is not just
for my generation —
but for my children
and my children’s
children.”
YVONNE BONES

Health Village planning committee
member

ARCATA
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Economic committee is

searching for members

The Arcata City Councilislook-

ing for citizens to apply fora posi-

tion on the Economic Develop-

ment Committee.

Residents who

work in the banking and real estate

industries are eligible.

The Economic Development
Committee consists of seven to nine

members

who

are an advisory

group to the City Council and City
Manager. Some of the subjects the

committee

works

with include

manufacturing, retail, tourism, and

business expansion and revitalization. Commissioners serve with-

out compensation and attend an
average of one meeting per month.
Applications may be obtained
from the City Manager’s Office,
Arcata City Hall, 736 F Street
ADAM CONLEY / LUMBERJACK STAFF
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TODD WUCETICH

Shopping

in

Gi

greener

world

Newly planted evergreen trees will help spruce up the Plaza
Michael Behnay of the Pottery Farm, Althea Taylor of the Garden Gate and Mary Gearhart, owner of the Garden Gate plant a

Arcata. The deadline for submit-

ting applications is Friday Oct. 24
by 4.p.m.

Octoberfest Health Fair
will offer blood analysis

ied

Hiner

Gamat

Hospital’s Octoberfest Health Fair

Raphiolepis “Majestic Beauty” tree on 9th Street on the Plaza last Tuesday. The trees are small evergreens with pink blossoms that will

will take place on October 11. The |
fair will be held at Azalea Hall in

planted in January on H Street between 8th and 9th. Members of the Plaza Garden Club and other volunteers helped plant the trees.

McKinleyville from 8 a.m. to3 p.m.

bloom from November to March. Three trees were planted on the south side of the Garden Gate, and more trees are scheduled to be

The event is free and families are
encouraged to attend.
Residents will be able to get flu
shots and low-cost blood analysis.
A Blood Mobile, educational ex-
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Ferndale chosen as

prettiest painted place

2 a

Ferndale has been chosenas the
Prettiest Painted Place in America
by judges from Better Homes and
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Above: What the sky would look like at dusk this month.

Happenings inside, outside class
@ Stargazers can catch
a glimpse of Mars,
Venus, Jupiter, Saturn
this month.
By Carla Martinez
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Lookupatnight (whenitdoesn’t
|
rain).
Though they’re not all visible,
the sky is full of stars, planets and
comets — celestial bodies that take
imaginations into folklore and science.
The fields of study they make up
are vast, just like the heavens themselves.
This month a large number of
planets will be visible during dif-

ferent hours of the night.
Mars and Venus will be viewable in the western horizon as the
sun sets. Jupiter and Saturn will be
out by 9 p.m. on the eastern horizon.

Only those willing to be up at 5

a.m. will be able to see Mercury.
Astronomy students are the ones
most likely to be able to identify
the planets because they spend the
time learning about them.
“All of the planets are close

enough to us that they have a distinct shape to them,” HSU physics
Professor Lester Clendenning said.
“A star is so so far away that it looks
like a point
in the sky.”
This distance gives

common
stargazers
the ability to
differ between

stars

and planets
because the
distance
Clendenning
makes stars
appear to twinkle. This is because
the light has to travel so far.
Planets don’t usually twinkle
because the light is more like a

“rope,” Clendenning said. But

even this steady light can be distorted by a jet stream close to the
horizon.

Comets, however, are not often
clear enough to see, though they
are often whizzing overhead. Comets like last spring’s and summer’s
Hale-Bopp are exceptional examples that are distinct and visible
to many people.
There are going to be no major
comets making an appearance this
fall, according to Clendenning.
Students interested in understanding the heavens as a discipline might look to take an astronomy class at HSU through the
physics department.
The

two classes offered are of

different intensities and serve dif-

ferent purposes.
As a general education course,
Physics 104 —Descriptive Astronomy — is offered. This class

takes a descriptive approach to as-

ERICA REILLY /LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Above: HSU physics Professor Lester Clendenning stands next to the
Kneeland Observatory telescope located on Fickle Hill. It’s a 14-inch
reflector telescope that stands 2,050 feet above sealevel — good for
viewing in rough weather.

Getting a good view of stars
takes power and some money
By Mel Hunt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A better way to get closer to the stars without becoming an
astronaut is to invest in a good astronomical telescope.
For beginners, binoculars that have seven to 10-power magnification with a large 50 mm lens opening will do fine for starters.
Binoculars can be hand held or mounted on a camera tripod for

viewing.

Those who don’t have a pair of binoculars can purchase a pair

of Orion “Observers,” recommends the Norwich Astronomical

Society Internet Web site. The Observers are specifically made

for astronomy, come in seven or 10-power magnification, have

high light-gathering ability and sell in the $100-$150 range.

See Telescopes, page 21
See Stars, page 22
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Earthquake
Trinidad

Crescent City

) Arcata
-jEureka

Congress gives final approval

centered
67 miles

for Humboldt Bay dredging

from Trinidad

funding to deepen the Humb
oldt bay shipping channels.

Congress gave final
approval for federal

The House and Senate Pa
ssed the fiscal
1988

The North Coast was hit with a
5.1-magnitude earthquake last Saturday — the strongest quake to hit
here since January, according to the
Times-Standard.
The trembler hit at 3:57 a.m. and
was located 67 miles west of
Trinidad.

Itwas feltin McKinleyville, Arcata

and Eureka, according to the newspaper.

Sacramento

SOURCE: U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Anyone who felt this earthquake is
asked to call HSU’s Earthquake Education Center at 826-6019.
Persons who call will be asked
where they were and what they felt at
the time of the earthquake.
The U.S. Geological Survey provides information and a map of this
and other earthquakes at (http://
quake.geo.berkeley.edu/data/
quake/plan.map.html).

JON MOONEY/GRAPHICS EDITOR

Energy and Water Appropri
ation Act
on Sept. 28 which includ
es $6 million for
the chan
nel deepening projectin
addition to

the routine $3.7 million annual ap
propria-

tion for operation and main
tenance of the
harbor, according to the Time
s-Standard.

Both are projects of the Army Co
rps of

Engineers.
What the federal government wil
l pay for
is

only 67 percent of the total cos
t to deepen
the channel, but all of the annual mainte
nance dredging costs,
the newspaper said.

College of the Redwoods
holds science, health night
College of the Redwoods’ 14th annual sci-

ence and health night is Wednesday, Oct. 22

from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

The science, math, health and physical education departments will be the hosts at CR’s
Eureka campus. There will be hands-on demonstrations and presentations for students.
Admission and parking is free. For more
information, call 445-6831.

Hindenburg explosion of 1937
caused by material, not gases
By Mel Hunt
LUMBERJACK STAFF_

Germany’s zeppelin, the Hindenburg, was as
flammable asa box kite, and would have burned

“I had a strong
suspicion hydrogen
wasn’t the cause ... The
falling pieces of
burning fabric
appeared suspicious.”

even if helium were the only lifting gas aboard,
said Addison Bain, NASA fuels engineer and
expert on hydrogen safety.
Bain has been doing in-depth research on the
Hindenburg disaster of 1937 for more than
seven years using scientific materials-testing
methods while gathering data for his doctoral
dissertation on the subject.
ADDISON BAIN
He presented his findings with a slide show
NASA fuels engineer and expert on
last month in Science B 135 and found that the
hydrogen safety
coating materials used to waterproofand tighten
the Hindenburg’s canvas outer shell were highly combustible under certain conditions.
“T felt that if] approached my fact-finding froma scientific
The builders of the Hindenburg used cellulose acetate
point of view, I would uncover information about the conand cellulose nitrate, which are explosives, and aluminum
struction and operation of the airship. My theory was that
powder and iron oxide, components of solid propellant
the cause of the fire lay there, not in the hydrogen.
rocket fuel, Bain said.
“I have worked with hydrogen since the early days of
“Atmospheric electricity under adequate conditions could
America’s space missions and when I saw those old film
ignite it,” he said.
clips of the Hindenburg catching fire, I had a strong suspi“There is no question hydrogen was a contributing faccion hydrogen wasn’t the cause,” he said. “The
flames
tor,” he said. “But the Nazis knew they had a problem,
didn’t act like a hydrogen fire, the action of the airship
was
because they made engineering changes including adding
unusual for hydrogen-based buoyancy, and the falling pieces
fire retardant to the coating mixture on the next zeppelin
of burning fabric appeared suspicious.”
airship built.”
Many historians have suspected sabotage as the cause
of
But economic factors, such as the depression and the
the Hindenburg fire because of the tense political situat
ion
Zeppelin Company stability, forced the airline to continue
that prevailed in May 1937.
transatlantic passenger service even when they knew safety
' However, Bain’s data indicate sufficient environmen
tal
was questionable.
effects existed at the Lakehurst, New Jersey landing
site to
“I always had the feeling there was more to this than the
cause a lightning-like corona discharge that could
have
public was aware of,” Bain said.
easily ignited the flammable outer skin of the airship.

Above:

Picture of the Hindenburg

disaster in 1937 in

Lakehurst, New Jersey.
“The landing circumstances were very conducive to a
high (static) charge buildup of as much as 100,000 volts,”
Bain said. “What you have is six-and-one-halfacres of (high

insulation) airship covering material exposed to a thunderstorm situation. It would have made Benjamin Franklin
happy to be a part of that scene.”

Attendee Warner Jones, 69, an Arcata resident, remem-

bered the Hindenburg disaster.
“Iwas aboutnine. It was awful. It scared the hell out ofme.
I saw pictures in the papers and it was all over on the radio.
Everyone was talking about it,” Jones said.
;

“The human tragedy of the Hindenburg fire, where 36

passengers and the captain lost their lives, was not due to)

falling or jumping from the burning wreckage,” Bain said.

“Death certificates show burns as the primary cause of: |

death.”
'
i.
_“T guess the moral of the story here is don’t coat your),
airships with rocket fuel,” he said.
|
st

'f i
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Telescopes: more power, more money
al

¢ Continued from page 19

Bob O’Connell, an astronomy
professor at College of the Redwoods said, “Light-gathering ability is the single most important
feature of a telescope.”
The spherical bottom of the instrument sits on a reverse-sphere
aluminum three-point base for stability.
“The scope can also be placed
in your lap sitting cross-legged,”
Clendenning said.
The wide (three degree) fieldof-view makes this scope useful for
nature-viewing activities too.
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Astroscan 200]

Orion Observers are also useful
for nature observing activities such
as bird or whale watching.
“Ifyou have $300-$400 to spend
and want a good, compact reflecting mirror (Newtonian) scope,
check out the Edmund Scientific
Astroscan 2001,” said HSU physics Professor Lester Clendenning.
“It is compact and light enough
to fit in a packpack so you can
observe the night sky the next time
you take a high-altitude hike,” he
said.
The telescope comes with a 16power magnification, 28 mm focal-length eyepiece that has a standard 1.25-inch optical barrel. It
can be used on other telescopes if
one decides to upgrade to a larger
instrument later.
The basic Astroscan 2001 instrument can be mail-ordered direct from Edmund Scientific for
$329. For an additional $55 you
get a carrying case and a 30-power

cig aR

reeeromnmeENe eas

eyepiece, according to the Edmund

Scientific Corporation Web site.
More information and creditcard ordering is available on-line
at (http://www.edsci.com).
The Astroscan 2001 looks likea
10-inch sphere with a 4.5-inch diameter cylinder embedded in it.
The light opening and the reflecting magnification mirror are 4.125

ininches diameter, which isa lot of

light-gathering for a scope this
small

and

light,

according

to

Swanlund’s Photo Store, located
at F and Sixth Streets in Eureka,

carries the Meade line of tele;
scopes.
refractor
An inexpensive
(straight through optics), model
985, on an equatorial mount tripod sells for $300 plus tax. The
mount is designed to compensate
for the tilt and rotation of the earth
so stars and planets can be tracked
over time. This feature is good for

astro-photography.
Swanlund’s also carries the

Meade model 390 and 395, a 3.5-

inch refractor on either an altitudeazimuth (surveyor’s)
mount or an equato-

rial mount. They are
priced at $520 and
$590, respectively.
Meade Corp. has a
Web site (http://
www.meade.com)
with more detailed inOther
formation.
Meade dealers in the
area are Out Of This
World in Mendocino
at 937-3335, and Nature! in Santa Rosa at

HSU has its own 14-inch reflec-

tor telescope in a small observatory on Fickle Hill.
Astronomy classes periodically
gather at the 2,000-foot location
eight miles up on Fickle Hill. The
HSU Astronomy Club also meets

there for stargazing.
Knowledge on telescope buying

group maintains a Web site (http:/
/www.scs.uiuc.edu/~nash/

‘| Full Service Small Animal Hospital

saafaq/buying-guide.html),

which gives advice for new stargazers.
Another information site is the
Norwich Astronomical Society
(http://
page
home
nas. hmso.gov.uk/nas/
nashome).
Those interested into making
their own telescope, check out the
Swayze brothers of Portland, Ore.
They’ve madea “light bucket” that
is 40-inches in diameter and stands
17 feet high at zenith (the point in
the sky directly overhead).
They also manufacture custom
objective magnifying mirrors from
12.5 to 30 inches in diameter. The
12.5 is priced at less than $700.
The Swayze Brothers Web page
is (http://www.europa.com/
~swayZe).
Another economical way to obtaina telescope is through the classified market, according to Norwich Astronomical Society’s Web
site.
They advise to
“never, ever, buy a
telescope from a department store. It will
be acomplete waste of
money. Your best bet
is to deal with an asstore
tronomy
nearby.”
HSU gives stargazers the opportunity to
learn more about the
subject by taking an

Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.

:

e Medicine
e Surgery

¢ Vaccinations
e Spay/Neuter

¢ Dentistry
¢ Baths/Dips

¢ Supplies
¢ Boarding

WACCINATION CLINICS EWERY SATURDAY 12 TO 1 PM

839-9414

—

©

1781 Central Ave. McKinleyville

Bring in this ad for 50% off your first office visit!
(For HSU students, faculty & alumni)

Under New Management
Private, Professional Body Piercing
by John Lopez
Available Tuesday-Saturday 3-8 p.m.
Sterile Conditions and Techniques

All Piercings: $25

—asintroductory
tronomy class.
Alternatively, there is the As-

Students with ID: $20

Earlobes: $10

tronomy Club (Marc Marshall,

Large selection of jewelry available, including

president; 677-0447); and the Astronomers of Humboldt (Sam
Kleinsasser, president, 464-2417;

“We also do special orders”

or Tom

Armstrong,

Gauntlet, Lucky and Penumbra,

vice-presi-

Open 7 days:

Monday-Thursday. 12-8

IZLE

dent, 839-6222) for stargazing opportunities.

RCE

Arcata

Friday-Saturday. 12.9

PRR

Sunday. 12-5

Visit our web site a t htto://www.sexual center.com/
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"Meade model #395

578-3364.

Clendenning.

REDWOOD ANIMAL
HOSPITAL

or making can be found on the
Internet.
The sci.astro.amateur

4
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Open ... Every Day
p.m.
7 a.tom4.

768 18th St. ° Arcata
(erated

ee

G & H)

Phone: (707) 826-7543
Fax: (707) 825-7480
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Stuffed Tofu Turkeys
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ered Events
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Stars: Differences inside, out of class

DE

¢ Continued from page 19

(that offers
astronomy) is no real
advantage to being

HSU observatory on Fickle Hillin
Arcata to look out of telescopes

in physics, chemistry and math. It
gives them a broader base of understanding for their graduate studies in astronomy, according to
Clendenning.
Physics majors take Physics 360,

and collect data when weather ts

or astrophysics. Lab differs from

permitting,
according
to
Clendenning.
When it is raining or the fog is
too dense to see the sky, stadt

the introductory class in that students take pictures of objects in the
night sky at the observatory and
then analyze them.
“Moving from here (HSU) toa
large school (that offers astronomy)
is no real advantage to, being an
astronomer,” Clendenning said.
But some students may feel otherwise.
“I'd like to see astronomy as a
major because it would put more
focus and a more in-depth look at
the field rather than just waiting for
graduate school to get it,” said Tiffany Brown, a zoology and marine
biology junior. “Sometimes the

tronomy.

Lab consists of going out to the

take data that has been collected

and analyze it as though they had
collected it themselves, he said.

Work can be done to figure and
understand the different movements of various bodies within the

solar system.
Most universities, including
HSU, do not offer an astronomy

major. It is fairly typical, however,
that future astronomers start as
physics majors at an undergraduate level, concentrating their classes

“Moving from (HSU)
to a large school

differerfce between having a major

is just two or three classes of extra

emphasis.”
An astronomy club used to be
active on campus two years ago.
Though there is still interest, it fell
apart due to lack ofleadership after
the students who ran it graduated,
Clendenning said.
The physics department is still
looking to get students involved in
astronomy — even if it is just to
stargaze.
The first public viewing of the
starts at Kneeland Observatory was
to be held last Friday, but because
the sky did not clear up from that
day’s rain, the event was post-

an astronomer.”
LESTER CLENDENNING

HSU physics professor

above sea level, which makes it |

possible to escape weather obstruc-

tions, suchas fog, that cover up the

sky at lower elevations.
Clendenning said he hopes that
public viewing at the observatory
will be held monthly. Bulletins will
be posted for specific dates and
times.
By partaking of the knowledge
available, the sky will not be sucha
big mystery the next time you look —

poned.

Kneeland Observatory is on the
corner of 11th and Union streets
on Fickle Hill. HSU astronomy
students take advantage of the big
telescope because it sits 2,050 feet

up.
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By Stephanie Dueser
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Clichés are out. Honesty is in.
Thisis how performer Steve August writes songs people feel.
August, who released his first
CD last summer, wooed the North-

ern California Songwriters Asso-

“No one could tell me I was
doing it wrong,” he said.

August touched fewer strings at
a time.

August tuned his guitar strings
to untraditional notes instead of
the standard e-a-d-g-b-e key.
Richard. Thompson and Pete
‘Townshendalso use “dadgad tuning” to create new chords that
sound different.

This gave a fuller
acoustic guitar which
thin without electric
“I kept trying to
open strings ringing
he said.

sound to his
had sounded
distortion.
get as many
as possible,”

August tries, like artists Beck

When: Saturday, 9 p.m.
Where: Sunnyside Pub in Arcata
and Bjork, to play with clichés or
to defy them.
“A lot of the sounds you hear on

ciation with his emotional honesty.
He

hogged

the best song

Bay Open Mic in April.
“Music is how I express my

Sd

Francisco.
A self-proclaimed “computer
geek,” August fixes computers part
time to support his song writing

and performing addiction.
“I’m the high-tech equivalent of
a plumber,” August said. “If it’s
broken, I fix it.”

August used to program CDROMs on topics like contraceptives and HIV.
His degree in American history
from Brandeis University, or
“brand x” as August calls it, does
not fuel his love, music, or his live-

lihood.
But college dragged August’s
music from his bedroom to the
ears of the outside world.
“In college I met people I could
relate to musically for the first
time,” he said.

Falling August was August’s first
band.
“We were sort of like the ‘Indigo
Guys’ ... soft acoustic guitars and
two-part harmonies,” he said.
The band disbanded and August went solo. He hit the open
mics of Boston, this time with his

make it real each time,” he said.

Inspired by his map of the world
shower curtain, August came to
San Francisco from Boston via
seven countries (Japan, China, Indonesia,

Vietnam,

Cambodia,

Nepal and India).
August’s song “Lost In Space”

own sound. Experimentation is

describes the confusion he felt as

August’s game.
“I’ve
got these sounds
in my head
and I’ve got to figure out how to get
them out — that’s the challenge,”
he said.
As a child August made up his
own music instead of practicing
assigned lessons.

his perspective changed from
American to human.
Backpacking in foreign lands
where “you'll know where you're
going to stay when you get there,”
August learned to have faith that
things will work out.
“Theworld provides somehow,
and sometimes it’s_a little wacky
how,” hesaid. ““That’s what I cling

“IF we're gonna’ be
depressed, we'd
might as well have a
good laugh at our

to.”
August’s song “Our Day Will
Come Around” sings his faith.
One line from the song is, “Our

day will come around. It mig"
not come the way we thought.

it’s gonna’ come around.”

own expense.”
STEVE AUGUST
acoustic guitarist

label,

now is independence,” he said. “I
want total control over my own
fate musically.”
August tries to mix directness,
sense of humor, intelligence and
warmth into his music.
He has been told that his depressing songs are funny at the
same time.
August said his most difficult
song to write turned out to be one
of his best songs.
“A Good Man” was written
from the point of view of a homeless Vietnam veteran who sits on
the liquor store doorstep below
August’s apartment.
“T somehow felt that I could feel
what he felt,” August said. “It put
me ina different place than everybody else around me and it wasn’t
a good place to be.”
August tries to relive that feeling when he performs “A Good
Man.”
“The challenge is to feel it and

the

in San

her own

“The name of the game for me

clearest,” August said in a phone
interview from his home

created

“Righteous Babe Records,” and
turned down the big companies
that courted her.

Open Mic in March and the East

the strongest —

1

the radio and on the CDs you buy
are cliché sounds,” August said.
Ani Difranco is August’s model
of an independent artist.
She

awards, winning for the North Bay

emotions

23

PHOTO COURTESY OF STEVE AUGUST

Guitarist Steven August attempts to mix directness, humor, intelligence and warmth into his music.

See August, page 29
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their mold of genetic perfection.

“Gattaca”
Columbia Pictures

The more flawless a person’s intelligence and physical features are,
the more opportunities in life there
are open to them.
But ifa child is brought into this
world through natural birth rather
than being created inside a tube,

Directed by Andrew Niccol

Opens Oct. 17

Lead Actors
n
Ethan Hawke, Uma Thurma

By AliciaJack

he/she is faced with adversity and

TUMBERJACK STAFF

is flawed because he/she possesses

unique thoughts and emotions.
Vincent Freeman, played by

Imaginea world based on genetics where people are created in test
tubes and their DNA is manipulated to form the
perfect human
specimen.
In modern society, there are
designer jeans 4
and cologne.

In the world j
portrayed in
the futuristic

Ethan Hawke, is such a child and
is labeled as an “In-Valid,”

because his birth was a natural one. He is ruled by his
passions and experiences emotional tur-

the run in the sci-fi thriller “Gattaca.”
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s
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n
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Irene (Uma
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which opens on Oct. 17, “designer
people” are the norm.
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See and feel the difference

Something Different’s music is ‘slackadelic
By Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Something Different’s music is made of all the basic
elements — earth, fire and water.

Something Different came up with its name when it was
playing in a studio with another band.
“The name just popped up,” R. Cassidy said. “Then we
had to live up to it.”
The band began playing together at Moonstone Beach

Lead guitarist Ryan Cassidy said the band tries to communicate what the Earth would sound like if it could speak.
The band refers to its music as “slackadelic,” with an
“earth, festival, funk” sound.

“Sometimes we will all try to communicate the elements,
sometimes we'll each be a separate element or part of an
element,” Cassidy said. “But we’re always working together

at the same time.”

RYAN CASSIDY

lead guitarist
together.
Watt and Allard are also in Full Sun, another band.
Something Different’s music has many influences. Some
of them are Phish, Jerry Garcia, MMW, Ravi Shankar and

comfortable...and click good together.”
Something Different did not get together until last summer, but the core band members played together many
times before the band formed.

Frank Zappa.
“A lot (more) Hawaiian and Indian music has influenced
us too,” R. Cassidy said.

The core band is R. Cassidy, E. Cassidy, Kotaka and

R. and E. Cassidy also play with the Lauren Miller Band.
There are also two players, Steve Watts on the guitar and
Matt Allard on the organ, who sometimes play with the band
but who are not permanent members.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIN CASSIDY

Something Different ‘s members are friends from high
school who lived in Stockton and Lodi.
and was inspired by the beach.
Its members began to experiment with “earth sounds ”
they could make by incorporating the sounds of the beach

Bring Mom and Dad to
Humboldt Countys
newest microbrewery!
*Parents get 3 free beer tasters*
‘

\

HOMECOMING DINNER SPECIALS |
10% Discount for students with
student ID, up to a party of six!
*Good Friday through Sunday*

.00 OFF .
|! $1
a pitcher of Amber,
Wheat or Gold!
Expires 10/18/97

1
J

In fact, R. Cassidy describes the band’s influences as “a

weird array of different musicians.”
“We tried to put all kinds of music in there,” he said.
Another thing that is different about the band is its

practice sessions.

See Something Different, page 26

Primal Drone Society
Thursday, Oct. 9

ALL DEAD, ALL NIGHT!!!

Grateful Dead Dance Party.
featuring U.S. Fools (from Tahoe)

Friday, Oct. 10
Arcata Favorites!

|

|
|

Cassidy.
The band is unmanaged, because a “manager (would)
change the band,” E. Cassidy said.
Something Different got its first gigs at Jambalya and
continues to play at breweries.
The band once opened for Roots Massive. Last Saturday it also played at Arcata’s Hemp Fest.
Watt and Allard played with Something Different at the
festival, and after reviewing a tape of the performance the
members agree they are happy with the sound they achieved

music in there.”

feel

Mark Philipp, who plays the congas.
All of them grew up in Stockton or Lodi, one of its
neighboring towns.

with the sounds of their instruments, according to R.

“We tried to put all kinds of

He said Something Different tries to develop the kind of
harmony with the crowd that the band has among itself
when it performs.
Drummer Erin Cassidy who is Ryan Cassidy’s identical
twin said, “We’re all great friends and I guess we’re all on the
same wavelength.”
Bassist Kevin Kotaka agreed.
“I suppose we work well together, he said. “We

/

Don't miss ... The Or bitones

Saturday, Oct. 11
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Something Diff
- Continued from page 25
Something Different preatices two or three times every week.
E. Cassidy said when the band members practice and make mistakes, they try
not to stop playing every time.
“We're a free-flowing improvisational band,” he said. “Instead of stopping
every time we make a mistake like some of the previous bands I’ve played on we try
to mold the mistake into something that sounds cool, something different.”
Kotaka agreed that a lot of the band’s music is spontaneous.
“We feed offeach other, so alot of the time our music is kind of created on stage,”
he said.
R. Cassidy said that practices are nevertheless important.
“When we practice, we paint,” he said. “We try to add colorto (the music) — we
try to make it art.’
The band wants to be a festival band, although it plans to continue performing
at breweries as well.
Its goal is to gather people together and keep getting new shows so it can goon
tour this summer and to record a compact disc.
Something Different is scheduled to play at 9 p.m. at Humboldt Brewery on Oct.
16 and at Jambalya on Oct. 18. Tickets will be between $2 and $3. The band also
will be playing for free in the Depot on Oct. 28.
More information about the band can be found at its Web site at http://
www.humboldt.edu/~rme10/std. html.
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“When we practice, we paint. We try to add color
to (the music) — we try to make if art.”
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Lead Guitarist Ryan Cassidy and bassist Kevin Kotaka of the band Something Different.

featuring.

Kenny Wayne Shepherd . oe “Trouble Is
And New Releases by These Artists...

Beach BoyS.........:cceccsssoseorseonsconecrtestesrseonee
PEMTECt Harmony
BOBS j acicscicinssssidesssosisovssensesssdsecestssvnenscsssecseceorscssdecel POW GIUD
Boogie NigNts............. inemnveercnae ........ soundtrack
Davidd BOWieC............::ccsssssssssssscccseeserseesersees Best Of 1969-1974
SlOVE: Bil Oa cisisnseinicercscaxssnasanenentucuaisnsacesncsansassvnnennts El Corazon
Everclear...........ccssccscscsscscceeesees So Much For The Afterglow
Gang Related (Tupac)..............sssssssserssssresseseenes Soundtrack
JIM HONATIX............:ccccccccssssssccrreessssseseeees South Saturn Delta
Janet JACKSON .......ccccssccereeeccccscrsssssessssssnens are Velvet Rope
Jerky BoyS..........ccccceesseees ee erence .......Jerky Boys 4

LOUtOPS TO ClO vssccisnnscnssencevsseansosns sR RReRNE snasnnnneeast Goi
Delbert MCCIINtON.............csceseeeees One Of The Fortunate Few
Pat Metheny Group........ desi eenemar KERRY ........ Imaginary Day
PCN FU

sissnvannncnevataderiasnwnanmncncanasasneneasens oe

Pele Juju Live

PREM icnesccsinasene er
dinembiasesecenmins .. REM Intheattic
Lounge-A-Palooza........ bacnai ae s
end yniecna nancies .Varoius Artists
Young Southern Playaz....... .........Waroius Rap Artists Vol 2
Mike Watt................... .....cOntemplating The Engine Room

Plus
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ARCATA

822-2302

NO ONE UNDER 21
PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

I

:
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Selection of USED
CD’s & Tapes
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Mento Buru
Moon Ska Records

Take Los Lobos and the Skatalites, stir

them up and the result will be Mento Buru.
Exposure to this band’s music might in-

duce spontanteous skankin or tangoing.
The first track, “Setbacks,” will take lis-

teners to a land where ska meets Phish and
sings the blues.
If the singer wants some “sympathy,”
like he says he cfoes he better come up with
some less cliché lyrics than, “the method to
my madness is just heartbreak and sadness.”
The next song on the album , “Move it

Girl,” sounds suspiciously like the song
(“You’ve got to Kiss the Girl”) Sebastian the
crab sings in the Littke Mermaid and is a
preview of the Caribbean ska to follow.
Mento Buru’s instrumentals are the band’s
strong point.

this up-beat church chorus that is reminiscent of acid-washed jeans and the ’80s.
The CD jJumps into the Mambo Kings
strangle ska in “Streets of Gold.”
The “Beer Song” is a good time to pop
open an icy cold one or get rid of some beer
because the beat isn’t exactly danceable.
Then get ready to salsa to some great
congas on “Pa Pim Pim Pum/ Spanish
Grease” and forget skankin.
Mento Buru is based in Bakersfield and
the members dress like they just came from
a BBQ after having their daily quota of beer.
Mento Buru definitely has its own take on
ska but for ska classics and third wave ska
fans, they might want to pass on this Club
Med band.
— Abigail Hudson-Crim

tions), the Cheech & Chong commentary
between tracks five and six is actually pretty

Saturday,

plus special guests

Chowderhead
All

Saturday,

“close door” button in the elevator.
Unfortunately after this, “Faraway” could
make anyone wish they were faraway from

Moon Ska’s top artists performing a finely
chosen variety of selections. Some of the
featured acts include New York Ska Jazz
Ensemble, The Toasters, Let’s Go Bowling, Dr. Ring Ding and Ocean 11.
The first track, Ocean 11’s “Hong Kong

Help us celebrate our lst anniversary!

On Ta p

| Coan post Mountain Boys
O'Keefe& Ceti Wauth
f Rick
_ Celebration Hall
Saturday, October 18, 8 p.m.
Tickets $8, 2 for $15

. Available at the Works, The Eye & Wildwood Music

Oct.

Rock
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The ska compilation “Bang” comes out
firing the fat ska/reggae tunes and does not
let up until the last track is complete, leaving
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Low Rider,” has a Calypso Band style intro that
morphs into a surreal Black Uhuruesque type of
guitar rhythm. Trippy percussive effects doused in
reverb heavily reinforces the ambiance created by the
steady guitar work.
However, listeners might want to have a urinal or
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you won’t find anywhere else, in addition to
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Oct.31: 2nd Annual Halloween Ball
Nov.7&8: Longheach Dub Allstars
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a jazz twist, is perfect lounge ska to relax to
and one may find themselves looking for the
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The CD features a who’s who line up of
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Strangefolk

Various Artists
Moon Ska Records

damn funny.

Oct.

from Burlington Vt.

“Bang”

the listener’s head riddled with smoking
sound shots.

Presents

OecTORER
|
LIVE CONCERTS

“Slick” illustrates this with a good old
fashioned ska beat. The lyrics in the song
“Poonanny” deal with a man’s animalistic
lust ina STD world.
After a few beers (or other chosen liba-

Productions

5th & F Streets * Eureka
Hotline:443-HEFE * www.hefes.com

re

“No Dancing, Please!”
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Bang: Compilation strapped with good music

GIVES YOU

ALL KINDS OF MUSIC

° Continued from page 27

* CALL-IN TALK SHOWS
* LOCAL NEWS
*NO COMMERCIALS
* REAL PEOPLE

pair of adult diapers on standby
due to an onslaught of water trickling sounds that could induce an
unconscious loosening of one’s
bladder control abilities.
The Slackers prove it 1s any| thing but with the track “Run
Away.”
The song demands attention
from the beginning with a thumping and aggressive reggae bass progression that evokes the image of
Aston “Family Man” Barrett slap-

88.3 FM IN ARCATA/EUREKA
FOR A FREE PROGRAM GUIDE
CALL 923-2513 OR WRITE TO
‘PO BOX 135, REDWAY, CA 95560
WWW.KMUD.ORG

From Burlington, VT

gts

Coy dae

ping away.

A looping horn rhythm finds its
way into the mix of “Run Way,”
which has a strong lyrical resemblance to Inner Circle’s “Bad
Boys.”

Instead of “Bad boys, bad boys
... whatcha going to do?” there is
“What you gonna do when they

Appearing at:
This four-piece creates
a folky, spacey sound
that makes for a very

HEFE’S

gratifying show-going

and “You better wait in the bushes
when the man comes.”

(707)839-0425

Strangefolk’s tight,
rhythmic songs are
interfaced with power-

{on }—

“Brixton Beat,” one of the two
Toasters’ contributions to the CD,

Sat., Oct. 11th at 9 pm

ful harmonies and
free-roaming jams...

18+/ $5 in adv.;$7 day of show

its audiences keep
coming back for more.

—Relix, August ‘97

ask your sister, ask your mother?”

PPE

hbds

Cb

ee

TT

Strangefolk Hotline: 802-658-6453
x
rockweb.com Webpage: www.Strangefolk.com
efolk@
strang
E-mail:

opens witha somber military drum
march. The moodis further shaped
by adark electric guitar strumming
pattern doused in vibrato. Then
the vocalist plods into the tune with
a singing style closely resembling
that of Roger Waters.
Suddenly,

EVENTS

SPECIAL

cracking

through a dreary Humboldt
County winter day, the song breaks
into a fast, choppy second wave
ska rhythm. A sharp, stinging
rockabilly style guitar solo is the
highlight of the transformation before the sun sets on this track.

is

eee

like sun

mother hips

Isaac Green & The Skalars’
“Don’t Count” unloads a clip of

drubbing bass riffs into the
listener’s ear before a cigarette can
be lit.
The female singer on this track
has a powerful, sustaining and sultry voice that grows on the listener
quickly and may even produce a
special feeling. Soaring and fading
horns compliment the singing elegantly.
Aside from the fine musician-

Saturday, October 25 / Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm

N
DE

“The Times”
The Skoidats
Moon Ska Records

count on getting what you want,
but appreciate it when it comes.”

a“

A series of short, cheery trum-

pet solos round out this song nicely.

A cure for the common ska tune

is Dr. Ring Ding’s “Louis Gone A
Foreign,” one of three Dr. Ring

Ding selections appearing on the
CD.
Thisatypical ska tune opens with

strong acoustic guitar riffs and
bends accompanied by harmonica.
The notes, which ring out clear
and punchy, convey a feel similar
to that of Sublime’s “What I Got.”

The steady and bright rhythm
conjures the vision of relaxing ona

tropical island with a slight breeze
blowing.
“The Ska’s the Limit, Take 2”

opens witha deep and catchy drum
volley closely resembling the one

in Bob Marley’s “Positive Vibration.”
Organ riffs and a medium-sized
horn section subtly swell into the

song.
A seductive and smoky sax solo

with heavily sustained notes may

cause the listener to feel sordid.
The solo is one of the longer ones
on the CD, but is done tastefully

and stays fresh throughout.

are going to make sure it stays
around this time.
Reminiscent of bands like Op-

eration Ivy and The Specials
(speeded up), the Skoidats’ new

CD is out and ready to go global.
“The Times” is the latest release
from the ska band.

All 14 songs are harken back to
the ska from yesteryear, which is
refreshing after the No Doubt phase
contemporary ska is in the middle
of. Every song is accompanied by

great music talents of a full band

that includes guitar, bass, drums,
trombone, piano, saxophone and
shouting.

The CD wraps up with an ode to
a college and American favorite —
“Beer, Beer, Beer.” This song is
the band’s “Thank you” to Charlie
Mopps, the man who invented
hops.
So, ifyouare ready forthe sound
of the old, check out the new CD
from The Skoidats.
— Nicole Keele

Tofu Schnitzel:

Served with Roasted Red Potatoes
|
and Sauerkraut.
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Move over No Doubt, second
wave skais back and The Skoidats

Tuesday, October 28 / The Depot, 9pm

Ha

>

German Sausages OR

14 / The Depot, 9pm

Tee

;

Thursday October 9

STAM aU
Tuesday, October 21 / The Depot, 9pm

into the tune.
For those with a discriminating
taste who want to add a lethal ska/
reggae CD to their collection,
“Bang” should be the weapon of
choice.
— Peter Sciacca

ship, this song carries a good word
of advice with the lyrics, “Don’t

Seen,
Sitraean
Teme,

PPR

with bipolar disorder finds its way

®Oktoberfest

AND THE ORBITONES

Tuesday, October

A muted trumpet assault that
emulates a swarm of yellow jackets
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Gattaca: Main character
* Continued
and

competitive

Gattaca

MEQ
DW de

Corporation as a space navigator.

in order for Vincent to secure
his position at a company that is
comprised of the finest in genetically altered humans, he must assume the identity of Eugene (lucle

Law). He is a paralyzed man who

535

once had the genetic perfection
required to survive. Jerorae now

Sth

444-CLUP

° Eurek:

® clubwestoniines.com

makes a living selling his bodily
substances that contain his genetic

material to “In-Valids .”
Vincent must be prepared for
the constant idenuty tests that are

administered by his employer. He

i»

PHO

August Oct. 12 at 9 p.m. as the
first stop on his tour to Seattle,
There is no cover charge for his
performance.

Friday, Oct 31

Exotic
Erotic
Halloween

Costume

Rastaman

digs the

Ball

Scene’s

Prizes, surprises and more. An
annual tradition...The biggest
Halloween party!

vibes

LOUSYUAs
BOOGIE
cl ER

, Wildwood
Music

SERIOUS disco. Doors open at 9. $2
cover; 18 and over welcome.
SERIOUS drink specials!

FRIDAYS:
POWER 96.3 PRESENTS:

FINE INSTRUMENTS

BUC o

uinae

and Accessories
BOUGHT: SOLD - REPAIRED - RENTED

1027 | Street

* Arcata, CA 95527

+

"18 and over, $3 before.11:00 p.m.

(707) 822-6264 .
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New Martin Guitarsy including Eric
Used Violins outfits: all sizes
Uiséd Celio
FA systems for all occasion

Dancing
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Hewillappearat the first San Fran-

cisco Song Festival in November.
August said he plans on recording
his second solo CD next summer.
Arcata’s Sunnyside Pub will host

MONSTER.
HALLOWEEN
PARTY’!

Pitesai

in San Francisco.

Doors open 5:00 p.m. $1.4
advance; $15 at the door.
Ali ages.

10.0 8

August plays open micsand gigs

bi

TO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

eee

* Continued from page 23

next summer

|

Funk, punk, ska-masters.
PLUS: The Grbitones

Bodily substance peddler Eugene Morrow (Jude Law) and
Jerome Morrow have a drink in “Gattaca.”
ing onto his dreams.
For him, there’s no such things as addresses) is that blurr
ed line be“Vincent is literally and figura‘you can’t do this.””
tween health and enhancement.”
tively the heart of the film,”
“Gattaca” is Andrew Niccol’s
Niccoil said in the press release.
“Gattaca” director/screenwriter
debut as a director. The press re- “How far do you go...
where do
Andrew Niccol stated in the press
lease stated that Niccol was in- you draw the line?”
release for the film. “He represents
spired by classic works of science
The film also stars Uma
us. He has frailty and we all have
fiction when creating the screen- Thurmanas Vincent’s lover, I rene,
frailties. He’s somebody whowon’t
play for “Gattaca.”
along with Alan Arkin, Gore Vidal
accept the hand he’s been dealt.
“The problem (that “Gattaca”
and Blair Underwood.

August: Performer to cut CD
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inferior identity a secret and hold-

at

'

ae

struggles with the burden of being
an accused murderer; keeping his

2.

05.0060502.6 0.6.6:

Jerome’s urine, blood, skin and
hair particles to use on such tests,
Even if Vincent successfully deceives the company, he simply does
not have the mental and physical
perfection that being a space navigator requires,
When the director of the space
agency is murdered, evidence
points to Vincent. He now

“aw
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r
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into the core of the genetically
perfect world. His dream is to visit
Titan, one of the moons of Saturn.
He becomes employed by the pres-

ene
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Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.
Ticket locations: The Works, Eureka/
Arcata; Wildhorse CDs & Tapes,
Garberville; People's Records, Arcata
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By Michelle Teets

Genauerand Jon Trafton. The two

LUMBERJACK STAFF

met in college and played a few

Thereis nothing “strange” about
the band Strangefolk — except for
its name. The band is one of the
headliners scheduled to play at

Hefe’s Nightclub, Saturday at 9
p.m.
Although a relatively new band,
Strangefolk is beginning to make
its mark on the music scene. The
band has been playing together for
five years and has been considered
a professional band for only three
of those years.
The four-member band, origi-

nally from Burlington, VT, began
as the folk-rock guitar duo of Reid

gigs in and around Burlington in
1992. They went by the name of
“Strange Folk.”
With the additions of drummer
Luke Smith and bassist Erik
Glockman in the fall of 1992, the

band changed its name to the oneword Strangefolk.

The band’s name is froma reference in Jack London’s novel,

The band took a short break
from playing until the fall of 1993.
After spending the entire summer practicing, Strangefolk played
every weekend in the parking lot of

Where: Hefe’s in Eureka
Ticket Prices: $7

“seemed to go over well. The kids

a fraternity house at a local univer-

but I think the keg was more responsible for the party’s draw than

The band gained a loyal following of fans that autumn. The rest of
the year Strangefolk played in almost every bar in and around

could relate to our snappy beat, _ sity.

we were.”

have to become better musicians

bars that autumn. The band members soon realized that they would

Burlington.
Since then, the band has played

more that 200 concerts, mostly in
bars, clubs, brew pubs, high

in order to become known. As

“The band’s style
ranges from rock
roots to acoustic

sounds, featuring all
original music.”
BRET FAIRBROTHER

schools and college campuses on

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS

Strangefolk’s manager
‘ the East Coast.

Strangefolk’s music is as a mixture of rock, folk and bluegrass.

Brett Fairbrother, a manager for
the band, said ina phone interview
from Vermont that the band’s style
ranges from “rock roots to acous-

tic” sounds, featuring “all original
music” by the band.
“The Album World” magazine
said Strangefolk’s music can be
compared to national act Hootie
and the Blowfish, with the vocals

pusis197
We

have

DOUBLED

our inventory of
“

a

Guitars

& Amps

Come in and meet

a USS

mances, “the truth is we were bad.”

ment. Drummer Luke Smith said
in a press release this first concert

during a party in Genauer’s base-

Technology

ene

When: Saturday 9 p.m.

the
After this initial performance,
band played at three different local

is NOW

Ch

Smith said about the first perfor-

“White Fang.”
In October of 1992, Strangefolk
played its first official gig as a band

MESA/BOOGIE
The Spirit of Artin

Concert Information

the new manager —
he's an HSU student!
1435 Sth Street * Eureka

443 — 9737

reminiscent of Three Dog Night.
Strangefolk took a leap into the

TWO CAN SHOOT FOR PRICE
OF ONE - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE

national music scene last year with
the release of its first full-length

PROGRESSIVE BEER
SPECIALS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7-8 P.M. ALL BOTTLED BEER &
WINE $1

album, “Lore.” It features 11 of

$1 PINTS FOR POOL PLAYERS ©

East Coast, Strangefolk branched

7 P.M. TO CLOSE

-

ALL PITCHERS $5 FOR POOL
PLAYERS - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE
“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT”

615 STH ST * EUREKA » 442-2989
=
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

the band’s favorite songs from the
past five years, including “Lines
and Circles,” “Speculator,” and
“Sometimes.”
Primarily a band that tours the
out last year and toured the western United States for the first time.
Strangefolk’s scheduled appearance in Eureka this weekend will
be the band’s first visit to the area.
Strangefolk, with special guest
Chowderhead, will play at Hefe’s
Saturday night. The music begins
at9 p.m. with the doors opening at
S p.m. Tickets are $7 at the door.
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‘s Miller time
Cross country runne

r will show ‘Jacks the way
i Tim Miller’s work
ethic and athleticism is
second to none.
By Noah Bulwa
LUMBERJACK STAFF”

Sophomore

Tim Miller pos-

sesses the skills and dedication to

be a great runner.
For Miller, running started as a
hobby. Thatattitude has obviously
changed as he earned Northern
California Athletic Conference ath-

lete of the week after placing second at Patrick’s Point on Sept. 20.
The 20-year-old environmental biology major grew up in Denver, Colo.

Before high school,

Miller played baseball and had
never run competitively.
“T was going to play baseball in
high school, but the cross country
coach convinced me to run,” Miller
said.

The only thing that held him
back wasa battle with mononucleosis as a freshman at HSU. From
then on, running has been a success. Last year he was ranked sev-

enthin the NCAC in cross country
and placed fourth at the track and
field nationals in I[linois in the
steeplechase. Before the nationals.
Miller was ranked eleventh, mak-

Cross country coach Dave Wells
was impressed with how easy it
was for Miller to make the move
from Colorado.
“He was the perfect kind of recruit. He did the homework himself,” Wells said. “Wejust
had what
he wanted.”
After red-shirting his freshman
cross country season due to illness, Miller decided to run the

steeplechase for the track team.
The steeplechase is a race runona
course consisting of various ob-

stacles such as walls and water. Itis
his favorite part of running.
“It’s a pretty crazy race. There’s

a lot going on—you have to be
involved,” Miller said.

There are two parts of Tim
Miller that stand out. The first is

definitely his haircut.

career.

Running cross country has kept
Miller in top shape. His workouts
include running
seven daysa week,
usually twice a day. Training takes
a lot of energy as well as time.

take it.”

country program. He was relieved
to be somewhere where he was a
student as much as an athlete.
“T didn’t have to worry about

Miller is so attached

to running that he
would love to do it
as a career.

A red

mohawk sits atop an otherwise bald
head.
“I’ve always wanted a mohawk
since | was little,” Miller said.
More importantly, Miller is a
dedicated runner and teammate.
While competing, he is commonly
seen running with his head turned
around, urging his teammates forward,
Miller ts so attached to running
that he would love to do it as a

ing his finish even greater.
“T had a good race a few weeks
earlier, butit wasa surprise,” Miller
said.
‘

“During school I don’t have
much of a social life.” Miller said.
Christian Andersen, an exroommate of Millers’, is amazed at
his work ethic.
“He’d come back soaked after
runningin the Community Forest.
You could almost ring out his
shoes, “ Andersen said.
Miller chose HSU for its forestry departmentas well as its cross

Tim Miller admits his workaholic reputation leaves him with little time for a social life during the cross
country season.

the pressures of a scholarship,”
Miller said.

“Tt would be much more fun
than a real job,” Miller said. “I'll
run the steeplechase as far as I can
As for this year, Miller feels that
the cross country team has the talent to succeed.
“We are going to have a really

good team. It will be as good or
better than last year,” he said.
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By Stephen Kraynick
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n
school, I probably wouldn't eve
———

Junior outside hitter Karyn
‘Williams,inspired by her sister,
took up the sport of volleyball and
has enjoyed success along the way.

“My sister was four years older

{and

:

oe .

:

“1

Ijust followed her,” Wilhars

said. “I started playing in sixth

grade and have continued playing

for nine years ever since.”

Williams went to Del Mar High

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF

a 4.30
Junior outside hitter Karyn Williams is first in conference with
kills per game average.

School in San Jose were she wes a
four year starter on the volleyball
team. She also played basketball
and ran track.
“In volleyball, I was the freshman of the year,” Williams said. “I
was also first team All-League and
second team All-California Central Section.”
Following these accomplishments, several colleges and universities from the eastand midwest
came looking to recruit WIlliams
for there volleyball program
“I felt if | went to a Division I

was a
et the chance to start until I
right
junior and I wanted to play
away,” Williams said.
Williams however passed up
to
those opportunities and came
HSU and been happy with her
7

,

Y

'

j

choice.

41

eae) .

“Tina (Raddish, head volleybali
*

PURPOSE

Since joining the HSU volley-

ball team, Williams has been not
only an imposing outside hitter in
the Northern California Athletic
Conference, but also on the team

as well.

“My job as outside hitter is to
put the ball away,” Williams said.
“I also make sure the team is doing

well on and off the court as well by
being there for them.”
Williams was a first team AllNGAC selection last year and is
currently

ranked

second

ZA

Bowl, next to the Fieldhouse

Before day games: 12 to 2 p.m.
Before night games: 5 to 7 p.m.
Barbeque, prizes, music and fun

Listen to HSU
Football live on

241

son. She got me up here and [fellin
love with it.”

present the
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open minded and an honest per-
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“She seemed to be ver)
jams said.

lashingtor

in the

NCAGinkill percentage with .299
ercent; first in average kills per

game at 4.30; second in kills with
902 and fifth overall in ace per-

centage with 0.38 per game.

Williams was named NCAC vol-

leyball player of the week for the
NCAC back on Sept. 8th.
. “Those league accomplishments
are great because there are so many

good

people

in NCAC

which

pushes

me harder and

to work

harder
said.

in the season,”

Wilhams

“But what [ take as a personal
great accomplishment isn’t the
awards, but to be there forthe team.

When

I’m there

for them

that

means more to me.”

Though the ‘Jacks dropped their

Grst conference match, Wllliams
believes this team will learn from

the loss and play better.
“Its a tough season,” Williams
said. “We have the experience level
to compete and are more together
as a team this year.”
“The NCAC is rated high as a
conference

talent-wise, but if we

maintain through and play our best
the wins willcome,” Wllliams said.

Like all sports at HSU, athletics

See Williams, page37
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Finding the right athletic
shoe has become a task
By Noah Bulwa —

Jule Murphy, assistant volleyDall coach at HSU, admits that not

LUMBERJACK STAFF”

Without careful research, buying the correct athletic shoes can

be a difficult, even overwhelming,
decision.

Throughout the past decade, the
athletic shoe market has become

complex. Before, people had the

all of her players wear volleyball
shoes.
“Some players like running
shoes because they are lighter,”

Murphy said.
In USA Today’s Life section of
its Web

site, Atlanta Podiatrist

Perry H. Julien supports the claim
that shoes are sport-specific.
“We estimate about 15 percent
tivity has a shoe of its own.
of the injuries that come into our
Since 1992, athletic footwear has
office are from shoes that are incoraccounted for about four of every
rect for either the foot type or the
10 pairs ofshoes sold in the United
activity, or from shoes that are just
States. That is because many
plain worn out,” Julien said. “Athpeople like to wear comfortable
letic shoes should ideally be worn
shoes during normal activities.
only for the sport for which they
According to the Web site for . were designed.”
the Athletic Footwear Market ToThe Athletic Footwear Market
day, in 1995 only 28 percent of Today claims that the prices of
people wearing athletic shoes used
athleticshoes are an excellent guide
them for sports activities. Other
to their quality. A low-cost shoe
popular uses included work, caprobably means that it was made
choice between basic tennis shoes
and cleats. Now, almost every ac-

sual wear and school, which was

the most common usage at 35 per-

See Shoes, page 36

cent.

Since 1992, athletic
footwear has
accounted for about

four of every 10
pairs of shoes sold in
the United States.
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Sara Anderson credits
her success to hard work #
“I was chosen by (the coach) to

By lan Colvert |

be a captain because I lead by ex-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

ampleand ama

Old soccer players never die,

they just kick the bucket.
Sara Anderson, 23, a senior, is
enjoying her last semester playing
for the Jacks woman’s soccer team.

“I came back (for the half year)
to finish my playing eligibility,”
the left half back said.
“I have enjoyed soccer more and
more every year.”

The kinesiology major admits
that playing soccer has been a demanding, yet rewarding journey.
“The first year was tough mentally to adjust to the serious coaching,” Anderson said.
“The first year they tore me
down. The second year they built
me up.”
But hard work has its rewards.
“This year they are letting me
play,” she said.
“T only wish I could have given
four full years to Humboldt.”
Anderson, who played soccer
for two years at Ohlone College in
Freemont,

Ca., said her exper-

ence helped her to be chosen as a
team captain for the “Jacks.

good team player,”

she said.

“Tobea good team player takes
respect and patients for the other
players. You need to have confidence in the other players because
thatis what makes upa good team.”

Susan de Funiak, forward for
the team, said Anderson was the
reason why she chose to play soccer for the ‘Jacks.

“Sara is awesome. Sheis the reason why I started playing soccer
again,” de Funiak said.
“She’s a team playerand encouraged me to try out. Her word was
the final straw that helped me make
my decision to play for the team.
She’s a good captain.”
Anderson said her success as a
team leader is due to the good
coaching

she

at

has recieved

Humboldt.
“I think Kim Benson is the best
coach that I have ever played
for,”Anderson said.

“She definitely knows the game
and more importantly knows our
moods and attitudes. She is very
close to the team. We have a good

relationship on and off the field
and Kim enjoys the road trips as
much as we do.”
Anderson said that good coaching means nothing without hard
work.

“We practice nearly every day,”

She said.

“Five to six days, 10 to 15 hours
a week. And road trips are a 24
hour commitment. It takes a lot of

dedication and a lot of commitment.”
Hard work has its rewards.

“I scored against Davis last year
to win our region,” Anderson said.

“We lost to Davis in our conference butin the regional playofts we
ria them. It was an awesome vic-

tory. The winning play came from
five players (a team play) and I just
happened to be the one in front of
the goal.”
Anderson said that even the best
plays pale in comparison to what

‘ happens off the field.
“I was married inJune,” she said.

“Sven and I dated in community

college. He went to Colorado and

Ito Humboldt. After a semester he
transferred to Humboldt for good

reason, and he is glad he did.

"ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
Sara Anderson practices her passing during practice on Monday.
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The Lumberjack
coming game Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
vs. Western Washington at Redwood Bowl.

Invitational. They finished in 13th
place.
However, sophomore Molly
Alles ran the best race of her HSU
career. She ran her 5K race in 19
minutes, 6 seconds.

Men’s cross country
overcomes rain, mud
The men’s cross country team
finished fourth overall against a

field of 28 other class II teams at

Football team endures
loss to division | team
The HSU football team had 28
first downs to St. Mary’s 20 on
Saturday. Unfortunately, that was
pretty much the only statistical category the in which the Jacks came
out ahead. St. Mary’s out rushed
HSU nearly 3 to 1 in the 44-6
onslaught.
One of the few bright spots for
the ’Jacks was the play of wide
receiver Chris Wisdom. He caught
10 passes for 100 yards against the
Gaels.
The ‘Jacks were in jeopardy of
getting shut out, but with 11:01

remaining in the fourth quarter
Elijah Gildea scored on a 10-yard
touchdown run.
Next up for HSU is its home-

the Willamette Invitational. Class
I] teams include small colleges,
community colleges and clubs.
Sophomore Tim Miller led the
way for the ’Jacks finishing his 8K
ace in 25 minutes, 32 seconds

(25th overall) despite the fact that
he was feeling under the weather.
Speaking of the weather, the
team did well despite adverse climactic conditions that included
rain and mud.
Senior Fergus Breck (47th) and
sophomore Mike Maguire (67th)
were the next best HSU runners
coming in at 26:29 and 26:39 respectively.

Sophomore runs best
race of her career
The women’s cross country
team did not fare quite as well overall as the men at the Willamette

Sophomore Leia Giambastiani
(36th) was the next best HSU run-

Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1997

Men’s soccer team finds
offense, then loses it
The men’s soccer team ambushed CSU Chico with some hong

overdue offensive firepower last
Wednesday, 6-3.
Although the game was played

ner finishing in a time of 19:24.
- duringa rainstorm the ’Jacks overJunior Rachel McGarva was
came their season-long offensive
78th, coming in at 20:15.
woes.

Volleyball team sweeps
UC Davis, CSU Chico
The volleyball team won two
straight games in hopes of turning
around what so far has been a losing season.
The Jacks swept both UC Davis
and CSU Chico in conference
games.
Sophomore Keleise Tupuolaled
the way with 18 kills against the
Aggies on Friday. The ’Jacks won

the match 15-13, 15-6, 16-4.

Karyn Williams had 16 kills
against CSU Chico on Saturday.
The Jacks ousted the Wildcats 157, 15-8, 15-12.
Next up for HSU is College of
NotreDame on Friday.
The ’Jacks then travel to CSU
San Francisco on Saturday.

Armando Avila and Jason Dennis each scored twice in HSU’s
victory.

The “Jacks may have used up all
their offense against CSU Chico
because they were shut out, 2-0,
by UC Davis on Saturday.

Women’s soccer team

ties two games in a row
The women’s soccer team
played two solid games in a row
against CSU Chico and UC Davis.
All the team had to show for its
strong performances were two ties.
Both games were 1-1.
Hillary Arthur scored for the
Jacks and goalie Julie Raup had 14
saves in the game against CSU
Chico.
Marsha Texeira scored the goal
against UC Davis on Saturday.

On
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The ‘Jacks play San Francisco
State today at 1:00 p.m.

Former athletes to be
honored on Saturday
Jim Costello (football), Alan
Erickson (basketball), Dave

Harper (football), Teresa Walters
(volleyball) and Bev Wasson (multiple sports) will be inducted into
the Athletic Hall of Fame on Saturday morning at 9:30 in the Kate
Buchanan Room in the University
Center.

Costello played quarterback at
HSU from 1967-68 and earned
first-team all conference honors in

1968.
Erickson was selected as the
HSU male athlete of the year for
1988-89.
Walters was

selected all-first

team setter during the 1989 and
1990 seasons and has set anumber
of school records. .
Wasson participated in volleyball, track, basketball and softball

from 1967-69.
Harper earned All-American
honors while playing linebacker at
HSU. He was selected to play in
the 1989 East-West Shrine game
and wenton
to play in the NFLand
CFL.
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¢ Continued from page 33
with poor materials and will wear
out quickly. A high-cost shoe usually has some new technology and
may not be worth the price. It is
best to pick a mid-cost shoe that is
comfortable.
In the past, consumers have ignored advice to buy quality shoes.
In 1995, six of every 10 pairs of
shoes sold in the United States was
under $34.50. Buying poor-quality shoes adds to the possibility of
injuries.
Wearing athletic shoes for too
long can also cause injuries. Depending on the amount of punish-

ment they receive, they should be

worn between 300 and 500 miles.
If used for walking and standing

only, they should last upward of
1000 miles.

Here are some tips to be used

while trying on athletic shoes:

1. Use a similar weight sock as
that worn during exercise.
2. Leave one finger’s width be-

tween your longest toe and the end

of the shoe.
3. Remember that feet swell in
the afternoon or after standing a
long time.

4. Try on both shoes fully laced
and make sure you walk or run in
the store.
5. Buy shoes that are comfortable right away—don’t count on
breaking them in.

6. Buy from a serious athletic

shoe store that has qualified sales
people.

The address for the Athletic
Footwear Market Today is http://
home.sportsite.com/sgma1/
footwear/market /
footwearmarket96/
afmt_defining_footwear.html.

How much Americans spend on shoes
1995
1994
1993
1992
| © Men
$43.88 $43.49 $41.74 $43.24
| @ Women
$30.18 $29.90 $31.70
$30.18
$23.62
$23.31
$25.40
$25.14
| Boys
$17.28 $17.37. $17.31 $16.74
@ Infants
$15.93 $15.66
$14.99 $15.55
oe
$31.79 $31.82 posi: 19 vib 533

|

|
|
|

|
|
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Williams
* Continued from page 32
endeavors are very time consuming for the student-athletes, but it

doesn’t seem to bother Williams
too much.

“Volleyball takes up a huge
amount of time. I wouldn’t know
whatit’s like with all that extra time
since I’m not used to having it,”

Williams said.
Away from volleyball and the
daily stresses of HSU life, WIlliams
often enjoys spending time with

her friends.
“We go to the beach, plan road
trips to the river, up to the snow
around here and enjoy the outdoors,” Williams said.
Williams isa liberal studies, mul-

tiple subjects major who plans on
teaching kindegarden after HSU.
“just love kids,” Williams said.
“Teaching kids is a lot like coaching.”
When Williams’ volleyball ca-

someone who worked hard on and
off the court.
“My

teammates,

friends, and

family are important to me,” Willlams said. “I just try to work hard

and be the best that I can be.”
While athletics is not all that she
does, like many student-athletes at
HSU, sheis involved in many other
venues on campus through clubs,
groupsand non-sporting activities.
“We support HSU in many ways
and try to get students to come out
to the games to support us,” Willlams said.
Williams and the rest of her
teammates take on College of Notre
Dame on Friday and then travel to
play San Francisco State on Saturday.

The “Jacks won their past two
conference matches against CSU
Chico and UC Davis after losing
nine of their first 14 games.

reer comes to end next year, she

would like to be remembered as

“Volleyball takes up
a huge amount of
time. | wouldn’t know
what it’s like with all
that extra time since
I’m not used to

having it.”
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Karyn Williams goes up for a kill during practice.
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Men’s NCAC standings

Cdlumbia Football Association
Conference
W-L PF-PA
=3=810

San Francisco State

50-14

1-0

Central Washington

Sonoma
Chico
Davis
HSU
Hayward
east

0-0
0-0
Southern Oregon
0-0
0-0
HSU
6-8
Western Washington 0-1
14-50
QO-1
Simon Fraser
Overall
ie

aoe

Central Washington

2-2

106-101

HSU

+4

Western Washington2-2
+3
Simon Fraser

Western Oregon

OT

0-1

1-1

0

HSU

0

Oct.
Hayward at
Oct.
Stanislaus at

SMC — Sullivan 48 pass from Laird (Ravarino
Second quarter
SMC — Laird 1 run (Ravarino kick)
Third quarter

~

SMC — Anderson safetied by Brown

SMC — Williams 74 kickoff return (Ravarino kick)

SMC — Willaims 1 run (Ravarino kick)
Fourth quarter
HSU — Gildea 10 run (run failed)
SMC — Maxwell 80 pass from Lilly (Ravarino kick)
Team statistics
HSU
28
35-55

First downs
Rushes-yards

24-55-3

Passes

SMC
20
48-157
14-24-0

269

248

Passing yards

.

426

303

Total yards

5-312
2-0

6-34.2
4-]

Punts-average
Fumbles-lost

16-148'

13-91

Penalties-yards

Individual statistics
Rushing

HSU — Wisdom 10-100, Daniels 3-40, Gray 4-33,

Price 1-26, Kinser 1-14, Dwane 2-12, Joyce 1-9, Acton

1-8, Loscalzo 1-6.

SMC — Sullivan 8-144, Maxwell 1-80, Peterson 221, Cox 1-17, Marini 2-7.
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San Francisco State

03

@
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Sonoma State
Chico
HSU

8
5
6

Davis

6

2

San Francisco State

2

9

9
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29
18
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HSU at San Francisco Invitational
Oct. 19

HSU at Oregon Invitational (Eugene, Ore.)
Nov. |]

NCAC Championships at Patrick’s Point (Trinidad)
I

0

m SALEM,

i

Today’s game
San Francisco State at HSU, 1 p.m.

Saturday’s game
Sonoma at HSU, noon

19
HSU, 1 p.m.
24
State, 1 p.m.
26

Oct. 31
HSU at San Francisco State, noon

HSU 1, Chico 1
First
Second _ Final
1
0
Chico
0
1
HSU
Scoring
HSU — Arthur, assisted by Texeira (4:00)

es

Ore. — Results from

last Saturday’s

invitational at Willamette University:

Men (4.9 mi.)

10

O

OE

Willamette Invitational

20

Schedule

Oct.
Hayward at
Oct.
HSU at Chico
Oct.

Oct. Il

E
SN
S
SF

iL
2
A
2

2

ae.

ee

Schedule

GA

Overall
W

|

0

00

03

Chico — Denley (87:00)

HSU leaders

|

Oct. I result:

Receiving

AEE

CN

AEE

17
HSU, 3 p.m.
19
HSU, 1] p.m.

Passing

0 18.

|

at HSU, 7 p.m.

Digs — Keleise Tupuola 155 (2.98 per game)

9-(-9).

SMC — Laird 11-21-0 171, Lilly 1-1-0 80, Thomas 2-2-

1
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0

Blocks — Maegan Thomas 46 (0.88 per game)

HSU at U. of N. Colorado (Davis) 10 a.m.

HSU — Cheek 16-27-1138, Gildea 8-28-2 110.

1

Kills — Karyn Williams 232 (.307 kill percentage)

HSU — Gildea 9-71, Dwane 10-22, Loscalzo 2-(-1),
Anderson 3-(-2), Cheek 11-(-35).
SMC — Williams 26-141, Young 3-23, Murphy 2-6,

Maxwell 7-1, Thomas 1-(-5), Laird
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HSU at San Francisco State, 7 p.m.
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Team results (Class II)

1. Spokane 51, 2. Portland RR 105, 3. So. Idaho 143,
4. HSU 180, 25 others.

Individual results (327 finishers)
1, Cormac Smith, Boise St., 23:56; 2, Billy Harper,
Lane CC, 24:12; 3, Ashley Johnson, unat., 24:21; 4,
Shawn Beitlespacher, Spokane, 24:36; 5, Ron

Whally, unat., 24:40; 25, Tim Miller, HSU, 25:32;

47, Fergus Breck, HSU, 25:57; 67, Mike Maguire,

HSU, 26:21; 72, Adam Hall, HSU, 26:29; 83, Andy
Jones, HSU, 26:39.

Other top HSU finishers — 85, Greg Phillips,

26:41; 99, Brian Parodi, 26:53.

Women (3.1 mi.)
_

Team results (Class I!)

1. Pacific Luth. 69, 2. So. Idaho 69, 3. E. Oregon
94, 13. HSU 378, 15 others.

_

Individual results (279 finishers)

|, Liz Wilson, unat., 16:47; 2, Melinda Campbell,

Boise St., 17:11; 3, Melissa Waggener, unat., 17:43; 4,

Judy Barreto, Boise St., 17:45; 5, Erika Colin,
Spokane, 17:53; 45, Molly Alles, HSU, 19:06; 66,
Leia Giambastiani, HSU, 19:24.

Other top HSU finishers — 127, Rachel McGarva,

20:15; 158, Danielle Saylor, 20:40; 189, Julie Huy
21:19; 213, Alexa Mercado, 22:04.
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Firing of A.S. member
Anyone can run for a position on the Associated Students
council, unless he or she has been in school too long, has changed

majors or doesn’t have enough money.

|

hold office.

}

Lockey White also had to work to support herself for her firs:
tew years of college and maintains that the CSU policy diserirninates against poor students. She is absolutely right. All thing
being equai, democracy ideally gives all people equal chance:
1

x

affairs by President Alistair McCrone.

one too many units to comply with the CSU standard of 165. McCrone
obviously believed that the length of White’s stay at HSU was too long to serve

as an efiective student legislator.

That the CSU specifies how many units a student can have in order to serve
in such a nosition isn’t even important.
McCrone has made exceptions before.
such as a o~ing Thaddeus Richards to serve as a representative and Ann
Maurer to ru» for president jast year, even though thev also had too many units.
:
Even

reason

thoug

not

to make

anotner

time for finishing school is four vears. student:
tor stayine ionger or taking more classes. When :

should not be penalized
student Changes nis or her major one

§
we

Oo
et
ff

cai point in an otherwise excellent articie on
National Depression Screening Day. The

depression screening was sp ~nsored by the
Counseling
an“ Psychologi +! services program, not the Health Cent

While we are housed in the Health Center
building. counseling offers a service focused
on the emotional and interpersonal needs of
stua atsinanon
.edical atmesphere
We ate ar source for students who need
ale. secure wad confidential place to talk
pro. ‘enis.

‘ Dutro

Se

vung and Psychological Services

Ouste’ 4.S. representative

d’

time

units

tend

;

=

ai

.

Aliil

t

1°

tO

surmour

~

The unit cap tak

McCrone should at ieast decide to either give everybouy or nobody exempt

irom the policy. Picking and choosing turns into a political issue. especi

when
[

'

A

on

*

%

;

'

the 4.0. president Is given the power

to choose

a replacement.

in White’s case, she and Mike Caudill ran on different tickets with diffe
yr

platiorms. There ts no reason, theretore. to believe Caudill’s choice will re
sent the view of White’s constiii
UNanging

aUuovU

policy

may

de

unredistic.

but

President

home and 1s supposedly reachable. ii equality ana fairness
about upholding, McUrone snould foliow the
>. cour
1
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Us
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McCrone
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Issue
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iam writing this letter to clariiv one crit-

{

more

{

RK

One minor fact error in stor,
on Hepression Screening Dai

about

or

?

away that equality.
can’t convince the Board of Trustees to change its policy, Presiden

If HSU

excentia

rh the “standard”
a

.

being elected to a representative position.

lhe reason the president gave for his action was that White had

here’s no

unfair

therefore potentially eliminating the chance for the student to

The requirements for holding a student office seem to become
stricter every year. Lockey White found outas much when she was
recently booted from her position as vice president for student

i
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srves support, job back

1am writing this letter to dray, vour attention tou ii7yor change that has occurred in
Associated Students government, which for
reasons beyond my understanding has not

As an A.S- member, I nave always been
impressed and thankiul ior the professional!
experience,a
..udeana persona that White
brings to our council. | believe she has a
better understanding oft — internal mecha-

nisms that shape our dailv live. ut the university than any other member of our new (and
at this point incomplete) council, and, fur-

thermore, that her absence will have a nega-

for fiber.

whether by George Washington in 1790, or
by English farmers in 1994, has never con-

tained psychoactive qualities. ifyou were to
roll jeaves from an industrial hemp plant
into a cigarette and smoke them, you'd get a

forests in the world have been cut down t

in there I can find something worth reac.

clude

tional woman. Talk about this issue with
your triends so you can fight for student
rights in the absence of White’s leadership.
Finally and most importantly, give Lockey

White the su. port and admiration she deserves Giring . us difficult and unfortunate
turn o” evcnts.

“T help

trees, but no’

high

White, student affairs vice president, ¢

ove 1 that is not

ceeded the unit cap allowed for A.S. mer
bers by one unit, and would therefore be

It 1
downa

removed from office unless she received a

of toilet pap. r, a notepad or a ne‘ spaper.
Hemp “ber is the logical answer to forest
devas .onoccurring in the manufacture of
paper.
Industrial hemp doesn’t get people high,
yet that lingering concern, although a thoroughly debunked myth, effectively stalls the

aper and
1eeds the

Industrial h
saves trees. —

eto.

France,

China,

Engiand.

Holland,

Hungary
and Russia. Nations that ban hemp

production are missing an important eco. omic opportunity. The 1913 Yearbook of
t e U.S. Department of Agriculture called

1 mp “the oldest cultivated fiber plant,”
1 entioned how the crop improves the land
a..d said that it yields “one of the strongest
to prese'

Hemp leg.uiz

or:

make paper. If hemp had not been out-

and most durable fibers of commerce.”
It’s"
ny when the past reveals solutions

tick Tom?
Polit)
| science senior

dav.

nal cash

tensive.

be necessary to cut
acardboard! x, a roll

to all oi
and just }
Amer
the wail i:
they don’

hadacopy
of The Lumberjackin hand. Mev be

that an excepuon

be made ior this excep-

i don’t know what happened
prophets. Maybe they're around
seclusion working on the great
novel. Or maybe the writing on
the word of the prophets, and
have anything good to say.

sore throat, but you wouldn’t get high.
Since 1937, the year hemp came under
attack in the United States, about half the
lawed, most would still be standing.
Major hemp-growing countries today in-

fiber. Farr

She has received recognition for
sctivities from the House of Represe:..atives, the
U.S. Senate and HSU.
dhe has been involv 4 with many clubs

grown

tive effect on our performance and on th
representation of student views as a whole.
Therefore, | urge you to take action! Petitions are being passed around requesting

received much attention: cither this publication or on the campus at large.
On Sept. 23 | was informed that Lockey

written exception to the policy from
esident Alistair McCrone.
It is my feeling (and the feeling of.
.y
others) that White isanexceptionals’
at.

Lile iact is that hemp

problems.

Either way, every time | sit down in
restroom on campus | can’t help but I wis): i

Hans Lechner

Geography junior

Letter and Column Poiic:
The Lumberjack welcomes letters
onany subject. All contributions must
be received by 5 p.m. the Friday before publication date and can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed
to:

The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East 6
Humboldt State University

Perry Pi 'lips

Arcata, Calif. 95521

En: ash vraduate student

Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Pru.net.s, intellectual campus
men’s restroom graffiti stalling
What’s the deal with the graffiti on the
bathroom walls these days? Every time I use
a stall in one of the many men’s rooms on
campus, I am overwhelmed with graphic

sexual depictions, slanderous name calling
and redneck and hippie bashing.
Are there any positive people on this campus who tag the walls, or are we just a bunch

of hating, name-calling sexual deviates?
For some reason, when I started college I
had this crazy notion that all the childish

Letters and columns are subjected
to these guidelines:
¢ They must be typed or neatly
printed.
¢ Letters are limited to 300 words,

columns are limited to 600 words.
Longer items will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they
are published. They need a signature,
address and phone number. Students
must include their major and year in
school.
‘Anonymous letters will not be published.

allow pro-

antics I was used to in high school would

arships and in her final year at HSU will be

In fact, a plant cultivated for marijuana
hasa3to 15 percent THC content or more,

remain there. I thought college was a place
where | would find mature, intellectuals who
have something good to say about the world

style and grammar and may be condensed to fit available space.

graduating with a cumulative

while industrial hemp generally contains one

and the people who live init. Judging bv the

¢ Publication is not guaranteed.

and organizations, has received many scholpoint average.

3.89

grade

political process which

would

duction.

percent or less.

grafliti on the wall, I thought wrong.

* Items are subject to editin:
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Garbage pick-up
turns into nightmare
It’s not much to ask fora little peace and quiet at 4 or 5 a.m., unless you count the three
days a week my neighbors and I are awakened by the sounds of garbage collection,
according to the city of Arcata.

The city sanctions these disturbances, choosing to protect business interests rather than
the sleeping habits of its citizens. Of the places I have lived, Arcata seems to be the only city
in which garbage trucks leave their yard at 3:30 a.m, to beat the morning traffic. Even in
downtown Los Angeles. where traffic is obviously a greater problem than on the North
Coast, garbage is never collected before sunrise.
At first, I was annoyed that the garbage
collection took place every Friday morning
at 4. Then, | was a little more perturbed
when they started making the racket twice a
week. Now, [ must endure trash bins being

QO

0

“How can you relocate the homeless ... They have no homes. It
reminds me of the Matrix policy that
was used in San Francisco to deal
with the homeless.”
Matt Cole
theater arts senior

©0000 0
“What’s the
not interfering
space. It’s nota
guess we don’t
ter of Arcata.”

problem? It is really
with people’s living
safety problem, but I
want them in the cen-

slammed around three days a week, and I
can’t doa thing about it.
It’s not that | haven’t tried. I first called
Arcata Garbage Co. The rather unfriendly
owner, Rick Fusi, told me that he couldn’t

pick up the trash later because of insurance
reasons, and if the trash was picked up later
it would cause rates to rise. [ asked him ifhe
had ever given people the choice to pay a
buck or two more for quiet mornings. He
said, “No,” and the conversation finished

Even forgetting all the
other problems, like the
truck compactiry the trash
for a couple of minutes in
the parking lot, the
garbage bin clanging up
and down several times
and headlights shining into
my windows, something

without resolution.
I next called the city’s environmental services manager, Steve Tyler. He was much
more friendly and understanding, but all in
all, he told me to get used to being awakened
that early. If he has had to go through it all these years, so should I.

needs to be done.

Well, Pm not willing to go through this. I could stand garbage trucks pulling into the
parking lot ofmy apartment complex at 6 or 7 a.m., but 4 a.m. is outrageous. Furthermore,
the men who work for the garbage company have an unpleasant habit of yelling back and

forth to esi other, regardless of the hour. I don’t really feel like hearing raucous laughter
at 4 a.ni

Even vorget ig ail the other problems, like the truck compacting the trash fora couple of
minutes in the parking lot, the garbage bin clanging up and down several times and

headlights shining into my windows, something needs to be done.

Dorte Fensen

tt the city of Arcata and the Arcata Garbage Co. are planning to continue disrespecting

art senior

rrr
5

A

TN

Dk

RS
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“[ would be pretty aggravated
because itis already a powerless feeling to be homeless. To have the
environment
that you created as your
home taken away from you. I think is
a great disrespect to another human
being.”
Ilana Gustafson
interdisciplinary senior

Compiled by Erin Cassidy / Chief Photographer

citizens, who pay taxes and therefore pay the salaries ofall involved, Arcata residents should

do something about it. Confront the garbage collectors at 4.a.m. Visit City Hall and talk to

people in environmental services,
Steve Tyler's number at City Hall is 822-8184. Talk to the president of Arcata Garbage
Co., no matter how rude he is. Rick Fust’s work number is 822-0304. or you can call him

at home at 4 a.m. at 822-7850.
It may not be the Persian Gulf War ora piutonium-powered rocket. but it still is an issue
worth fighting for. When J talked to the unpleasant gentleman at Arcata Cuthage Cou he

said nobody else had complained recently. Well, why not? Enough people have told vient et

they are fed up with the early morning noise, so it seems like sient of yeople should be
|
a
—.
talking to those responsible for the racket.

If you look out your window early one morning, [’ll be the one yelling at the garbage
collectors in a bathrobe. I hope I won't be the only one.
—
|
Krupnick is a journalism senior and editor in chie
of f
The Lumberjack.
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her
way
Woman includes ‘mi novia’ in Spa

Efficiency of area

nish class

water, sewer system

As National Coming Out Day
I’ve been

about where I amin this crazy process of being able to talk about my
life to anyone and everyone with-

out any kind of content revision.
I tossed a stone into the calm

pool of my life three years ago when
I told my parents I was in love with
my long-time friend and roommate.

Saturday, Oct. 1, 997

the feminine marker as yet another
mistake in gender agreement. After a week of wondering what, if
anything, I should say to my professor, I included “mi novia” in

one of my vocabulary sentences.
The test came back without the
The next ring included my inti66,99
mate friends. The third extended
a circled. I smiled as I placed the
exam in my folder, pleased with
into new acquaintances in the
the way I’d handled the situation.
graduate program at HSU and conI became confident on paper,
tinued outward until I believed I’d
completing the assignments withtold everyone I could possibly tell.
Within the English department,
out editing for personal content.
My confidence was challenged one
where I feel comfortable and supported, I hardly ever find myself day during the fifth week, when
avoiding topics which concern my | our professor went through an exprivate life. If I happen to find
ercise on indirect pronouns in
class.
myself in an awkward conversation with someone I don’t know
I watched her scan the room as
well, I am able to avoid outing
she decided whom to call on next.
myself by using the non-specific
Her eyes met mine.
“partner” label.
“aLe compra flores a su novia?”
This system worked fine until I
I gulped and felt my entire body
entered into Spanish class, where
grow numb with terror. Had she
my ambiguous language became
really asked if I buy flowers for my
void and invalid. Without a nongirlfriend in front of the whole
gender term to describe the person
class? My lips parted as I tried to
in my life, I suddenly become so
form my response. I turned the
term over in my head, wondering
reserved and shy when our class
used personal information to pracwhether I was brave enough to toss
the feminine marker into this pool.
tice the language.
“Sf, lecompro flores a minovia,”
At the beginning of the semester
a male voice answered.
I decided to test the waters by writI shut my mouth and turned my
ing about “mi novia,” or girlfriend,
inmy homeworkassignment. I got
head. I’d forgotten about the man
sitting behind me. Our professor
the assignment back with the “a”
smiled and moved to the next stucircled. My professor had mistaken

dent, asking whether he had a girlfriend.
“What about mine?” I wanted
to scream.

I'd recuperated from the initial
shock of the question and now
wanted to share my own response.
With my heart still pounding, I
scanned the room. None of the
students in class had any idea of
the thoughts spinning in my head.
Since then I’ve been mulling the
topic over, trying to find a way to
resolve this instinct to hide by dropping the “s” offof“she,” or changing theSpanish feminine “a” to “o.”

What is it that triggers my need
for secrecy?
Can a national day of
celebration boost my confidence
to the point of being able to override that instinct? I might just try it
one of these days since coming out
is as easy as the turn of one letter.
“Sf, le compro flores a mi novia.
Novia. Novia. Novia.”
Moore is an English graduate student.
.

Campus religious groups cross the line
It began as one of those days
where I knew I should have just
stayed in bed. Safe, warm and secure, but alas I removed myself to
Journey onward for the sake of my

education.
When I entered the metropolis
of our HSU campus and came up
the stairs leading to the UC Quad,

Iwas handed a flyer. At first glance
it looked harmless enough, as the

word “harvest” was printed at the
top. assumed that it was in reference toan upcoming event or workshop, but as I read on I saw that I
must, oh how I must, ask for forgiveness for my sins before it was

too late.
Let’s just make a great day even
better. My resentment subsiding, I
began the trek to Founders Hall

hoping to find safety from the world
inside the protective threshold of
my class.

As Treached the second flight of
stairs I was approached by two
students, who requested
could ask me a question.

goes down drain

thinking
INVLINSNOD NOIS3IG / 1131d TAVHDIW

approaches,

if they
I com-

share, but the manner in which

they do so is inappropriate. I also
don’t believe that it is effective.
It seems to me that if you want to
recruit people, sharing a piece of
beauty or encouragement from
your religion would work better.

I think your water and sewer
rates will go up greatly after this
election. Theincumbents won’t

tell you this unless you ask, but

C

-

We

bt

Richard Tobin

the rates have to go up to cover
the costs of their mistakes.

Water and sewer rates have remained low because the directors

have used reserve funds to delay this necessary increase. Reserves
are almost gone and they will not be able to subsidize water rates
much longer.
.
The directors claimed it was absolutely necessary to use the
airport as a disposal site. They also spent thousands of dollars
justifying this decision. Citizens tried to tell them this would make

the airport unsafe and had to sue them to get their attention. You
are going to have to pay for their error.
The directors told the judge they need all of Fernando Lourenco’s
land to solve the district’s sewer problems. Anything less was
unacceptable. They also promised if they ever didn’t need the
land, it would be kept as open space forever.
They had Lourenco’s land condemned and then tried to pay

him less than fair market value. Lourenco then sued to get a fair
price. Not only did he get $1.3 million but he was able to keep
seven acres and farm it. If the McKinleyville Community Services
District no longer needs any of the property, he has the right of first
refusal. You are going to have to pay for their error.
The directors told the state and the judge that Lourenco’s land
would satisfy MCSD’s disposal needs for years to come. Now the
directors say that part of the new Hiller East Recreation Field is
needed for future sewer disposal needs. You are going to have to
pay for their error.
The directors put Measure S on the ballot to see if voters would
approve earthquake proofing of parts of the water system. The
only water line to McKinleyville crosses the Mad River over an
earthquake fault. It took a state law to get MCSD to undertake the
evaluation that identified this as a problem. That study cost
thousands of dollars.
The directors knew the system was subject to earthquakes and
should have had it constructed properly in the first place. If
Measure S fails, earthquake proofing of water facilities will still be
needed. This is going to cost taxpayers hundreds of thousands of

dollars no matter how people vote.
The cost of the land for the emergency wells they want to dig in
McKinleyville hasn’t been mentioned yet, but they will also cost

plied and was asked, “Why did
Christ perish on the cross?”
“I went to Sunday school. He
died for the people’s sins,” I replied.
Apparently this was not good
enough of an answer, turning a
simple question into a confrontational mini-sermon where I was
told that I should immediately accept Christ as my mediator between this life and the next. Then
they asked me if I was ready to do
so right then. I said that I was ready
to-go to class.
The point of telling this story is
that students should not be accosted with a harsh message on
campus. I respect and admire the
fact that these people have fervent
beliefs and a message they wish to

4T
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Don’t confront others with hellfire
and brimstone, assuming that they
are evil and need to be forgiven for
not having the same belief system
as yourself. As the saying goes, you
can attract more bees with honey
than vinegar.
Personally, I come to school for

an education. If wantreligion then
I’'ll go tochurch, temple, synagogue
or the city of 10,000 Buddhas. I
believe in the separation of church
and state and I don’t want to be
forced someone else’s belief system.

Karl Marx said, “Religion is the

taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars. You are going to pay
for their error.
For years, the directors and Bruce Buel have told residents on
School Road there was no odor emanating from MCSD’s spraying
of treated sewer water on the property across from their homes.
Residents called and complained. Staff investigated and the re-

sults were always negative.
Buel, in fact, has stated there had been no official complaints
about odor. I guess that is because people would call and thought
that was enough so nothing was put in wniting.
Citizens finally complained to the Regional Water Quality Control Board. A representative was sent to investigate and he had no
problem confirming there was indeed an odor caused by MCSD’s
spraying. You are going to pay for their error.
The board of directors has demonstrated an inability to honestly and effectively deal with the primary functions of MCSD and
the water and sewer systems.
Citizens now have a chance to elect three new people to the

sigh of the people, the opium of the

board of directors.
Jill Geist, David Elsebusch and Jim Whaling

masses.” Reasoning such as this,

are intelligent individuals who listen to people, will challenge
assumptions and staff, evaluate information and provide much
needed direction to MCSD’s staff.

along
with being force fed another’s
religion while walking and minding my own business, keeps me on

the outside looking in.
Price is a sociology junior.

You have three votes. Use them all.
Tobin is an Arcata

resident.
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. Perception

1980 YAMAHA

patio

in the

of Trinidad.

Daily/

People pay hundreds of dol-

SPE-

lars an hour for my advice.
Let me help you! Introductory
reading $5. Call Terry no at

Fred 826-

839-3812.

Services

NEEDED

MASSAGE THERAPY in

4-8

Arcata, deep relaxation for
our whole being. Let your
feat be nurtured with a session of Foot-Reflexology. 2nd
degree Reilie 1068 | Street,
across from Los Bagels. Call
Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247 for your appointments.

hours per week for mobile
clinic serving Blue Lake, Eureka, Fortuna, Rio Dell, South

Donations

Jetty. Vital signs (experience
required) and reception (no

GREEN PARTY NEEDS YOUR
SUPPORT! Help us organize

experience
necessary).
Please help us get through
the winter. Call 443-1186.

VCR, answering machine, etc.

ILLUSTRATOR for Tarot deck
with biblical interpretations.
Contact: Angelsea 442-1435.

by donating office equipment. Pentium or 586, phone,
825-8210. THANKS!

For Sale
COMPUTER, 486, 33MHZ,

aie
BOAT AND BIKE the Mad
River Slough. Bike the Bottoms then boat back along
the dunes October 5 HumBoats Sailing and Kayak Cen-

DEMOCRATS The Democrats of HSU meet
weekly at 4 p.m. Thursday in
NHE 120. Interested? Come
to the next meeting or e-mail
democrat@axe.humboldt.edu

16MB RAM, 15” color moni-

tor. Has 5.25” & 3.5” floppy
drives. 124 & 328 MB hard

disks. OMEGA back up with

3 YOMB disks. Printer is an
HP-3P laser. Software in-

cluded:
Windows _ 3.1,
WordPerfect, Presentations,

$1000’s possible READING

Excel and Quicken. On hard
disk and with manuals. Call

BOOKS. Part time. At home.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.

ter 444-3048.
GUIDED

CLASSIFIED ADS:

TRIPS-no

instructors-custom trips any-

where you want to ncddlel
North Coast Adventures

Kayaking 677-3124.

$2 for students!

FRIENDLY

SERVICE

@&
aos

QUALITY

KAYAK

experience needed! Student
owned/run. River and ocean
instruction by ACA certified

R-8201 for listings.

822-3747.

@syeaP

H-8201 for listings.

Help Wanted

Weekly rates. 677-3529.

¢ Brakes
¢ Electrical Repairs

REDWOOD

¢ Clutches * Engine Overhauls
¢ Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups
aa
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hitp://wnaw.wileytvons.com
Hashingion fost Wottrs Goany €-maad- wileyevdirytoons.com

822-3770
J

NVSSIN

¢ Cooling Systems

AUTOMOTIVE
513

@

(Free Inspection & Estimate)

\

MaZDaASTOYOTA
RR

Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.

7315.

VOLUNTEERS

-

Tax, Repos, REOs. Your area.

Dancer.

650

tion. $950 OBO.

lovely Hidden Alley Cottage

AS

frompennies on $1. Delinquent

and battery, excellent condi-

PARENTS COMING TO
VISIT? Have them stay at the

ER

GOV’TFORECLOSEDhomes

CIAL, Low miles, new tires

Accomodations

SEA

Ext. A-8201 for listings.

7315.

tion. See to appreciate.
$9500 OBO. Fred 826-7315.

ETS)

free 1-800-218-9000

Small crack. $250. Fred 826-

refridgerator, stove, etc.
Sleeps four. Excellent condi-

@®

Jeeps, 4WDS. Your area. Toll

f/medem.,

KAYAKS FOR SALE. 1996
Dagger Outburst. Like new.

1986 Volkswagon Westfalia

middle

monitor,

keyboard,mouse. Lots of software. $595. 826-2709.

great, one owner. Blue with
soft top. $2,500 OBO. 839-

with garden

CD-ROM,

ax

1987 Suzuki Samurai runs

Pop-top,

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also

MACINTOSH PERFORMA
550, like new. 12MB RAM,

Automobile

Camper.

CLASSIFIEDS

Oct.1, 1997
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CALEND,
CAREER WORKSHOP:
“International Summer Job
Internships” at 6:30 p.m. in
FH 125. 826-3341.

TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP:
“Powerpoint 1” at 2 p.m. in
FH 202. 826-4953,

SHOP: Orientation workshop
for teachers at 5:30 p.m. in

7

education and at 5:30 p.m. in

LECTURE: HSU Librarian
Corryn Crosby-Muilenberg

“Interviewing Techniques” at

will speak on “How to do
Better Internet Searching” at

4 p.m. in NHW 232. 8263341.

7 p.m. in Library Rm. 114.
442-3520.

COUNSELING & PSYCH.
SERVICES: Offers a weekly
counseling group for adult
sun ivors of childhood abuse
at 10 a.m. on Wednesdays

—¥

from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Health

CCAT: Dream pillow making at

Center. 826-3236.

2 p.m. at CCAT house. 826-

3551.

LECTURE: Professor Francois
Grin from the University of
Geneva, Switzerland will talk

on “The Value of Foreign
Language Skills in the 21st
Century” at noon in the
Green & Gold Room in FH.
826-3917. g

No events scheduled

13

“

MONDAY

Weekend

(2 He

SYLVIA: Presented by the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre.
Opens Sept. 25 and runs

through Oct. 18. 786-5483.
LAUGHING WILD: Plays
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday through Oct. 11 at 8
p.m. in the Manila Dunes

Community Center, Penin-

house using cob construction
at 3 p.m. at CCAT house.

sula Ave. $8 general, $6

BRACCO’S

s

ie
ler

ie

Eureka, 444-0LUB

Boogie

Hip Hop

Eureka, 443-HEFE

856 10th St.

Amoonra

SIX RIVERS BREWERY
1300 Central Ave.
McKinleyville, 839-7580

SUNNYSIDE PUB
Sunny Brae, 822-5493

Fishbone w/Orbitones
ain

The Rockaholics

Club Western

“6 OF 1: HALF DOZEN OF
THE OTHER”: Ceramics by
Susan Needham and Natalie
Di Costanzo in the Storefront

Soul Jam

Strangefolk

DJ Red

Bubonic Funk-a-teers

HUMBOLDT ARTS COUNCIL:
Exhibition of artwork by
Nancy Kennedy and Kathy

O'Leary at the Carnegie
Building in Eureka through

Primal Drone

AMERICAN INDIAN ALLIANCE: Meets Wednesdays
at 5:30 p.m. in Multi-cultural
center. 826-5187.

BE SAFE CLUB: Meets

120. Arcata Councilwoman
Connie Stewart will speak

Oct. 9. 826-2670.
G.L.B.S.A.: Celebrate National
Coming Out Week. Call for
activity info. 826-0611.

GREEN PARTY: Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in NHE 120.
825-0503.

HUMBOLDT
CLUB:

LIBERTARIAN

Meets Thursdays at 5

p.m. in NH 119. 822-2617.

Saturday

BREWERY

Arcata, 826-2739

Sunny Brae Center

Gal

Gallery through Oct. 29.

HEFE’S
432 Sth St.
HUMBOLDT

Ni
Night

| Club meetings |

HUMBOLDT RUGBY TEAM:
The Rockaholics

CLUB WEST
Fifth andG streets,

8413.

=

,

Eureka, 443-9717

and prose in the Performance Gallery, 411 12th St.,
Eureka through Oct. 30. 442-

HUMBOLDT GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY: Meets Wednesdays at 10 a.m. in FH 106.
825-8226.

1533.

|

327 2nd St.

INK PEOPLE GALLERY: “4
Times One,” artwork, poetry

students and seniors. 442-

826-3551.

* call venue for age information and ticket prices.

Friday

Oct. 25. 442-8413.

DEMOCRATS OF HSU: Meets
Thursdays at 4 p.m. in NHE

Diversions

Thursday

“Maskibition 12,” a national
competition of handmade
masks in the Main Gallery,
411 12th St., Eureka, through

120. 822-1490.

CCAT: Learn how to build a

music at 7 p.m. $10 nonmembers. 923-2931.

INK PEOPLE GALLERY:

Thursdays at 5 p.m. in NH

SUNDAY

LIVE MUSIC: Mateel Center

CCAT: Candle making workshop
at 6 p.m. at CCAT house.
826-3551.

| Theater |

12

HOMECOMING/PARENT’S
WEEKEND: Festival on the
quad at noon.

hosts Francine & Nymiah to
celebrate EPIC’s 20 year
history of protecting forests
and wildlife. Dinner at 6 p.m.,

4411.

LIVE MUSIC: Lost Coast
Brewery presents Caldera
Nueva. 445-4480.

CCAT house. 826-3551.

THU

the Depot with Spiral
Junction at 9 p.m. Free. 826-

Bowl and Calypso concert at
9 p.m. in KBR.

CCAT: Bike field trip to Blue Ox
Millworks at 3 p.m. from

5802.

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents Locals Only Night in

game at 2 p.m. in Redwood

826-3551.

Depression Screening Day

SHOP: “Graduate statementof-purpose” workshop at 3
“p.m. in House 71. 826-5188.

a.m. on the quad, football

house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

screening for National

LEARNING CENTER WORK-

HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES:
Lucky Logger BBQ at 11:30

CCAT: Garden Day at CCAT

Bruno Groth through today
in Reese Bullen Gallery. 826-

—_

8209.

FRIDAY |

COUNSELING & PSYCH.
SERVICES: Offers free

14
TUESDAY

and blood analysis from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Azalea Hall
in McKinleyville. Free. 826-

10

you “Assert Yourself” at 3
p.m. on Wednesdays on the
2nd floor of Health Center.
826-3236.

House 71. 826-5188.

sors a fair offering flu shots

FH 202. 826-4953.

Groth, David Groth and

Prepare and practice for the
Nov. 15 test at 3 p.m. in

Community Hospital spon-

“Powerpoint 1” at 2 p.m. in

Works by Nita Groth, Nina

LEARNING CENTER WORKSHOP: “Whip the GWPE.”

HEALTH FAIR: Mad River

TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP:

and a support group to help

re

ETHNIC FOOD FESTIVAL:
Featuring Greek, Slavic,
Middle Eastern, Celtic, Dutch
and Scandinavian food and
desserts at 10 a.m. at St.
Innocent Orthodox Church,
939 F St., Eureka. Free. 4432099.

GH 124 for junior high/high
school education. 826-5867.

CAREER WORKSHOP:

EXTENDED EDUCATION:
Offers classes this week on
“Microsoft Office” and “The
Magic of Multimedia.” 8263791.

43

“NORTHCOAST REVIEW”

at CCAT house. 826-3551.

SATURDAY

HGH 226 for elementary

ve

CCAT: Learn how to make your
own apple butter at 6:30 p.m.

I]

ELEMENTARY ED. WORK-

WEDNESDAY

Wednesday, Oct.8,1997

Us Fools

,
Orbitones

Oct. 25. 442-0278.
HUMBOLDT ARTS COUNCIL:

Furious George and the Great
Pandini

“Junk Art Competition” made
from recycled materials.

Opens Oct. 4 and runs
through Oct. 28 at 636 F St.,
Eureka. 442-0278.

Looking for new players.
Practices at 6 p.m. at Manila
Community Field in Marita.

677-4136.
PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE:
Meets Wednesdays from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. in Green &
Gold Room in Founders Hall.

825-0503.
SEAC:

Meets Thursdays at 7

p.m. in SH 109. 822-2292.
Send event listings to Denise clo
The Lumberjack. Deadline
for
submissions is the Friday before
desired publication. Publication
cannot be guaranteed.
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ENCOURAGING CHANGE
TOMORROW’

S

TODAY

LEADERS

- FARN ONE UNIT OF CREDIT TOWARDS
LEADERSHIP STUDIES MINOR!

THE

«LEARN SKILLS VITAL TO EFFECTIVE
LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZING!
*SPEAKERS,

WORKSHOPS AND

|

Deadline to register for credit:
PS 380 ©

TONS OF FUN!

Sept. 22, 1997

CRN# 43017

(For one unit of credit you must also attend a 3-hour workshop on Oct. 17.)

| \

| |

7 “ .

——___—__e—_——

|

() ( | ( ; E R

Deadline to register without credit:

| )

{ ° r { oY

|

Oct. 13, 1997

Conference Fee: $10 (which includes a tasty, catered lunch)
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE CLUBS OFFICE AT 826-3776.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS « INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

¥ COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
¢ PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun — Thurs: noon to 11 pm.
Fri & Saf: noon to | am
e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ¢
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IF IT’S NOT SCOTTISH, IT’S CRAP!

Funny

how

much

free

time

costs

these

days.

Finally. After working for what seems like forever, you have some time to yourself, To do

whatever you want. Problem is, doing whatever you want costs more than you want. Enter the

Chevy

Cavalier? It can go up to 100,000 miles before its first scheduled tune-up: Best of

all, Cavalier fits your budget. Making it truly easy to own. So even though going out during

your free time may cost a lot, getting

there won't.

Genuine Chevrolet’ ae
C

aA2awvaQq

/

7er

Call 1-800-950-2438 or visit www.chevrolet.com

The Cars More Americans Trust.

‘

Bike rack pictured not included. *Maintenance needs vary with use and driving conditions. See your owner's manual for deatails. ©1997

|

GM

Corp. Buckle up, America! @
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Then, for you, we go the extra mile: 154 words. You couldn't buy that sort of
loyalty in a box.

Curis MANN
(CMANN@UMAGAZINE.COM)

ASSISTANT EDITORS

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Dr. Davip L. ADAMS
INDIANA U,
W.B. Caszy
U. oF IOWA

If youre not one of the 6, 821 students who attend Harvard U., you might as

U. NEWS

Marisa LAUDADIO, U, OF FLORIDA 96
(MLAUDADIO@UMAGAZINE.COM)
WILL LEITCH, U. OF ILLINOIS ’97
(WLEITCH@UMAGAZINE.COM)
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Dr. J. Davip REED

less. Except of course for those times when 150 words just aren't enough to

convey an adequate amount of rudeness, crudeness, humor and lewdness.

ART DIRECTOR

Dr. JAN T. CHILDRESS

Each one is rude, crude, funny and lewd — and written in 150 words or

well smack your lips around a pack of cancer sticks, throw out the sunscreen
and make “fried” your new favorite food group, cuz according to a recent study,
living long just ain't your destiny. So read the story. Then maybe think about

Don’t be cruel!
page 6

transferring.
Need a little inspiration? Take a peek at this month’s 15 Minutes which
chronicles a young Goucher College student's rise from bumbling freshman
to six-figure makin’ novelist. And then when you get depressed because youre
still slinging pizzas at $5.50 an hour — well, keep reading, because you'll soon
learn the Golden Gate Bridge is not the place to end your misery. And why end
it at all? It could always be worse. You could be one of the yahoos whose tactless
take on ebonics spurred this month's U. Lose.

8
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AMERICAN COLLEGIATE NETWORK, INC.

pages. You know you want it ... um, the story, we mean. You want the story.

Hey you, the lone soul purging your pockets to finance your education.
That's right, you. Get the dirt on getting the government to recognize you for the
independent student you are. Then learn how similar that task is to climbing up
the side of a mountain with rollerskates on your feet and your arms saranwrapped behind your back.

Joe GUENTHER, PETER GUENTHER, DAVID LABRizZ1

PHIL GANZ, NANCY WILLIS
TEL. (972) 503-3338
FAX (972) 991-4995

Maybe you've never met Gary Gnu, but you can still hitch a ride on the Great

Space Coaster. Take a small step for students and a giant leap for studentkind and

read about some of the smartest space cadets on earth. They'll take you to another
world. Just remember that oxygen is limited, so no heavy breathing.
Kn,
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and the U. radio chart.
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Get the Gattaca goods, some
Devil’ Advocate ditties and the long
and short of Boogie Nights.
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ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREA WILKINSON,
MissourI SOUTHERN STATE COLLEGE

Scottish Invasion

Auta

‘
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;

Great Scot! U. gets international in
an interview with Ewan McGregor, the

tastiest Scottish treat to wash upon our
shores since ... well, since the last time
he was here.
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COVER PHOTOS BY STEVE FRANCONERI, RUTGERS U,
MOON PHOTOS COURTESY NASA
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Urge / A Physical Education
How’s this for an intro? Sex, sex and more sex. Now start flipping those
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EARTH ANGEL
Ohio State U.
Some people are eccentric, some peculiar,
some goofy. Others are just plain weird. In
the middle of July, at 3:27 a.m., Ohio Srate
police found a man spread-eagle on a permanent glass display at a local campus center. The man explained that he was making
snow angels on the display. Mind you,
there’s no snow in this display. Now we all
know the pull snow angels can have. He
told police it had been years since he'd made
snow angels, and he, indeed, could not
resist. His logic? Well, he was a taxpayer,
and he thought that made making snow
angels on a glass display in the middle of the
night “okay.” At least he wasn’t naked. See?
Just plain weird.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Cornell

scien-

tists appear

to

have considerably
too much time
on their hands.
Or on their fingers at least.
Apparently
just because
they can,
Cornell

then passed into the water. As far as further
fish research goes? Well, that depends on
future endowments. The researchers’ ... and
the fishes’.

U. of New Mexico
UNM police officer Victor Hernandez will
know not to be so literal next time. While
observing a woman totter aimlessly through a
UNM parking garage, Hernandez asked the
loopy pedestrian to empty her pockets. The
woman matter-of-factly pulled out two pipes,
neither of the corncob variety. Hernandez,
forever the polite policeman, gave the gratuitously gonzo girl an opportunity to explain
her actions, asking her, “What are these?”
The woman, not one to mince words, said,
“They're crack pipes, stupid.”

SOMETHING

Northeastern U.
When
Northeastern

grooms

its

Student

Government Association

—

officials for politics, it
doesn't mess around.

N

Stacy Archfield, presi-

RS

dent of SGA, is a case in

point. Archfield gained
her presidential position

profs (who
else?) have
constructed
the world’s smallest guitar, a 10-micrometer-long piece of minuscule
musical mettle. And they say they could conceivably make the guitar even smaller. The guitar does indeed have six strings, but they don't
make a sound. Can't somebody develop one of
these for Bush?

cial,” she says,
implying
the
“abductees” are
ing for attention
from a cruel, unfeel-

ing world. Yeah, easy
for her to say. She's
never been probed.

ROLLING

THUNDER
U. of Kentucky
When
senior

Kentucky
Rushdi

Ruwaim

— went

with

an

campaign

unprecedented

promise:

pizza.

Pizza for all, pizza for free ...
pizza from her pocket. And
that’s where the trouble began.
Her pies were slated to top this summer's SGA
meetings, but when meeting day rolled around
— well, there was no pizza to be found.
Archfield’s reason as reported by the
Northeastern News? “Honestly, 1 needed the
money to help pay for my rent this month.”
Yeah? Well, things are tough all over, sister.

quite so long. Accompanied by 13 other thrill

seekers, Ruwaim buckled down and belted in

to Kentucky Kingdom's T2 roller coaster. His

hope? To ride the ride and touch the sky. But
what he and the rest of the riders got was suspended in midair for nearly five hours with

only 75 feet of thin oxygen between their
dangling feet and the ground when the coast-

er came to a sudden and mysterious halt at
the top of the first hill. Luckily, the town’s
friendly firefighters pounced
and

brought

COKE

Michigan State U.

Michigan State professor John Giesy is getting
testy with fish testes. Seems some of our male
finned friends
in

®&

IS IT

passengers

machines.

Assorted

stu-

dents at the U. of Maryland have discovered
(at least in their own

minds)

that some

LIGHT MY

FIRE

U. of lowa
Even though the show is being canceled, it’s
somewhat comforting to know that Beavis
and Butthead are alive, well and living in lowa

City. Four lowa City men, including two U.
of lowa students, were arrested in July for
men,

sitting in their apartment,

setting

it on fire. Ah, but their prepubescent

urges were still unsatistied. They extinguished
the box and threw it off a first-floor balcony.
Then they raced downstairs, lit it on fire again

to these imaginative students, the silhouette of two naked women can be seen on

These guys are the second, third, fourth and

top of the Coke can, another is seductively spread beneath the can. Coke, to its

book

and

look

at

BUGGIN’

U. of Colorado,
Boulder

not

participate

in

subliminal advertising.” Of course, they
could just be part of the conspiracy.

the

evolutionary

Save the whales!

Protect

the pandas! Safeguard

G

www.umagazine.com

you

heard

right.

Kansas U.

it

The

PC population
at
Boulder have
taken up another

If you still haven't quite gotten over that
abduction and uncomfortable, um, inspection, Stephanie Kelley wants to help. The
Kansas doctoral student is studying why

Aedes

people

commonly known

report

alien

abductions

and

what

that says about them and our society. To her,
someone claiming to have been swiped by
aliens is a thinly veiled cry for help. “There
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the goofy way they write. Young, catrepreneur Mike Rose, a student at UC {).vis, had
suffered through years of oppres:«
righthanded dominance. Desks, sciss:s,
coffee
mugs, those flushers on urinals ~ _./] were
designed by and for right-handec! 1/k. But
no longer will Rose and his ilk be, «hem, left
{tights
out. He started the Leftics
Association, an official student or

).c1ization

at UC Davis. They set up a boot!
pus, commissioning fellow left-!).

91 camcers to

sign their name to the cause. Th

a funny way, of course.

chart.

THE Coe

the skeeters! Yup,

ABDUCTEES
ANONYMOUS

U. of California, Davis
Soon, you wont even be able to m.j/.c fun of

CAL FROM

LOVIN’

ing,

does

support a food chain linked wit!: che likes
of migratory birds, toads ind bats,
Problem is, Boulder’s proposed osquito
abatement program” might noi distinguish between the two. So whuts a town
to do? Bryan Pritchett, Boulde: resource
and conservation director, sugyesis some
good old citronella. And the skceters?
Well, they suggest you drink some sugar
water and sit in a heavily wooded area
from dusk ‘til dawn.

fifth from the left.

credit, kept a straight face when announc“Coca-Cola

bad. Bad ones spread disease. (ood ones

LEFTY LOOSEY,
RIGHTY TIGHTY

ing subliminal sex messages. According

the machines. One is lying naked on the

drenched summer public. Why? Because
mosquitoes come in two forms: sood and

nothing new to them.

and threw away the remains. If youd like a
visual aid for this story, pick up a science text-

Coca-Cola vending machines are deliver-

Great Britain have been found with abnormally small testicles, egg-filled testicles and/or
portions of the female reproductive tract. In
an effort to find out why the gilled are getting
girly, Giesy has teamed up with several of his
students to see if the same thing is happening
in the States. Giesy has a hunch that
nonylphenol, found in common household
cleaners and rinsed into water systems, might
be part of the problem. Another theory?

down

their manly might by destroying it and then

So that’s why the lines are always so long
vending

scared

the scene

found an empty computer box and displayed

U. of Maryland
outside

the

on

without a problem. After all, ‘fraidy cats are

arson. The

FISHY

over

need to feel spe-

taste of the high life
last summer, he didn't expect the flavor to last

PIZZA
PIE LIE

HUGE.

engineering

and it’s a small
planet, so people

out looking for a

Guitar. THATS

ELVIS

are a lot of people,

actually scream-

BRUTAL HONESTY

Look AT THAT

7 ql wy

in urine,

excreted

chemicals

Birth control

valiant

as

a

cause:
aegypti,
“$%#O!

mosquito

to a

caladryl-

the
more

,

wr

ved in

s | Live Long
and Prosper
ORGET

ABOUT

EATING

RIGHT

AND

EXERCISING.

Why wait until
graduation
IT

SEEMS

the best way to live a long, healthy life is simply to go to

Harvard U.
Two long-running studies that have been tracking alumni from the classes of
1920 through 1954 are showing that these grads live longer, healthier lives than
the general population.
“Maybe all that time in the library will
pay off,” says Harvard senior Dan Wenzke.
If the studies’ predictions come true, it will.
One study predicts that more than half the
participants will live past 80 and still have
active lives.
What do students at rival Yale U. have
to say about this?
“I wish I would’ve gone to Harvard,” says
Yale med student Kent Huston. But Harvard
psychologist Douglas Powell says Huston
should have no regrets. “It has nothing to do
with going to Harvard,” he says. “It has to do

nd
1es
Kes
ts.
ito
inwn
rce

with the people that [schools like] Harvard,

7

Is:
ar
ict
|

of
e

F

Stanford and Yale pick.
He may be on to something, sort of — researchers say how much education a
person has strongly correlates to good health. “Nature is not democratic,” Powell
says. “People who tend to be brighter tend to last longer physically.”
Maybe so, but some students say people at Harvard are way too stressed out to
be so healthy. “People on the East Coast smoke like crazy,” says Yale med student
Rick Torres. “Probably the healthiest people would be in Colorado because they
always exercise. But they do drink beer, and that'll probably kill their livers.”
Believe it or not, some Harvard students just aren't buying into the studies’
results. “I don’t know if I’ll outlive the general population,” says Harvard senior
Nicole Rogers. “I think I'll leave it up to the fates.”

to get a paper

that says
you know
something
?
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By Laura Cadiz, U. of Oregon/Illustration by John Murphy, East Carolina U., N.C.
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‘i

THE BUZZ

A
1

e Nevermind chafed thighs and calloused hands, students who peddie
through campus are facing another problem: theft. According to the National
Insurance Crime Bureau, more than 500,000 bikes are being reported stolen
each year — while theft in general has been on the decline.

f

e Sick of that Chem 101 class already? You're not alone. The Chronicle of
Higher Education released a study that found science, math and engineering
majors are dropping out in record numbers. About 44 percent of students who
start out majoring in these fields change majors, the study found.
© The Ohio Supreme Court ruled that Miami U., Ohio, must honor a request
from the student newspaper to turn over records from campus disciplinary proceedings. The court says documents from judicial board proceedings are not
considered educational records and therefore aren’t protected under the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act, also known as the Buckley Amendment.
The school will not appeal the decision.

you can get delivery of

The New York Times right now
at 50% off the regular price.
Read the paper that will give you news about everything,

from global events to the arts to the economy.
The New York Times covers the world from every angle.

Now you can get delivery of The Times for 12 weeks at
50% off the regular price. Try getting that kind of deal on
your tuition.

e Athletes in NCAA Division | sports are graduating at a slightly higher rate
than other students, a NCAA study reports. From 1990 to 1996, 58 percent of
athletes graduated within six years, compared with 56 percent of other students. The study shows women outsmarted men — more female than male ath-

letes earned a degree within six years. But high-revenue sports like football and
)

The? New ork Cimes

men’s basketball didn’t fare as well — the rate for football players dropped to
52 percent; and , for the seventh year in a row, the rate for male basketball players fell, with only 45 percent making it out within six years.

Stand and Deliver
Everyone knows how lecture classes

blow, but every once in a while, a guest
speaker worth seeing (not a politician)

° gid Springer — U. of Minnesota
ve

"s topic: Cross-dressing, preg-

nant lesbian students reveal their secret
crushes on professors.

www.nytimes.com

For more

information

call:

1-800-631-1222

visits a campus near you.
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a

new

A Happy
4 Ending
O WHAT

WAS YOUR

BIG ACHIEVE-

ment freshman year? Going
10 consecutive weeks without
clean

laundry?

Memorizing

the

telephone number of every 24hour pizza-delivery joint within a
5-mile radius? Or getting a 4.0?
(Hey,

blood-alcohol

levels

OR CHILDREN GROWING UP IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA,

Mom's answer to “but all my friends are doing it,” has a/ways

don’t

been “If all your friends jumped off the Golden Gate Bridge,
would you do that, too?”

count.)
Whatever your accomplishment, it’s
probably no match for Jenn Crowell. As a
17-year-old about to enter Goucher College,
Md., Crowell wrote Necessary Madness, a
novel about a grieving widow who, after losing her British-artist husband to cancer, raises her
8-year-old son.
Amazing? You haven't
heard anything yet. The
idea came to her at age 13.
She wrote the book the summer before college. And,
three weeks before her 18th birthday,
Putnam Publications bought the story.

Are trapdoors involved? Well, not quite.
Since its completion in 1937, the
Golden Gate has been universally recog“What we proposed is basically a
nized as the Bay Area's most glamorous
fence,” co-designer Aldrich says. “What
place to off oneself. As a result, more than
a fence does is keep people from climb1,200 people have disembarked from this
ing over and jumping off.”
cruel world by leaping off the bridge's sigThere’s a big difference, however,
nature International Orange deck and
between this fence and the wooden
into the swirling waters of the bay 230
plank dealie that Tom Sawyer bamboofeet below. But this may soon change.
zled the local boys into whitewashing.
Thanks to a team of engineering stuThe barrier was designed to weather
dents at the U. of California, Berkeley,
the Golden Gate's 70-plus m.p.h. winds,
lemming-like adolescents will just have
withstand vandalism and be nearly imposto learn to deal with the iniquities of this
sible to scale. Vertical stainless steel rods
cruel world. Under the sponsorship of
roughly 10 feet high are topped with an
Berkeley professors Larry Wallack and
1 1-inch-wide copper cylinder. The cylinTom Novotny, Cal students Casey — drical shape is doubly effective: It difficult
, hold of, it+ reduces
aatincaes wind
vel shear.
Bowden, Lori ; Dunn and Walt Aldrich
to grab
have
dustened a Manietde peacies” fucG,
“TS
break
a
hole
i
n
j
ave designed a “suicide barrier” for San
o break a hole in it, you would Id h have
Francisco's most famous landmark.
to bring out some sizable bolt cutters,”

ean after, Sony Entertainment bought the
film rights, and book clubs and audiocassette and foreign bookmeisters
Lavchn-ariviwen eine ere
ick
8
aia

What exactly is a suicide barrier? Is

In the end, Crowell,
now 19, walked away

Bowden says. “I guess you could use a hack-

it a big net? An electrified energy field? —_ saw too, but that sure would take awhile.”

with a two-book NE

SC

and earnings teetering in
the high six figures.
Sound like an “I’m
going to Disneyland!
story in the making?
Not quite.
ache me eduCASON AST SUSE PEBIEIEY,
dhoxays
.

.

1”

have <= hhoboxetalld pt

Jenn

Crowell,

Fame

and

fortune

have

left

;
;
:
hardly an imprint : on this novelist. She swears, “Iam not the

a novelist
well

be yond
hac

oe

e
writing
I
‘ll feel guru by any means.
‘

years.

still feel I'm pretty much just a
2
19-year-old college student.
And to prove it?
“|
;
lik

procrastinate on my papers
Ise.”
one else.

like any-

By Lynda Twardowski, Assistant Editor
Photo courtesy of Putnam Publications
seseed
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HERE’S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TASTELESS HUMOR
satire,
but but in
in the th case f th
and d satire,
of
the Cornell Review,

.
;
it's as obvious

five hours and burned copies of the /
“It’s already a stratified campus,’

;
as black and white.

;

i

Jinouice:
inguistic
April 17
matically

0

Tel
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Davis —

always lights up a room.

Ete

—

en

pdt

«vs Meve
|

arguments, research, or clear message about ebon!..:
i
aa
;
iS
piece. He adds, “Besides, the [Review] didn’t even «
correct ebonics
|

aen)

-

grants

is of the
ibject,

(Me
1) the

studer
reinstz

cave

ing in
able ©

*

es
ing cri
erates
‘
inag
marrie
legal d
De
Petersc

Pet

a.

:

mM

-

neerin;
fe)
$80, aC
Wi

ae Pack

Hunter S. Tho
ing Rusky
. Thompson — U, of Colorado — Fear and loathing °°"
*
Mountain style. Hear why Gonzo has nothing to do with the Muppe fs.

tate U. — The X-Files’ Cancer M

a

It

By Jen Sova, Penn State U.

* Ozzie Smith — U. of Missouri, St. Louis — This former St.
| Louis Cardinal never stops short when he’s speaking.
Seth
an
aan
B.

legal

flare — especially in a community thai
»eds so
much work on race relations.”
An
Poh
ds
|
The Reviews
editors
could not be reached for7 commen!.
atec
inin a2 MayAJ. issue
:
that they didn’t
haw attack the Africana
ican: Cente’ r
athe
but rather
.
wae? The editos
itors « «aimed
poked. fun at the « “preposterous idea
of ebonics.”
aime’
|
reedom of the press as their defense and stated they have
ave “
ually
ually
oa
“ tensions
‘
tried
. harmony
to ease racial
.
and promote racial
us.”
on #1
Us.
Few buy into that defense
en Turner, director
:
’
James
:
of the
Africana
Center, says : there
rewer no

than 200 other students blocked access to campus for more
than

Wiliam

finan

that an article like this would cause ‘| :npers to

e

— grad student at the university, who, like hundreds of other stu
of
;
dents, was incensed
by the editorial.
;
ad
And when Cornell administrators failed to take a stand on the
issue, and the Review refused to apologize? Alexander and more

°

Reston, a junior at Cornell. “The edi
Review should have realized it’s a sens:

ie

On April 17, the Review staff offered its “helpful” list of trans_ lations for classes available through Cornell’s Africana Studies
and
— Research Center — in ebonics.
oo
Racism in American Society was translated as “Da white man
__ be evil an he tryin to keep da brotherman down.” History and
;
y 3
Politics of ; Racism
and Segregation
carries' the translation,
“Dis
;
a
:
gotsa7 do wif racism an segregatin in America and Souf Africa.”
I took it as a personal affront against the Africana Center and
students of African-American descent,” says Leslie Alexander, a
ones
ye

Richter — U. of Georgia — Sidekick to the Barbarian.
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thumbs up for this Fighting Illini alum who we think is a smart guy
ever thomaglh
hie led
2

Sa

can <

California, Berkeley
-

s

> +* Roger Roger Ebertrt —— U, U, of ilinois, Urbana-Champaig
paign n —— Two
* Andy

Berkeley/Photo by Dan Evans, §!. of

i

2 SID
“Id like to

stay pretty level-headed.
It's not an understatement.

LD

stud
cour
:
_—
:

a

butieeeaisiandl «

;
a
quiet admission.

ELLE

The barrier probably won't be eracing the Golden Gate Bridge anyiinie
soon. Ever-present worries about *|
legal liabilities and the fence’s $8 milion
price tag have slowed down the p:
— So morose, suicidal types still hav:
; to be happy about.
thing
Z
By Joe Eskenazi, U. of California,

— °B
and,

wath

.

. Barry Williams — East Carolina U. — The original Greg 8:31
is bunches

"

of fun.
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A Physical

Students are getting
schooled
between the
sheets.

Education
TEVE KOWALSKI WANTED TO MEET GIRLS. HE
tried parties, went to bars, even considered
900 numbers, but he wound up in a human
sexuality course.
“I thought there would be tons of girls
in the class, and I thought it would be cool
to talk about sex with them,” the Bowling
Green State U. sophomore says. “I didn’t
think I'd actually learn as much as I did.”
Feedback like Kowalski’s isn't uncommon.
As hundreds of sexuality and gender classes
are

making

their

way

into curricula across the
urge
nation, college students
are finding out there’s more to the dirty deed
than G-strings and G-spots.
Howard J. Ruppel, an adjunct professor of
human sexuality at the U. of Iowa, says dozens of
students have told him his classes have helped
HE SPARE CHANGE

IN

the couch might be

soda money for most
students,

counting

but

for others,

every

them look at sex as something that can be studied and
researched, not just performed.
Like many professors teaching sexuality, Ruppel pushes his students to explore sexual issues as they pertain
to life outside the bedroom.
Ruppel on parenting: “Children need to
be taught about sex gradually rather than during ‘the big talk from a parent. Parents
shouldn't make up funny words for body
parts. Don't call it a ‘thingy’ — call it a penis.”
Ruppel on teaching: “In the occupational world, what does Mrs. Thompson do
when little Johnny won't stop playing with

orgasm
cigarette.

his _ penis
when he’s been told repeatedly not to?
Those are the types of questions I try to
answer for my students.”
Apparently, the answers are the
right ones. Sexually enlightened students everywhere are reporting satisfaction — and it isn’t coming from the post-

“I came
away more knowledgeable about sex than I
ever thought possible,” says
Derrick Schlageter, a 97 grad of the U. of
Dayton. “I didn’t only learn what to do, but
what not to do. You can ask my girlfriend.”
And that, folks, is what they mean by
learning the hard way.
By Jack Buehrer, Ohio State U. / Photo
by Lisa Welty, U. of Minnesota

ndependent’s Day

GG ) \t used
to be a piece
of cake to get
grants and
financial aid
based on a
student’s

penny

may be the only way they
can afford to pay for college. And
for students whose parents arent
helping them foot the bill, the
pennies often don’t add up —
unless they can convince the
financial

aid

office

that

they're

legally independent.
feve

the
ject,

s to
5 SO

ited
her

ned
ally

no

the

income

It used to be a piece of cake to get
grants and financial aid based solely on a
student’s income, but in 1992, Congress
reinstated the Higher Education Act, making independent status a sort of unattainable Holy Grail. Now, to attain indie status, students must meet one of the following criteria: be born before Jan. 1, 1974; be
a veteran of the armed forces; be a student
in a graduate or professional program; be
married; be a ward of the court; or have
legal dependents.
Do you meet those requirements? Greg
Peterson, like a lot of you, doesn't.
Peterson, a junior in architectural engineering at Kansas State U., says his studentloan debt after college will be between
$80,000 and $90,000.

With no financial support from his par-

IT

doing an override,” says Lisa
Yi, associate director of student
financial

Now,
dollars
Neuhard
is
plug- =
ging away as a cocktail waitress at a Las
Vegas hotel and casino to save enough cash
to head back to school. The good news is
she’s already been accepted at the U. of
Nevada, Las Vegas; the bad news is she still
can't afford the tuition.
While Neuhard struggles to pay her own
way, other students with “special circumstances”
gain indie status through a dependent override.
“A financial adviser has the option of

ents, Peterson — like millions of students
— says he would like to be considered independent but isn’t eligible under the criteria.
“If I were [considered]

independent of

my parents, I'd be eligible for more loans or
grants,” Peterson says.
Tiffany Neuhard, who began college at
Saddleback Community College, Calif,
says she was forced to drop out because her
parents refused to help her out financially.
Although she’s on her own, Neuhard doesnt
fit any of the government's definitions of
independent.

assistance

at

sad home situations.”
Without that aid, students like Neuhard
and Peterson will continue to face the decision

of heavy-duty borrowing or dropping out.
If it gets any worse, who knows? Maybe
we'll have shotgun weddings simply for the
sake of financial aid. Imagine that. “With this

ring, I do affirm my independent status.”
By Portia Sisco, Kansas State U.
Illustration by Chris Seibold,
U. of Tennessee

* Bill Bradley — Duke U. — He's a Democrat, a former senator
and, oh yeah, a legendary center for the New York Knicks.

* Queen Noor of Jordan — Harvard U. — Kind of like Queen
Latifah, but from Jordan.

° Dick Vitale — U. of Arizona — He's a real PTPer, bay-BEE.

* Jerry Lewis — George Washington U. — Apparently, the audi-

° Spike Lee — U. of California, Irvine — Fans from all around

ence was full of French foreign-exchange students.

get on the bus to hear his speeches.

biggest fan — Richard Gere or Beastie Boy Adam Yauch? Want
Tibet on it?
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Kansas

State U. “But dependent overtides are rare — given to people with very

° The Dalai Lama — U. of California, Berkeley — Who's his
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BY WILL

LEITCH

ASSISTANT EDITOR
STUDENT

physics
[students]
are

PON

downstairs
in our shop

is sil

GRADUATION,

MANY

COLLEGE

—ROBERT
SULLIVAN,
ARIZONA
STATE U.
GEOLOGY
PROFESSOR

But some students aren't content with
just hopping on a plane and taking off to

earthly destination.

Their eyes are

focused on a more ambitious place.

Space. It’s the final frontier, they say.
But don’ tell that to the many students
across this great land who are looking to be

the next John Glenns, Neil Armstrongs,
Sally Rides and George Jetsons (not to men-

tion his boy Elroy). They're not sitting
around waiting for Opportunity to knock

either; they're starting right now, with the
help of some enterprising professors and

U. OF MARS
So what have you done in the last year?
Maybe taken a few classes, gone to a few
parties, slept in a little too much. We know
how it goes.
Students and faculty at the U. of Arizona
and Arizona State U. can claim somewhat

more productive lives thus far (no offen
se).

They played an irreplaceable role in NASA's
Pathfinder mission to Mars.
At the U. of Arizona, lunar and
a
planetary science professor Peter
Smith spent four grueling years of
his and his student associates’ lives

building

the

camera

for

the

Pathfinder. That's right. All those
We claim
this land
in the
name
of U.

10

FIND THEY

NEED

TO

ness or take a trip overseas. They need to get away.
Far away.

good ol’ NASA.

right now.

STUDENTS

U.

escape from the rat race for a while, maybe head
off into the wilder-

some

that
something

PATHFINDER PHOTOS COURTESY NASA
PHOTOS BY STEVE FRANCONERI, RUTGERS

Pictures you saw gracing the
cover of every magazine?
Thank Smith and his
student cohorts.
“Tm
standing
there in between
the
director
of
[NASA] jet propul-

www.umagazine.com

sion lab —who’ in charge of nearly a billion
dollars of budget and 10,000 people — and
the director of space science at NASA — who's
in charge of three billion dollars of budget and
God-knows how many people,” Smith says,
“And they're both looking at me like, “This
better work, Smith.’ So you can imagine my

PPerD

relief when the first pictures came down.”

Smith says he had between 20 and 30 students working for him up to 20 volunteer
hours a week throughout the duration of the
project. All the software for the camera was
written at the U. of Arizona, and all the parts
for the camera were built there. The massive
project was truly a UA production.
The immensity of working on a project
that allowed the world to see the surface of
another planet for the first time was not lost
on one student associate.
“It still hasn't sunk in yet,” says Ric Zaller,

a senior in computer engineering who hopes

4 Pe ates
Po Ss a la

re

“We got there and thought we were learning

about stars and planets,” says Jamie Yost, a BU

sophomore and one of those wide-eyed
fresh-

men. “We get there, and the prof’s like,
‘Welcome to Rocket Science.’ When | heard
that, I thought, ‘I should definitely not be here.”

.

biel

Astronomical Society, but I think |
little jealous, to say the least,” Yost s
Of course, Chakrabarti is keep:
unforeseen windfall in perspective.
“Not everybody got an ‘A’,”
dead serious. “Class is class, you kn
hard-nosed.”
No kidding.

to work on an American space station. Zaller
But she and the others stayed, partly
wrote a sophisticated software program for
because professor Supriya Chakrabarti
the camera that mere mortals couldn't possisaid there would be no final
exam.
bly understand. “I put so much work into
Instead, he pointed out NASA was takin
g
SPACE CASES
this, and it’s amazing. I haven't really had time
proposals for a student launch proje
ct.
The BU, ASU and Arizona stud.
to sit back and appreciate how big this is.”
The class assignment? Write a
grant projust
a few of the many college students w 10, as
Over at Arizona State U., geology profesposal for NASA to build a rocket.
Each
Casey Kasem might say, are keeping thos cet
sors Ronald Greeley and Robert Sullivan
student
wrote
a
five-page
paper
,
on
the ground while reaching for the s«:
—along with a random smattering of devoted,
Chakrabarti put them together
and edited
Just ask Jeanne Cloud, third-yes
if underused, undergrads and grad students —
them and, poof, off it went to NASA
in
dent at U. of Minnesota who
developed a wind sock for the Pathfinder.
November. End of story.
working foi
It’s much like the wind socks you see at
Well, not quite.
next year
airports, except, of course, the, um, gravity’s
Flash to spring break '97,
|
‘be
a little different. It might seem somewhat
“ther
mal pro
The students come back to
simple (it does look like, well, a sock with
branch,” wh
school and check their ea
hole in it), but hey, when's the last time you
be, um, p
mail. A message comes
put something on Mars?
therm
oses.
across. They'd won. Coming
“The geology/physics [students] are realIt's a nice
ina month: $35,000 in fundly psyched that something they built downjob
for the ac:
ing to build a rocket.
—J
EA
NN
E
CLo
ub,
stairs in our shop is sitting on the surface of
engineering 1
“We were silent for a week
JUNI
OR,
Mars right now,” Sullivan says. “Those engipee
oe
“T will be in
and a half when we found
U. OF Minnesota BO
neers at NASA work miracles. I give them a
space
someday,‘
out,” says rocketman David
wind sock, next thing you know it’s on the
says. “It's what |
Nghiem, the lone upperclassma
n of the
I
just
go
for
what
surface of Mars. How do they do that?”
I
want,
and I just keep go
group. “I think most of us were
just walking
and
going
forever.”
around with our mouths ope
n, thinking,
HOW DO THEY DO THAT?
Cloud
epitomizes many students’ fa:
‘How the hell did this happen?”
An eclectic group of Boston U. undernation
with exploring new worlds
The class project suddenly
became a
graduates surprisingly found themselves trygoing
(gulp)
where no man or woman }.
lifestyle for the quintet, who
have to get this
ing to find an answer to that very question.
gone before. With students like Cloud ani
rocket (which, according
to Nghiem, will
It started innocently enough, with a few
the gangs at Boston U. and the Arizon:
measure radiation outsid
e the atmosphere)
incoming BU freshmen arriving late to orischools, this generation is primed and ready
ready to launch by next August
. Maybe easy
entation and struggling to find a class that
for the future of aerospace exploration.
for Jim Lovell, but — and here
's the kicker
fit their schedule. Up popped AS 231,
In the words of e.e. cummings, there's a
— none of these five are
even astronomy
Astronomy From Space. Nervous freshmen
hell of a big universe next door. Let's go.
majors. Yost is a music/psycho
logy double
that they were, they snapped it up in a secmajor, and another is in com
munications,
ond. The enrollment: five.
Will Leitch is too scared of heights to get
“We're being helped out
by the BU
in a pickup truck, let alone a spaceship.
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in outer space
some day.
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reserve your flight and redeem your certificate.
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase an
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

Promo Code: AV0157
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Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United
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connections via Chicago or Denver are permitted. All travel must be via the routes
of UA in which UA publishes economy class fares. One way travel/stopovers/circletrips/open segments/waitlisting/standby are not permitted. Open jaw travel allowed.
Valid Ticket Dates: Aug 30, 1997 - Mar 1, 1998.
Valid Travel Dates: Seot 13, 1997 through Mar 31, 1998 excluding Blackout Dates. All travel
must be completed by midnight Mar 31, 1998.
Blackout Dates: 1997: Nov 22, 25. Dec 1, 20, 29. 1998: Jan 5. Mar 21, 28.

Class of Service: V class.

Advance Purchase: Within 24 hrs of making reservations, at least 14 days prior to departure.
Min/Max Stay: Saturday-night stay minimum. Outbound travel must be on flights departing on Saturday. RETURN TRAVEL MUST BE THE IMMEDIATE MONDAY OR TUESDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE.
Mileage Plus Accrual: Yes.
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service).
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges including Passenger Facility Charges
(up to $12) are the responsibility of the passenger and must be paid at time of ticketing.
Certificate Restrictions: Certificate is required for discount and must be presented
at time of ticketing. Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, non-combinable
with other air travel certificates or discount fare offers (Mileage Plus awards/
SilverWings awards/upgrades/companion/convention/group/tour/senior citizen/
student/child/Round the World tares/travel package/travel industry discount/
military/government/joint/interline/wholesale/bulk). Not transferable, not replaceable
if lost or stolen. No cash value: may not be sold or bartered. Protection for flight

irregularities will be on United, Shuttle by United, and/or United Express flights only.
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1. Morrissey, Maladjusted, Mercury

2. Joan of Arc, A Portable Model Of, Jade Tree

Everclear

3. The Dandy Warhols, Come Down, Capital

So Much for the
Afterglow

4. Lee “Scratch” Perry, Arkology Sampler, Island

Capito! Records

| BY

WILL

everclear

5. Radiohead, OK Computer, Capitial

oD

6. Luna, Pup Tent, Elektra

LEITCH

7. Various Artists, What’s Up Matador?, Matador

he charm of Everclear
has always been how

Rating System

The Joker
Catwoman

sincere

the

seems.
songwriter

Art

consistently

The Riddler

But

band

Singer/
Alexakis

croons

with

undying conviction, as if he

The Penguin

needs

Mr. Freez

to

sing
;

to

get

him

;

through life alive.
This
times

has saved the band many
when its music swayed
toward the corny (Sparkle and
Fade’s “Heartspark Dollarsign”
sounded
like
an
after-school
special).

System of a Down
They seemed so nice in

'

person.
When interviewing the four
members of System of a
Down, a wildly eclectic death
metal/psychedelic band with

once

again,

sincerity

8. Toenut, Two in the Pinata, Mute

has

saved the day for Everclear on So
Much for the Afterglow, a somewhat darker but still optimistic and
wistful
outing.
Once
more,
Alexakis sounds like a man who’s
lived through a lot and has much
to say about all his experiences.
The band’s music is maddeningly catchy as usual, although there's
no “Santa Monica (Watch the World
Die)”
standout.
The album
isn’t
groundbreaking,.
and there’s never
any doubt you're listening to
Everclear. It’s more of the
same, but with these enjoyable, derivative guys,
that’s
just
fine
and dandy.

9. Mu-Ziq, Lunatic Harness, Astralwerks
10. Paul Weller, Soul Deep, Island
Chart based solely on college radio play.

Contributing
Bonaventure
WCBN, U. of
KUOM, U. of
Berkeley;
U.; WRUV,

(>

Get the groove on U.’s entertainment page:
www.umagazine.com

Fretblanket

Jonathan

ine what Thanksgiving at the
Mansons must be like. The
four members, all of Armenian
decent, josh around with each

Fire Eater

Elektra Records

Home Truths
from Abroad
A&M Records

They All Go Home
Dreamworks

'
1
'
!
1
1
'

'
!
t
1
H
'

: whips up the pumped

1
'
1
!
'
!

| Whiskey-A-Go-Go crowd into
such a chaotic frenzy that
|
three people on the fringes
| Of the increasingly uncon| trollable pit are sent flying
into a nearby table. Among
| the three: the interviewer,

'

|

' now shaken, confused and!

more than a little scared.
|
“I hate it when System of |
a Down plays,” a bouncer
}

| Says, helping him up. “They

|

| drive this place nuts.”

So Moby likes to score.
Big deal. Don't we all?
Difference is, of course, that Moby's quite good at
it. He demonstrates that with his new album, / Like to
Score, which is actually just a collection of his songs
that have appeared in movies and on soundtracks.
At a time when techno is being promoted as the
Next Big Thing, Moby makes fools of all the poseurs.
There's nothing superfluous about his beats; they
just rock through you.
The highlight of / Like to Score, Surprisingly, is
Moby’s thrilling version of the James Bond theme
for the upcoming Tomorrow Never Dies. Unlike
Adam clayton and Larry Mullen Jr.'s bombastic
Mission: Impossible remix, this one packs a punch
while still staying true to the source, giving it a
musicality otherwise not thought possible.
The future of music is not the overhyped
(although talented) Prodigy; it's Moby. Moby: building
a bridge to the 21st century.

'

People have noticed. After \
generating a deafening buzz
in the past two years,
'
System just signed a major\

Jimi Mbaye

Crime Jazz: Music
in the First Degree

|

Dakar Heart

Rhino Records

'

Shanachie

|

haven't heard of them yet,

|
|
\

Says with an almost sheepish grin. He’s wearing a U.
of Michigan basketball tank
top and looks like he’s
ready for a pickup game.

as they are enthusiastic.
If you're the type who likes aimless, weightless pseudo-pop, Fretblanket will keep you warm
at night.

Various Artists

label deal with Universal. So

you will. Their live shows
have guaranteed that.
“There’s certainly an air
of intensity to our shows,”
lead singer Serj Tankian

At least they're not Bush.
British imports Fretblanket, who sound about as
British as Bruce Springsteen, are attempting to
make it in the States with the poppy, guitar-fuzzy
sound of Home Truths from Abroad.
Is their attempt successful? Well, close enough.
Their sound is light as a feather, and you get the
impression that if you left them alone in a room with
Rage Against the Machine, all you'd have left of
Fretblanket in an hour would be some bones and a
few select strands of hair.
Nonetheless, the first single “Into the Ocean,”
is undeniably, maddeningly catchy, and they're not
nearly as obnoxious
as Bush
or that Liam
Gallagher guy from Oasis. They're as inoffensive

OUR PICKS

although you probably

agrees.

t

Harra

politic

| each other’s baby pictures

“This band is like our family, and doing this is what
we love. But there’s nothing like being onstage.
We're pretty intense.”
The bruised interviewer

Records

Colt

unde

interviewer and sip
their iced teas
while discussing
how happy everyone is.
Later that
night, the very
same band that
makes fun of

;

a2

U. of Vermont.

! Like to Score

| other like brothers, hug their

Washes

U. of Southern Mississippi;
Madison U.; WGTB, Georgetown

Moby

a Middle Eastem sound (don’t

I

WUSM,

WXJM, James

i

ask), you can’t help but imag-

|

radio stations: WSBU, St.
U. ; WKNC, U. of North Carolina;
Michigan; WNYU, New York U.;
Minnesota; KALX, U. of California,

'
'
'

|
|
|
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Entertainment
Poetic and
achingly beauti-

ful, Dakar Heart,
the debut solo

or
a

ai
Pits eee

album from guitarist Jimi Mbaye,
takes “world music” to new
heights. Alternately political and
personal, and always passionate,
the record reveals Mbaye as a true
artist and lyricist. His songs are
filled with love, hope and a desperate cry for peace, whether it be
peace between nations or peace
with one’s soul. Dakar Heart is an
elegant masterpiece.
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This collection of jazz songs used
in television shows, movies, musicals and the like is a fun, hip,
groovy romp through yesteryear.
What’s amazing about this anthology is how well the music stands up
on its own, away from the programs
and films for which they were
intended.

Stereolab
dots and loops
Elektra Records

Textural waves of chiming synthesizers, mild drum beats and hypnotic
vocals swelling up with the occasion-

chre
Britis!

We're not sure if Jonathan Fire Eater is a guy or
a band, but it’s clear he/she/it/they rock(s).
There’s a certain Replacements sound to JFE’s
(as he/she/it/they shall now be dubbed) sophisticated and slightly bluesy (and, one might add, boozy)
new album They All Go Home.
JFE seem to greatly enjoy his/her/its/their
craft, having considerable fun reveling in the conventions of the music. Highlights include “The
Shape of Things That Never Came,” “A Night in the
Nursery”
and the album's
highlight,
“Bi-Polar
Summer.”
Jonathan Fire Eater aren't going to win any
Grammys anytime soon, but his/her/its/their sound
makes you feel like you're in a smoke-filled bar, listening to the most fun drunk guy around. And what's
a better compliment than that? Then again, maybe
it's not that much of a compliment.

al horn, make this album one of the
most poetic escape mechanisms to
come from your speakers. Ethereal
even in mid-traffic rush hours.

Various Artists
Show & Tell: A Stormy
Remembrance of TV Theme Songs
Which? Records

If there’s ever been music that
can be annoying in a good way, this
is it. Sing along with some of
punk’s best bands as they get loud
and let the power chords roll on
such favorite theme songs as “Get
Smart” (Agent Orange), “Laverne
and Shirley” (No Use For a Name)
and “Cheers” (Felix Frump). But if
you've been a really bad boy, check
out an especially rousing rendition
of the “Cops” theme by H20.

Various Artists
Beg, Scream and Shout — Big OI
Box of '60s Soul
Rhino Records

Holy hannah banana! They aren’t
kidding when they say “Big ’O!
Box.” Six fully-stacked CDs make
up this collection of some of the
best grooves ever to hit hi-fi.
Imagine the most stylistic croons of
Otis, the most pitiful whines of
Wilson and the most joyful screams
of Aretha signed, sealed and delivered to your heart and soul.
Priceless.

Like a poisonous mushroom,
deadly, when we play a dope
melody, anything less than the

best is a felony.

your
befor

The
MGM

peach cobbler. The kitchen scenes themselves are enough to make you want to
see this movie. Mother Joe is the family
matriarch whose Sunday dinners have
been a tradition for 40 years. But when
an illness breaks the custom, the closeness of the clan falls apart. Vanessa L.
Fox
A.
Vivica
(Eraser,
Willlams

r

ind

iARISA LAUDADIO

gy

lor

s

)

as no surprise that in this film, those crazy folks from the
future are designing perfect people in a petri dish. So what's

ing a costume for Halloween?

a born-the-old-fashioned-way guy to do? Ethan Hawke (Before

Why not take a Cue from the

1a,

Sunrise)

Octever movie characters? If

you're in the mood for horror,

nia,

that

©! agent mask should do the trick.

Still

undecided? Just put on some

hiking

and say you're Brad Pitt.

boot:

Seven Years in Tibet
Joa

Colum

Preity boy Brad Pitt stars as bad boy Heinrich
tte famous Austrian mountaineer who
Harrar

guy or

politic:
chron
British
youn:
before

an

transformation

emotional

during

tumultuous times in Tibet. The story
Harrar’s life from his internment in a
POW camp to his relationship with the
Dalai Lama. Shot on location in Argentina
Ine Breakup. Sniffle, sniffle.
y

The “.ocusts
That

/their
P con“The
in the
Polar

Vince

any
pr, liShat’s

DI

swingin’

Vaughn

guy,

(Lost

World), drifts into rural
Kansas in 1960 and
finds himself caught
up in the lives of a
seductive widow (Kate
Capshaw,
How
to
Make
an
American
Quilt) her mute son
Flyboy (Jeremy Davies,
Going All the Way) and
a
beautiful
young
woman itching to get
out of Kansas (Ashley

Bound

in

4 Time to Kill), But not everyone has a

ball

tick — a bull is castrated on-screen.

ths

Ge ng

Related

MG

nis

final

film

role,

Tupac

Shakur

plays,

Strangely enough, a cop. But not just any old cop
~~

he

and partner

James

Belushi

wanna-be

astronaut

who

Warner Bros.

Ready for an excellent adventure to hell?
Keanu Reeves stars as an ambitious and talented
young attorney who joins a big-time New York law
firm headed by (who else?) the devil. Al Pacino costars, but in an unprecedented move, he won't be
playing a mobster. Big Al decided that Lucifer the

(Jingle All the

Way
are rotten cops. They sell the drugs they
Seicc, murder the dealers and frame gang mem-

bes for the crimes. But it’s him against the world
whea

the next victim turns out to be an under-

cover

DEA agent.

lce Storm
Fox Searchlight
Sack before most of us were born (1973,

(0 be exact), those nice folks in suburban

Connecticut had more to worry about than
Watergate. Let's turn back the clock: Ben

more

H
|
=|
i

Chairman
of the Board

onto the adult movie screen

|

Nights, a drama that follows a

|

Trimark

family of '70s porn-industry
|
actors and filmmakers.
But with her roller-skating
experience limited to doing
the hokey-pokey at a few skating parties in elementary
school, Graham knew she had
a lot to learn.
“| was really bad at
it,” she says, “but !
took lessons and practiced every day for two
months.”
It shows, and so
does just about everything else in this flick,
which also stars Mark
Wahlberg, Burt Reynolds,
Julianne Moore, William H.
Macy and Don Cheadle.
“It's about a lot more than
just T&A,” Graham says. “It’s
about why people do this,
why it could be good for them
and how It could be bad. But
it’s not judgmental.”
But audiences will have to
be the ultimate judges — a
pumped-up Marky Mark sports
a 13-inch prosthetic penis
for his steamy superlover

as “Rollergirl” in Boogie

of Yes

Incest is best — but only when
of Yes.
you're in the House
Inspired by a play, this dark comefamily
dysfunctional
puts
dy
light.
new
reunions in a whole
Parker Posey (Party Girl) steals the
show as Jackie-O, an insane young
woman obsessed with the former
first lady — and her own twin brother,
Marty. When Marty (Josh Hamilton, Kicking and
Screaming) comes home for Thanksgiving with his

nice and normal fiancee, (Tori Spelling, TV's Beverly

Devil’s Advocate

I

She’s doing it on roller

|

Miramax

Hood (Kevin Kline, In & Out) is trying to bed his
neighbor (Sigourney Weaver), but his wife (Joan
Allen, Face/Off) is sick of his lies. Daughter
Wendy (Christina Ricci, That Darn Cat) gets crazy
with sex, drugs and her dad's mistress’ kids.
Throw in a wife-swapping lotto at a Thanksgiving
cocktail party, and you've got hours of fun for the

lawyer was

MGM

Jucc.

natural-born

whole family!

3,/TriStar

undervoes

a

to him. Uma Thurman co-stars as a Sci-fi babe.

there 5 always Carrot Top, but
if cicma is what you’re after,

wn

plays

taking success lying down.

After impressing audiences

The House

With genetic engineering already a reality, it should come

\4aving trouble choos-

She might be playing a porn ]
star, but Heather Graham isn't |

as Jon Favreau’s dance partner/love interest in cult-fave
Swingers, Graham is bursting

can travel to space with the Gattaca Aerospace Corp. But
when a mission director is murdered, all perfect fingers point

Columbia/TriStar

|

(Independence Day) and Nia Long (Love
Jones) star as Mother Joe’s dramatically
different daughters. Mmm, mmm, good.

assumes the identity of a member of the genetic elite so he

Gattaca

naut, thief. First lady,
adulterer, Indian chief.

Boogie Nights

skates.

College comedy-circuit darling Carrot
Top goes straight to the top when he inherits a struggling company and becomes
chairman of the board. Don’t worry, it’s only a
movie. The proploving comedian uses (surprise!)
wacky antics like “Luau Wednesdays” to put things
back in the black despite an attempted corporate
takeover by supervixen Raquel Welch. But what would
any Carrot Top venture be without a little romance?
Courtney Thorne-Smith (TV's Melrose Place) plays the
company vice president out for a little nookie.

astro-

lawyer,

actor,

JZ REEL DEAL\

Hills, 90210), Jackie-O flips out, spilling more than the
beans on just how close she and her twin really are.

KEANU

REEVES

| _ scenes. Talk about good
\

vibrations.

AL.

I

_)

Vi

PAC IN®O

his speed.

SwitchBack
Paramount

FBI

Frank

agent

Dragonheart)

is after

LaCrosse

the

serial

(Dennis

Quaid,

killer who

kid-

napped his son. Could it be the one-armed man?
Die
No, but Jeb Stuart, who wrote The Fugitive and
lita
With
thriller.
this
Hard, also wrote and directed
(Danny
tle help from a former railroad worker
hitchGlover, Gone Fishin’) and a mysterious young
My
TV's
taine,
(Prefon
Leto
hiker played by Jared
cat
of
game
killer's
So-Called Life), Quaid plays the
and mouse.

U-Turn
Columbia/TriStar

in this
Oliver Stone directs an all-star cast
drifter headbizarre look at what happens when a
lf stranded
ed for Vegas (Sean Penn) finds himse
void of the
the
in
town
in a dead-end, deadbeat
ior, Ariz.
Super
middle of nowhere, also known as
a satanic
Billy Bob Thornton (Sling Blade) plays
s wisdom
mechanic, Jon Voight (Anaconda) offer
Lopez
fer
Jenni
and
as an old Indian chief
Danes
Claire
(Selena), Nick Nolte (Nightwatch),
ix (Inventing
(Romeo & Juliet) and Joaquin Phoen
the Abbotts) play fellow weirdos.

EVILS

VOCATE

Soul
Food
Fox
Fried chicken.
Sweet cornbread.
Smoke-cooked
Deep-dish
ham.
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became

more

interesting

as I was

Fast-food

ASSISTANT EDITOR

HE FORCE IS DEFINITELY WITH EWAN MCGREGOR. THE 26year-old Scot has built his career on playing roles that make
him — if not the Hollywood establishment — happy. He’s
gone from the morally ambiguous journalist (aren’t they all)
in Shallow Grave to the smack fiend of Trainspotting to Gwyneth
Paltrow's snide acquaintance in Emma. All are roles that made
him — if not necessarily his agent — happy.

I had to walk
Z

around knowing

I got [the Star Wars
part] and not being
able to tell anyone.
—EWAN

MCGREGOR

www-umagazine.com

It was

quite hard.”

Director

Lucas’
about

secrecy
the

film's

production
is
already legend,
and any attempts
to goad information out of the
reluctant
actor
were futile.

© October

Jedi-to-be has a somewhat innocent

quality when he speaks. It’s as if he
hasn't done enough of these silly
interviews to get sick of them yet. He
laughs freely and sometimes even
appears (gasp!) to be interested in what a schlocky U.
Magazine film critic has to say.
This Next Big Thing obviously needs some work on the
pompous star act. McGregor's reacting pretty much the same
way any of us would react if we were cast in a Star Wars film.
Nice gig, if you can get it.

But sticking to his principles has paid off, thanks to one
galactic overlord named George Lucas. When the Star Wars
entrepreneur cast McGregor as the young Obi-Wan Kenobi
for the upcoming Star Wars prequels, well, the former indie
star went from a charming, talented actor to,
well, the guy about to be the biggest star this
side of Tattooine. And even though Star
Wars is about as commercially viable as a
film gets, this isn’t exactly /ndependence Day
we're dealing with here. He’s not selling out,
but he’s definitely been upgraded from
coach to first class.
“I was told I had the part, but I wasn’t
allowed to tell anybody for about a month
and a half,” says McGregor in a phone interview from London during the Star Wars filming. “It was quite a day. I had to walk around
knowing I got it and not being able to tell
anyone.

Are you signed on for one film,
or two, or three? “Um, yeah, uh,
maybe.”
Everything okay on the set? “Um,
everything, is, uh, very friendly.”
Forget it. McGregor knows which
side his bread’s buttered on. He does,
after all, have the role of a lifetime.
He hasn't quite developed the ego
to go along with it, however. The

“I've watched the old [Star Wars] films a lot,” he says.
“I'm playing [the Alec Guinness role] as a young man, so I’ve

had a lot of work to do there. It’s all a part of the preparation
really. This is a great chance, and I’m not going to f—k it up,
you know.”
Of course, a “great chance” is one thing. Playing ObiWan Kenobi in arguably the most anticipated movie of the
past 25 years is another entirely.
Mr. I-Don’t-Need-to-Be-a-Movie-Star is about to
become the epitome of the species. Is he ready?

Outside

is America

“I don’t think about it at all. I just concern myself with the
work and try to get that good,” he says. “I can’t prepare myself
for it, because I don’t know what it'll be. I also don’t want to
walk around going, ‘Oh my God, what's my life going to be
like after this?’ I’m just going to get on with it. I don’t care for
any of the star side of stuff. The work’s more important to me
than anything else.”
McGregor will tell you otherwise, but he’s about to take
over America. Following September's Nightwatch with Nick
Nolte, he reteams with Trainspotting director Danny Boyle for
this month’s A Life Less Ordinary, a romantic comedy with
Cameron Diaz, Holly Hunter and Delroy Lindo. McGregor

1997

the MTV Movie Awards in June.

“It was stupid and silly,” he says. “They scripted [what we
were supposed to say], and it was so awful that we just said
‘F—k that,’ and made
up our own thing. We
thought we were being
really witty, but we
were met with this wall
of nothing. But, of
course, there everyone's
just looking around
over their shoulders,
seeing who's sitting
behind them. Everyone's
just there to promote
something they've been
4
in. Nobody's there just
because they want to be.”
American Gothic gone bad?
Of course, the celebrity circuit isn’t all bad. His appearance
on ER as a Scottish (surprise!) kidnapper who takes Julianna

Margulies hostage, earned him an Emmy nomination.
“I had a great time,” he says. “I just wanted to be in it
because I love the show. To see myself on the telly with those
people was great fun. They gave me the chance, and I
jumped at it.”
For a married guy with a young daughter, McGregor is
spreading himself mighty thin. He's wrapped filming
Velvet Goldmine from the director of Safe, and is readying
to make a film with Priscilla: Queen of the Desert director
Stephen Elliot. That’s not to mention any more Star Wars
prequels he might be working on. And he has two more
movies slated after that. Is he becoming the Michael Caine
of our generation?
“I try to work fairly regularly,” he says. “I try to knock off
as many as I can.”
And if McGregor can continue to add a little bit of interest to the increasingly bland world of film, more power to
him. Movies could use the jolt of energy.
Help us, Obi-Wan Kenobi, you're our only hope.
Will Leitch is self-conscious about the size of his light saber.

See the full text of the U. interview with Ewan McGregor on
theU. web site: www.umagazine.com
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McGregor’s not entirely comfortable with his impending
domination of the States. There are tabloids with journalists
who are much more interested in who he might be sleeping
with than how moving his performance is. (Gossip mongers,
sit down. He’s been happily married to designer Eve
Mavrakis for two years and has a daughter named Clara.)
This Serious Actor thinks it’s nice to have people seeing his
films, don't get him wrong, but jeez, have you looked at our culture lately? Self-promotion seems to be something everyone but
McGregor loves to do. He noted his appearance with Diaz on
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and, uh, some space: movie; :
Ewan McGregor takes over: America!

culture
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With A Life Less Ordinary,
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“[Robert]

playing him, because he kind of became more 0!
the feminine character,” McGregor says. “He’s very
sensitive, it seems. He reacts and gets very hurt
He’s just a guy who gets himself into a terrible
mess, and it seems to get worse and worse.”
The film was shot in Utah, and the freewheelae
ing McGregor found the beehive state to be restrictive, to say the least.
“It’s just a very weird place. I don’t want to be rude
about it, because I’m sure there are students in Utah who’l|
be reading this,” he says. “It’s just a very straight, conservative place. I got stared at a lot. I'm a young guy with a
baby and a wife, and I'd walk around and people would just
stare at me like I was the devil because /had a baby. Maybe
they were staring because I only had the one [child] and I
didn’t have 12.”
Perhaps the sight of a disheveled 20-something, frantically looking for cigarettes and alcohol with an impressionable child was a bit much for the average Mormon to take.
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plays Robert, an unhappy janitor who takes a rich
American heiress (Diaz) hostage. Two angels (Hunte!
and Lindo) conspire to bring them together.
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i:’s not magic, it’s the
Loan Repayment Program. If not in default,
fed-rally insured college loans up to $65,000 can
completely disappear after three years of active

Atay service. The amount and duration of repay-

me it varies for the Army Reserve.
Your college experience may allow you to
er er the Army at a higher rank and pay grade.
A:d you may also qualify for sophisticated
sk il training.
For more information, call 1-800-USA-ARMY,
Est. 440, visit our website at www.goarmy.com OF
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Plymouth

Neon

$11,655* (For starters.) Want a

Test TRON
SEES.
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car that comes with everything? Try Plymouth Neon.We

Ra

made over 40 quality advancements from top to bottom,

front to back, inside and out. So what you get is a new and
improved

ihe

Neon. And it has the largest coupe interior,

widest array of exterior colors and most powerful standard
engine in its class* Hungry for more? Call 1-800-PLYMOUTH

;

or pull us up on the Internet at www.plymouthcars.com.

—

That’s Plymouth.
*Base MSRP includes destination, excludes tax.
“Source: Ward’s Upper Small Class 1997 models.
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